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Some  -Features of Equipment Operation 

PREPAOB 

[     ■ .AA tne 'Control figures of USSR national economic 
! development for 1959 - 1965», approved by the 21st 
I Congress r,f c?rjs , a fartber growth of the lnter-~ctfy 
j communication network is foreseen with-such an estimate 

I ™f5 afc tm end ot the  »even-year pier network expansion 
j W.J.U. ooaoLe» Tftis problem is solved mainly at the exoence ' 
I or cable main construction and the- creation o^ nr^i-l«' 
I enannei multiplexing systems of symmetrical aal non-f^ro- 
!metrical cable lines. 

j ^   ^However, the number of aerial copper and bimetallic 
(circuits in cur country still continues to bo ac/n^d^phle 
fane taaerefcre, the different high-frequency, telephony    : 
^apparatus types require for them constant improves- and 
j bringing Into eceord with the achieved developBentTof d^sn- 
stance communication technique, 
j.    At the present time, 12 - channel tyos V-12 hiph« 
jfrequency telephony system equipment is IUBtailed on'"'the 
^principal aerial mains of the country,,  Operation tests 
'cevoaled equipment shortcomings and aided in the deterirrh- 
uarxoo of a _ number of requirements for the equipment, and 
also co define raore exactly the requirements formulated 

b 
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[earlier. 
1     '   .   •■ Some pf the  Bhortccro: WOOk OuaUU. It;: •■• of 

i e'ouipraent rneteraa undei 'stated v. nine of the n on." ..in ear 
i  loss in. 11. noa. ■> amplifier». con aider'. lDi.£   OV er ail 3l' <:es of 
z      Cc J-.-i...     C^rh )J 0.-0 ...'-«.■ types*   icroBi 1101..i.iry   ! :;f sap a latino cl aannexa. | 
*'■     ,,,, „-.;.       .;.-'!,._ ,.,t   .  X. ,■- ...; \cc;   l.f?VP?1 '->■''    r"-yv 
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■{ Giiia.iUiej.fi..' ;JXr.U;UJ.iJitf.. Ni..U.Oii J.t; U,L J..!. u <.,.!. e u^ci AUJ.' ;i;^u.'..u.u; 

I and oniall LiZ of apparatus distribution on the racks and 
j so on. , 
|     X« 1957 industry finished ßoüernisation of the 12 - 
| channel' system of high-frequency telephony by aerial 
| communication lines --' V-I2-2., which since' 1958 is mass 
i production produced.  At present the' Eoderniaation. of tho 
3 "■ channel aystem (V--3",i.) is oeinc .completed1, 

|     The creation of the stated types of apparatus will 
j further the technical arament of inter-city communication 
j in. correspondence with trie  resolutions of :21oi Congress 
| of PTSSo which showed the necessity of 5jnpla.nting modern 
| aeoojuplishrento of science and engineering into ail the 
| branches' of 'national economy in USSR. 

The following 'were considered to he the main 
problerrä irn itKaiornination of V-3.2 equipment: .kee.pl.ry; 
constant oho initial syofsK oafs, (linear spoofrunn frans-- 

■ Kiisslon leaelj . rransffiiB&ion distance o.nd length of trans- 
| 6,ucer soctiono); producing the possibility of operation 
i on circuits- parallel with V-12 system.; raising the 
| etahility ana dependability of operation for .ail units and ! 
for apparatuses as a whole;- improving electrical oharae-. 
tor is tics of apparatusos and raising ens cnannoi, com- 
wnimication quality; considerable decreasing .of. .overs,!! 

"■'"■zms's   providing and lowering the cost of operation; 
vVrt? tho organizational possibility of iwxiarn pro* 

j ducrioa iaerrioaE;,, 
The present write-up was given by L.E, Xontovp 

I fa ? Koralevp GhN, Stcpanov. and lOh BaBkakov. 
\ Ail reinarko on- the given-presentation should he 
ladGresoed to: Moscow»-center, Chietoprudnry bu.I'var, 

|     Technical aduiniotration of The Miniotry of 
ICommunication., USSR, ' 
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ITlT Teclinlcal characteristics of apparatus 
* The" 12«channel apparatus system V-12-2,  and also 

the apparatus v-12 which preceded it, is intended for 
multiplexing aerial circuits made from non-ferrous metal 

■with wire diameter 3.5 or 4,0 mm. 
System V-12-2 is a two-wire two-band system, 

principal technical characteristics are givan in 
Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1,  Technical characteristics of the system ¥• 

Tfc. 

.,.„; ,Characteristic.  , , _  
Number of channels        .   t 
Common linear frequency spectrum (kc) 
a) bottom, channel set (direction B-A) 
bj'top channel set (direction A-3) 
Number of versions of linear frequency 
spectrum 
Control currents frequencies in the line (kc): 
a) direction B-A 

I b) direction A-B 
| Transmission level for each channel at the 
\ output of terminal and tandem .offices (neper) 
| Maximum amplification of tandem office at 
end fr equ encie s (neper): 
a) bottom channel set 
b) top channel set- 
Variation limits of frequency characteristic 
slope of tandem and terminal offices (neper); 
a) direction E-A 
b) direction A~*B 
Level of control currents at the output of 
{terminal and tandem offices (neper) Non- 
|linearity loss of the tandem office at output 
level 4- 2,0 nepers: . 
a) at second harmonic 
b) at third harmonic 
Nominal value of input resistance of tandem 
and terminal offices (0) 
Reflection coefficient from the line/ % 
Limits of flat regulation of amplification 
for tandem and terminal offices (neper) 

Value 

36-84 
92-143 

40 and 80 
92 and 14-3 

+ 2.0 

2.0 and 5.7 
5.7 and 8.C 

0.5-3.7 
0.3-2.3 

8.5 
10*0 

550-600 
10 

5.0 

5 
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jcaaajcaßfcaEiafclö   
Value 

-4^ 

300-3400 

+0.5 

. 0.8 

1.5 

2100 

0.15"" ■ 

0,0 

"Effectively transmitted channel frequency 

Se^of measuring levels in the 4-wire part 

of the channel (nep): 
a) at the beginning of transmitting route, 
b) at the end of receiving route 
Net loss of channels at frequency 300 c 
fnepprr) 
Coefficient of nonlinear distortions of the 

channels (with £*? 420 e), # 
Frequency of the voice-frequency ringing- 

el 1.3.1 trw f c} 
voltage of'power supplies (v): 
a) plate battery 
b) -heater battery 
Time stability of net loss (neper) 
Set noise level of terminal office in cne ^ 
spectrum of one channel, measured at a pornu 

.with level -h  0.5 nephers, 4-wire output 
(rnv psoph,) ■ 
Set noise level of tandem office in uhe . ^ ^ 
spectrum of one channel, measured at a pome 

vrith level + 2 (nep) ,. 
•Total distance of telephone operation t™) 
Length of transducing section (lea) 
JTumber of transducing sections 

In addition to the information given in the table, 11 
IB necessary to note, that four possible alternates of the 
linear spectrum of apparatus V-12-2, used with the 
oopr>at;-ion of several systems on parallel circuits to de» 
cr-esse the transitions between them, are formed by in- 
verting the channel frequency bands in 'the lower frequency 

' groi.ro'and by Inverting and displacing on the operation 
bmV spectrum in the upper frequency group (Pig. 1,1.) 

The terminal office A transmits the upper frequency 
U-roup' into the line and receives the lower, and office B 

' t^n.Tinlts the lower frequency group into the line ana re- 
ceives the upper«  If Is obvious that offices A .and B have 
a corn-hj etelv coincident individual equipment and differ 
only in the*" group part» Every terminal office is supplied 
by an apparatus, which provides the reception^ group 

-5.8 

2,000 
110,000 
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carrier currents only for one variant of the linear fre- 
quency spectrum. 

Fig. 1.1. Versions of the linear frequency spectrum for 
equipment ¥-12-2* 

Bottom frequency set Top frequency set 

t   2 3  4   / S \?  I 

a  äddddddd&Jd 
* Bbbtfrbbbbttibb 

# # FT i s  " " 

™^ ™«— tjl   W* *> »I **$■* *«4 

I   2 3 4 
J ft  QÖ 

n\ tt to 9 s 

w kB so 
The values of pilot frequencies in the line remain 

constant, in all alternates of the linear' spectrum. The con- 
trol currents with frequencies 80 and 92 kc are used for 
the flat regulation of the level and with frequencies ^0 
and 1A3 kc for the slope regulation. 

All carrier and some control currents are produced as 
a result of their harmonic generation» The master oscilla-| 
tor with miartz stabilisation produces.oscillations with ! 
frequency "4 kc and with stability 2.10"5, as a consequence j 
of which the signal frequency variation in the range of one! 
[transducer section is not over 1 c when.the signal passes- j 
'the channel» ■ \ 

Electromechanical system ÄR1J is used in the equipment' 
To decrease communication idle periods with harsh meteoro- 
logical conditions, when the automatic regulation range of 
amplification is already used up, In the apparatus Is pro- 
vided a possibility of sudden flat increase of amplification 
in comparison with the information given in Table 1.1, by 
0..5 neper for lower frequency group and by 0.8 neper for 
upper frequency group. This switching is made manually. 

In the separate equipment of the terminal offices 
channels the speaking currents of all channels are trans- 
ferred into the freouency 60~108 kc spectrum, which is 
'taken as the initial one for 12-channel group in all home 
jmulticharmel systems. ' 

7 
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Transition from spectrum 60-108 kc to linear fre- 

jquency spectrum (Fig.'1,1) is made by two steps of the 
jgroup- conversion,, -whereupon the second conversion-step in j 
ithe transmlsalon route and the first In the reception routej 
are realised -with the aid of carrier' frequency, the value of) 
which depends on the selected spectrum alternate, ■ ] 

In the reception route of each channel, the possibi-I 
lity of net loss characteristic compensation is provided j 
with the condition that its values at different frequencies! 
would not go out of range shown in Fig« 1.2, ! 

"i o 

..08 
Permissible deviation range of the channel net 
nepi 

*? -„ • 

% v      i • ; |  j i i | i , T r r ^T 7 7 y i T -j n ~F • • -» y - < p 

AW   wm   tsm  iws   ism Mm ssoot^ 

derived channel equipment was developed simul- 
taneously with system V»üh This equipment permits to 
iderive four telephone channels at any- tandem office, if .thej 
ic. tern, operates in the first linear spectrum alternate, 

The derivation is made with the restoration of the 
jused frequency hand,, i.e., any tandem point- can get connec- 
|tion through four channels in the direction of each terminal! 
office» The derived channels hold frequency hand 68-84 kc 1 
({lower group) and 92-108 kc (upper group) in the linear fre-j 
jqueney spectrum; according to the established numeration 
fthese are the channels 9-12. 
|     Connection of the derived channel equipment practi- 
cal ly does not change the through channel characteristics„ 
|and the derivation of channels by their data fully meets 
[she norms, established for main line channels, 
j     Equipment V-12-2 can operate on one circuit together 
kith other systems in which spectrum is used up to 28.5 kc.j 
pelephone channels formed by this equipment permit a second j 
jnultiplexlng,i.e», a voice frequency telegraphy and photo- I 
[telegraphy, and with the incorporation of two or three tele-l 
phone channels permit the'.transmission of a high-quality  | 

8 
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In relation to linear spectra, transmission levels 
land' control current frequencies coincide in systems V-12-2 
and :'\h-12,, and. it turns out that not only the operation of 
given systems on parallel circuits are .possible., but also I 
the equipping of one Riaiu line 'tie with sis eel laneous . equip-- 
ment, However, "if' for .one circuit a. different outfit at the- 
tandem offices (Fv"~12 and Pv~12-2) and a different group j 
outfit at .-the ■terminal offices can be established in prlncl.4 
pie, then the individual outfit on both terminal officeo j 
should he the same. This requirement, is-determined tey the } 
difference in the voice-frequency ringing systems/taken fox 
equipment V-12-2 and Y--12, 

The auxiliary repeater office (VlfS-12)^ switched on 
during unfavorable weather conditions., can also operate on 
a circuit,   equipped by apparatus V-12--2« A distance feeding 
device iß introduced into the outfitting makeup of terminalj 
und tandem offices,   to provide for the operation of ¥US,   I 

The current consumption by different offices! enter-i 
Ing into the ¥«12-2 system,, is shown in Table 1*2,        j 

CitH-'GiOn 

4 Pi lament cur-- f Filament cu 
| rent., amp»  ■ \ rant, amp» 
] TJ « 21*2 v .     ! IJ ~ 206 v, 

n  • a 

terminal office:      ' -  ■ I 
a) Group and generator 

■ equipment     . ' : i 
b) Separate equipment j 

Derived channel equipment    i 

10.0 

o , i 

0 *J 
b.   f, 

0.61 

u „32 
0 
0 . im 

(Table 1,2. Permissible 'deviation' range of the channel net! 

1    -With the operation of signal circuits the current 
boDBuniption'from 21,2 volt battery is increased by not more 
fthan 0,5 amp* 
j     IVo types of electronic tubes are used in the equip™ 
fnent; GZhlP-E and 6P3S--E (besides the k  kc -generator,-'where 
h  102hlL tube is used. Both tubes have an increased life 
f^pan (5000 hours}* Principle parameters' of these tubes are 
Sgiven in Table 1.3* _____ _„/__-.„_.- __„ 
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Parameter ZhlP- 6P ■~JÖ~& 

Heater voltage, v jo, 
Heater current., ma       "' ; I.70 
Plate voltage (max),v j 120 
Plate current ma j 7< 
Characteristic transconductance^ rna/v 1 5< 
Output power (max), w 
Bias voltage on control grid,, v 1   — 
Screen grid voltage (ma.x),v * 120 

6 
900 
250 
70 
6 
5 ■ 

orco 

o o 

Table 1.3.  Parameters of electron tubes G-ZhlP-E and GP3S-- 

Total number of tubes on the rack frames,, not count 
ing the spare tubes, are given in Table lA. 

Direct heating thermistors TP-2/0.5> TP--G/2 and 
TP-2/2 are used in the equipment. 

Rack 
Number of tubes 

bZhlP~E &P3S-E 

SIO-12 
SGO 

Table I A, 

19 
6 

Number of tubes on racks, 

,2.  Principles, of structural mounting. 
Structural equipment arrangement in apparatus V-12 

provides grouping of similar type units for several systems 
n the capacity of one rack frame, e.g.» the frame of SDS 
for 9 systems, STV for 2 systems., SChK for 5 systems and so 
on.  In distinction from apparatus V-12, in apparatus V--122 
the outfitting is completed by a principle of concentrating 
different units, relating to one system, on the minimum 
possible rack number. 

The units of terminal and tandem outfits, following 
trom their mutual attraction, are arranged on. different rack 
{forms with the consideration of convenience of operation. 
i     Terminal equipment of apparatus V-12-2 is arranged 
|on two racks: S10 (individual outfitting rack) and 30-0 
',(group outfitting rack) - Fig» 1.3. ■      

10 
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Fig. 1.3. General view of the terminal office V-12-2. 

äür 

SIO is manufactured in two alternates» with a set of 
units for one system (12 channels)- SIO-12 and with a set of 
units for two systems (24 channels)- SIO-24. !3?he rack of 
SIÖ-24 can be used for common operation with two racks cf 330 
(in this case the terminal outfit V-12-2 for two systems is 
iarranged on three racks),and also for the 2k-channel system 
;of high-frequency telephony by cable lines(E»24 and K-24-2). 

11 
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The-SGO rack of office A or B is outfitted so that 
applicable to each spectrum alternate for one 

system, besides this the complete names of racks are: 
SGO-A— spectrum I, SGO-B— spectrum I, SGO-A— spectrum 
1IC SGOB —-spectrum II and so on« Thus, altogether 
there are eight alternates to outfit the SGO racks, 

The generator equipment-, arranged on rack SGO, can 
feed two systems. In relation with this the manufacture 
of SGO racks without generator equipment is also provided. 

All equipment of the tandem office V-12-2 for one' 
system is placed.on one rack - PS» 

Derived channel equipment is also placed on one 
rack - SVK. On Fig, 1.4 the general view of the tandem 
office is given and also of the rack SVK which is operat- 
ing together with it. 

Matching device panels (two panels on PS and one on 
SGO) are included in the rack SGO and PS sets'. The 
matching device panels depending' on the wave impedance of 
the cable, which is connected to the apparatus (cable 
with-styrene-flexion insulation or coil-loaded cable), 
have different construction. A device, in a separate box, 
is included in the apparatus to test the.electron tubes 
(FIEL). 

Besides the fundamental equipment, flexible cords 
and bows, necessary for switching and measurements, are 
included in the rack sets, and also spare parts, technical 
documentation albums and the regulating instrument, 

A unit principle of apparatus structure, is used in 
system V-12-2, i.e. such, with which different units, 
which are electrically connected by ■ interim!t wiring and 
mechanically connected into a single supporting structure. 

By a unit is understood a structurally molded and 
electrically completed unit, e.g. linear amplifier, 4 kc 
oscillator, channel filter and others. The unit can be 
separately tuned and checked.  Specific'requirements, as 
a rule, are presented to its parameters. The unit 
principle of construction makes it possible to" create corn- 
pact units, in respect to structure, which can be easily 
replaced when they are out of order. 

Largest part of units'in apparatus V-12-2 is of the* 
cut-in type, i.e. they are joined with the common panel 
mounting or rack by a special contact joints jack and 

12 
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knife pairs (blocks), 

Pig. 1.4. .General view of tandem office PS and derived 
channel equipment bay SVK. . 

**» 

Units, that are withdrawn from the rack but which are in 
an operating condition, are checked and examined with the 
aid of flexible cords, which are applied to the office. 

Terminal equipment units, and also the tandem equip- 
ment units are placed on separate panels (plates) in each 

. I             __—-— —~——-——— ——- 
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i  can take either whiei 
■of it, 
generator device 

All units with 

rack, ■ About 60^ of all panels contain cut-in units p' 
the whole panel width or only part 
electron tubes (amplifiers, 

control channel receivers, etc)' and 
units containing the control elements (panels with relays, 
switches, etc») are made in the form of cut-in units.- 

Filters^ equalizers and some other units, the 
production of which in the form of cut--in structures vxere 

: practically unecessary., are made in form of panels which 
are permanently fixed to the rack» Theae panels are 
connected to the principal cable of the rack by soldering, 
which is made on the distributing block or directly on 
the unit elements* 

Small part of panels has a combined structure, i..e. 
some of its units are cut in and others are directly • 
fixed to the rack.  An example of such structure is the 
panel of the group transmission (reception) converter, 
of the SCIO rack,, where the amplifier is made in. the' form 
of cut™in unit and the filters and converters-are not 
discountable*' 

All cut-in unite« besides the contact joints, are 
\ rrovidea with studs. ix their position in 
| panel» Besides that;, in the latter there are directing 
| slides,< which limit the ;3ide displacement of unit when 

'me 16 and 30-conta.ct blc C'rfCfc? *f fastened by clerics 
he sides or back of the unit/ are used as the contact 

In most cases the high™frequency circuits are led 
up to the cut-in unit through a connection which cpnsistB 
of shielded jacks and bow G, in addition to this., two 

I jacks are fastened on the front panel of the cut--in unit, 
land the other two jacks on the unit cover. Some mobility 
I of one of the mentioned jack pairs« permits them to be 
I connected by bows. 
I     All cut-in units,, for the convenience of their 
!arrangement on the rack (and their withdrawal),- are pro» 
•vided by handles» General view of the cut-in panel-unit 

:|of the linear amplifier,, which is included in the equip- 
ment, set of SGO and PS racks, is shown on Pig, 1,5» 
} ' .'  The width of ail panels is &\6  ramp and the depth is 
[loo Kirn (without the protruding handles).  In height the : 
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f^anef dimensions, as a rule/1 are multiples of 30 mm 
'(ISO, 15CK ISO mm/ etc.)* whereupon'-the most frequently 

rencountered panel dimension Is 120 ram» Panels with units 
I are placed and fastened on a standard frame, st&de from 
I channel tar 'and corn teel and having 

648 rarn.  The panel arrang sine ire 

Those aau uxii. ut which during operation are 
subject to control and regulation (RIL panels., linear 

I amplifiers and others), are placed on the front side of 
I the racks. In the central part of the racks the pro- 
I tector nanel is placed on the front side,  panels are 

'eh with a protecting cover ore hinges mads from an 
I : ,. 
X 

lass,   for ease of exanrmateon ana repaacernen 

General view of the cut-in panel unit oi 
linear aiimj.ii'aer i.us, 

as§3Stsii SiÄflwtflTf«* * ,*  £> •< '•VP 'i-j # * St rfe * k 5 «i «s 

frv**-*^--* 

Dn the bach side of the panels- the xeeoang ouse see 
are placed at the top, )lue bus Is connected to me 

i 
l   ri.~./~i 

heater current source (~2I,2v;p white and rea are con- 
nected to the grounded poles of the feeding batteries and 

Race: 810-3.2 neighs 370 kg, SI0--24 weighs 430 pg, 
- 360 to, >33 -—~ ^00 kg and SEK -—3?0 kg« 1 
Structural mounting of the apparatus was deterniinea, 

!to a certain extent, by the applied types of semi-       | 
■.stored products and switching components,, which are 

:distinguished'by small overall sizes, .increased depend-   | 
ability and the use of neu materials»  One of them was • 
specially developed during the project period of V-I2-2 
system; others were borrowed from the number of neu 
[elements, made in the adjacent branches of radloelectronlc 
Jindustry. 
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TU'leciral inroraialion  en sowe applied. 
given  beaov. 
esietors have rovers of 0. 

a ana the miniature-UK-' — Chi a u„  wire 
plastic frame s. The 

miniature plastic frame •'eatahisker% shown on Fig» I.6j 
is extensively used.. The variable VJ ire--type resistance 
on the ceramic frame is illustrated on Pig» 1.7» "This 
is regulated by the micrometer screv. 

1,71 Variable wire resistance 

p_™ 2,s——**| 
^ 

Piii 
i. i 

Ä 
«Si 
*1> 

fÜ JiP*1 

S lit i felriM 1 |§f . p§Mirr 
r 

MrtS    /^     «** 

he eanieitore installed in the apparatus can be 
[divided into two types;  one IEEES type. T.'.'i ri^l ~:r  P'!"} n.l'lGd tv Auci 
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but the radio electronic industry, such as KSO.» B(M,  KVGI, 
tfGFVP, MVGO,"-KTK and KGK, two, especially accurate and stable 
types SSG and SQMZ (micron, silver) on the given capacitors 
cLth tolerance + 0,3^ (Fig. 1.8, 

Pig. 1,8. General view of capacitors SÖMS-Ä (from 50 to 
>I00 WJ-f) and SQMZ-B (from kOO  to 10,000 Wi£). 

h~ " -H l. 4,300 ix^f 

i, 

'«? 

XfOüßütW 
t3% 

™~  # 

1 ± 0.3$ 
f 
"0 

Ur 350 v 
SGMZ-A 

% -> 

2. 10,000 jiuf 
± 3^ 
ür 350 v 
SOMZ-B 

I J. 
Styling; flexion capacitors KEG are inserted in fil- 

ters DK-2.8» 
Ferrocart (j.i » 1,000 or (x ™ 2,000) or plates from I 

term alloy or transformers steel are used as"the course fort 
transformers in the apparatus, i 

The overall dimensions of ferrocart core (type OSh-7) j 
jand of the coil body are given in Fig, 1*9. j 

fig«, 1.9. Ferrocart transformer core type 0Sh~?', Frame 
of coil OSh-7. 

•«SSfe™" f& *« 

LJLp. 
$   5! 

ttttri. 
k^-«™-i 
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Ferröcart is used for the form for more than Söfo 
of all apparatus transformers« 

' Prom the other semi-manufactured products, extensive- 
ly used, in the apparatus, should he mentioned: I 
germanium diodes 1)23., KG and DG--TS24j appears a crystal | 
Resonators ,  iDa.de from  natural quarts and also from     | 
artificially grown crystals; 'relays H|?H ,  EPB-5.» R-P1W 
and specially developed magnito electric relay RHE-2. 

Pig» 1«, 10,  16 and 30 contact 'blocks. 

s§fe' 
ifffY&S} 

Pig, I.» 11.  Little bows* 

I Fig.'1.12,  Socket strip. 

©Sg« 

L,. 
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j     The  apparatus has a large number of switching ele- 
ments, such as the above-mentioned 16 and 30 contact blocks 
j(Flg.'l.lO), bows (Fig« 1.11), strips shielded sockets (Fig; 

blocks and so on 
ll.ljh, terminal lock, strips with contact lobes, wiring 

[Chapter^ Block diagrams^^oOliejäEEgSätuSi* 
K*~HLock diagrams of the principle forms of apparatus V-12-ß 
equipment'(terminal, tandem and derived channel)examined be- 
llow/ contain only the most important units, and also the 
level values and input impedances at some route points,} 

■f 
I2jl» terminal„office * 
| ' "~"~ The~block diagram of the terminal office for system 
V-lfi-2 is given in Fig, 2.1. 

|     The transmission route begins with the unit DSO, the 
{differential system with limiter« In distinction from the 
[apparatus type V-12, both devices are combined here into 
(one unit. The first divides the transmission and reception 
[route., and the second limits the speech signal level, and 
'through this prevents overload of the group devices* After 
the DSO unit the dividing sockets of four-wire route are 
placed which provide the possibility of channel control and 
measurement. 

j Individual conversion takes place in the modulator 
M, to which the carrier frequency from generator equipment 
jsupplied (its value depends on the channel number 108 ke 
Ifor the first channel; 104 kc for the second channel and 
!so on up to 61!- kc for the twelfth channel).' The interval j 
between the adjacent individual carrier frequencies « 4 kc.J 

| At the converter output, the, channel band filter PF j 
Is -connected, which contains pairs of crystal resonators, j 
|This filter suppresses upper side band and other conversion! 
[products, and also partly the remainder of the carrier fre-j 
latency current« Output terminals of all 12 channel filters! 
jare connected in parallel» j 
}      A compensating circuit (Komp. kont) is connected 
Iwith the same terminals in order to compensate for the 
|filter loss frequency characteristic when they are operat- 
•ing in parallel, 
I     Further, the converted speaking currents, of all cha* 
|rials pass through the group route, the first element of 
i»hlxih^iJL,..±lifi™.-baxiii.-£l &LxiB£lcm~£&lbeXL%B*~—-__——. —-— 
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„__^ ^-^ Qff,ae  transmits the upper frequency 
„r^r c^i^'kc (office A. ),   then the band el:hi;inacion 
.:,  " I"  .-;..r^..^,:r-i +•/- ^v.Tr^P3P the remainders 01 eurrxerc; 

rtllvir»en<-p. fron all channels;; aut J.J. wit ^-^ ^ — 
i the loner frequency g 
*•  the l?0nialndors Of currents *>   fOX'   Od   litt 

-£>., tv^ f-irPt case filter 2Ph having IS attenuation . 
r,e^v<//V^vente the transit of carrier frequency ce;crrei^ 
r^vScers into the  system channels,  whlcn operavw 0,1 * 
parallel circuit uitn ar:placoo .fcpeoa-uu.     ^--;:-     ;-; 
Le^, IPVPI iß lowered in these enanne-is and aüuitw1Wx ' noise i'dveo. ....o J 

„^..„.„A.,^  Q-'ri^e the loner frequency 

.sroiro with ail spectrum alternates does net 
I in ten ex 

1.^ "U 

in  no ciaugei s -Uaef^oe'ct. then ulth its transmission i,x.>.vs.&  ^ :^aeJ'x'h*q'*'"' 
M^ä^Vr current remainders getting into cnanneie ^ 
";bir;;;;t^P.. therefore in the second case it is neces- 

! <^w, an Ai-irninate from the oO-iOd uc ypec^ou,: o,^   -, :~- s «^-pv* to ^i:ii'ninaG6 
frequencies, 1 'hieh cons aside rite, the frequencies or ane 

,  ~ , „i_„.-..,..  Tn nn^r^srienoance vruai un,.>.& r.;....n^ 
i -7-P hue t'*o attenuation peakn anct eliin:L,uu,oc ^ — v- 
I "^fv,, „f •intA^Carsnce on the control signal, ae ,;, 
I P^'--:--^--^ ■-_-;  -*;■     «-.>,,„ r.i-o^-n-* tv of level regu- | result of vmich the epex^ixo^ ^—!-^ '— 
lation system is increased. 

.0-. Tt--^ "p i.-th the aid of current of group oarr.u:^ 
•h^l^r'h-^h'cjuyi,,-, a^irrafiR over" the operating frequency 
;: ..; fC)..\oZ  -.,-.-. to another spectrum region ^uO-4^0 kc. 
,t'r-0- vrw-h r11-p«ent^ from individual equipment, ai^o an 
-'  '•>       "'    '  ../.„ ^^»-y,-, i-lna    nr.m'' <:=KT;Onaiaa R6il- ,one; vjian coi*re 
control, frequency currents rroia__uae 
^tor""devicea GKOK-1 and GKCH-2 are conyarted in the 
qp-1 converter. For office A the curreno im^ü^ 
nroducea hy GKCH-1 and GaOia-^ er« eo,, ^o.x -f-^-^ *, 
10 a0ff:R\ pncl 331 (109^ ^; for office B- öa KC aüa^LU^ 

^ The- hand filter GPF, which le placed .toinediace.y 
! Kfter the GP-1 converter, separates the upper u-ejun., 
I o-ef. -nf.-.nrl 400-448 he, which is neceeaary Pr-v for further 

conversions, 
h the signal ha.s in the ProKi ail 'wie vaiaes ^^.LCI, UA~  —.0^--        „_„^„^\ 

I fanden office routee, it has the lowest level 6^  ;;-) 
I ;t the output of G?a filter. Therefore after Grr -;x,ei 
j 'the aBvolifier US, PBR. displaced in trie transnr,se,on 
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JL 
rent'-, ff tor which a second group converter GP-2 Is con- 
necter!. The carrier frequency of this convertor depenae 
on which alternate of the linear spectrum is required 
to be received (Fig, 1.1). 

pntnr-D-200 limits the lower frequency side-buna, 
which is sub,1601 to transmission into the line.  Trie 
prono route elements and first of all filters introauoea 
non-uniformity Into its amplitude frequency character- 
istic, and for the elimination of this phenomenon^ x* 
^ß/xwgarw to oonnect an equaliser Vlli, iSR. A (xnt,o une 
Porte (in office B-VYR. PER, B). After the equalizer the 
filter K-77 is placed, which limits the transmitted hano. 
'•rr^ the 2ow frequency aide and by this prevents tne over 
load of the following element, the linear amplifier Mli, 
bv the unused conversion products. This filter is -in- 
cluded only Into the transmission route of office A.     , 
Office B does not have this filter and after the equaliser. 
the amollfler LUS is placed immediately. 

Linear amplifier raises the level in each cnanxiej. 
to the value -!- 2.1 neper, 

prom the amplifier LUS output the linear spectrum 
! currents enter Into the upper frequency gliding filter 
F-88 (In office B-D.-88) and then-through tne matching 

1 transformer into the linear filter K-33, which serves GO 
separate the 12-channel system current'from the system 
^hieb occupies the loner frequency spectrum. 

■The matching device SU, 'Intended for the matching 
of -nnnt impedance-of the cable entrance and the office, 
IB. a transmission route element and the first reception 
route element of the terminal office. 

The reception route begins with the same elements, 
with which the transmission route ends;  SU and K-3.1; 
Further in station A the filter D-88 Is placed, union 
separates the reception frequency-band from the orantä- 
rpiW^on frequency-band»  After this filter follow two 

} eunloment units called REG, NA1CL. NCH and REG. Pfh NCH 
' and are part of the automatic level regulation device. 
R'EG, PP. NCH with a change of line attenuation changes : 

the*amplification introduced by it equally for all fre- 
quencies (flat regulation); REG, NAKL. NCH changes tne 
^notification differently for different frequencies m 
accordance with the law of line attenuation change 
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r M|;  , , . ,     ...  ».... 

(slope regulation). 
Amplification regulators REG. PL and REG. NAKL are 

"controlled'-by the control current receivers (PKK-1 and 
PKK-2), which are connected to the output terminals of 
the last amplifier in the group route TJS. PR« 

The regulation consist of switching the elements 
of artificial lines by turning the rotors of capacitance 
switch., which is brought into motion by a motor, which 
is connected by a special circuit, controlled by converted 
signals of the control currents (UPR. ARÜ). Correct 
action of the automatic level regulation system provides 
stability of the level at the receiver route output with 
an accuracy - + 0,0,5 nepers« 

The K-22 filter and the D-88dop filter, which is 
placed farther. Increase the reception route attenuation 
at-frequencies outside the operation band. The initial 
slope equalizer (VYR. NACH. NAKL. NCH) is placed between 
these elements. The frequency characteristics slope.is - 
such that the attenuation for lower frequency range ■ 
35 to 84 kc exceeds the attenuation for upper frequencies 
of the same range by 0.4 to 0,6 nepers. Using such 
equalizer, which partly compensates the line attenuation 
frequency characteristic slope, makes it easier to ac- 
complish the alternating slope regulation REG. NAKL, NCH, 
since the regulation levels are drawn together. 

One more equalizer V2R. PR. A, which corrects the 
{ amplitude frequency distortions introduced by reception 
route elements, is placed after D-BSdop filter. 

.Group converter GP-1, following after this equalizer, 
"carries over" the operation frequency-band from the 
linear spectrum to the frequency range 400 to 448 ke, 
separated by filter GPP. Since the linear spectrum has 
several alternates, then the carrier-frequency, applied 
to converter GP-1 has several values. 

.The reception route section from filter D-88 to filte: 
C?PF which was examined by us has a different construction 
for office A and officeB . Elements used in office A 
were listed above, 

.in office B- the K-88 filter is set in place of filter 
iy-88, and after it the filter D-153 sometimes called 
the filter-roof. This last filter introduces into route 
a considerable-attenuation for currents with frequencies 

L. 
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"over 153 kc, by 'which it protects the- telephone trans- 
mission"" from radio broadcasting station interferences« 
After filter D-153, the regulated artificial lines of 
the flat and slope regulations are connected (KEG* PL, 
VCH and BEG. NAKL. VCH), the purpose of which was ex- 
plained when office  transmission route was studied« 

The difference between amplification regulators 
of office a and office b is in the range of the regulated 
frequencies and -in the regulation units» 

" The initial, slope equaliser V2R. NACH. NAKL. VCH, 
placed in the route after the regulators, having the same 
purpose-as the equalizer V^R. NACH. NA£L.'NCH in office 
a, introduces the lower frequencies'of the range 92 to* 
143 ice and attenuation by 0,2 to 0«3 nepers greater than- 
for the upper frequencies of the same range,    ■   • • 

In view of the small attenuation introduced by filter 
K-88 for.currents of■low frequency transmission direction 
(up to 84 kc), into the redemption route after the pre- 
liminary slops equalizer■the filter K-88 dop is connected, 
which precedes another equalizer VYJL PR« B, which cor- 
rects the amplitude frequency distortions introduced by 
the group route elements,- '   ■ , 

The first group reception convertor (GP-1) in office 
b accomplishes the same function as that in office a, 
however the carrier frequencies applied to it from  the 
generator equipment, have different values (depending on 
the-spectrum alternate). 

The reception route part beginning with filter GPP 
and following after convertor GP-1,-la similarly con- 
structed for both office types« 

The second group convertor GP--2 in the reception 
route converts currents of frequency-band 400 to 448 kc 
into currents with frequencies 66  to 108 kc. with the aid 
of 34-0 kc carrier frequency, Ihe filter D-200 used in. 
the transmission route turns out to be useful also for the 
separation' of frequency-band 60 to 108 kc after the 
Iconvertor GP-2,. The received signal level at the output 
of filter -D-200 has a very snail value. Because of this 
it is necessary to place the amplifier ITS. PR, which has 
such an amplification which provides at the input of in- 
dividual equipment part a level equal to - 0,6 nepers. 
The reception amplifier has two outputs:  to one is con- 
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nected the! reception route of Individual equipment 
and to the other— the control current receivers (PICK-1 
and PKK-2).* 

In office At  these receivers are tuned to frequen- 
cies' 64 and'104 kc, and In affice B, depending on the^ 
spectrum alternate, to frequencies 60 and 111 kc or 58 
and 109 kc. 

From the amplifier US.-PR. the different channel 
currents enter the channel filters pp and after them 
to the demodulators IM, which restore the original voice- 
frequencies spectrum. With the demodulation in each 
channel the.same carrier-frequency as that with the 
modulation is used. 

It should he noted that the, upper side-band, formed 
after demodulation/ falls into the high-frequency region, 
and therefore no special filter Is required to separate 
it from lower-frequency band. The'necessary current . 
suppression, of the upper-frequency side band is provided 
by a capacitor connected at the demodulator output» 

The reception route of the terminal office is coin-, 
pleted by the low-frequency amplifier TJNCH and by the 
differential system DSO which is also involved in the 
transmission route formation« 

The low-frequency amplifier raises the signal level 
in the channel up to a value' which provides the reception 
of the necessary value of,over-all circuit attenuation. 
Exact determination of the over-ail circuit attenuation 
is made by the amplification regulator which is in the 
IJNCH amplifier. 

Those places of transmission and reception routes 
are shown on the block-diagram (Fig, 2^-)* to which 
equipment is connected for broadcasting transmission in 
doubled, channelsj they concide with the input and 
separation places'of the control currents. 

2»2 Tandem office 
The" block-diagram'of'tandem office PV-1.2-2 Is II- • 

lustrated on Pig. 2,2. This office amplifies currents 
transmitted by aerial line in the 12»channel system 
spectrum, and also holds constant the level value at the 
office output. 
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7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
•11. 
12. 
1  O 

14. 
i c- 

16. 
1 7 X j .. 

Complete by-pass 
K-3 equalizer 
By-pass with linear filter 
Apparatus for 'branch communication 
H'-f flat regulation 
H-f slope regulator 
H-'f initial slope equalizer 
A-B. equalizer 
Matching trana former 
Derived channel equipment 
B~A equaliser 
L-f Initial slope equalizer 
L-f flat regulator 
L-f slope regulator 
3-Channel system 
line 
UPR ABU 
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JL 
or Level, values, shown on the diagram., -are given 

paximun' office amplification and for currents v;lth fre- 
quencies 84 kc {direction b-a) and 143 ke(dIreetIoh a~c). 

nw>rv, STVA r.nnwcri elements from the line side for There are cordon e 
both transmission directions? 
filter set (of which, filter K 

.... r. j- V\ .C iQ 
QX" Inea: 

JJ, ,LS xn cne 
L2-ohannels system) and the matching transiormer 

connected between tlie filter K-33 ancl the directing 
filters. 

of the 

'•^-hon a-o the first element 
directing filter k-88, which separates the upper- 

in the transmission ctxreetio: 

from the lower,. Further 'd-153 filter frequency group 
is placed.-which is necessary for interr 
si on ,s appearing with the opei 
stations. Two amplify 

o«fpTin ico strop! 
fho ^r,^--^tion of broadcasting radio 

mrrr. m-mi ifving dev- ices REG» PL» VCE and REG, 
MKL, VOHh following after D-153 filter; 

nlificatlon into the route/ the value of waxen varies 
depending on the attenuation variation of the line 
section,  which precedes the tandem office. 

Both regulation amplifiers (or., as they ai 
Antlv called, the regulated artificial lines 

fre- 
since 

not the tube circux ampiifxeafxon cut 
consist-: 

quenoxy 
virtually varies 
the attenuation of the input amplifier circuit 
of- complex equalizers) are controlled by control currents, 

I formed "by the control channel receivers^ (PICK-MSP PKK-92) 
1 bw the means of the special, circuit (ü'Ph ARXJ) 
I considered, these currents will act on the switching 
element mechanism of units HEG. PL» VCIi and REG» NAK 

i*=>r! the holding of the output offie v'CH« by whicn is provxaea. 
"level at a constant value« 

The equalizer VYR. NACH'. HAKL. VCH, shoun In the 
diagram after KEG« MAIiL. VCH, In the range 92 to 143 K:C 
creates a constant slope of the amplification route 

[ freeuency characteristic in the order 0.2 to 0.3 nepers. 
\  with which it narrows the alternating regulation range, 
I-; A, r^ken  the accomplishment of regulated artificial 
lines easxej?. 

Pllter K-88 dop supplement! attenuation of the 
directing filters K-88 in the retardation banc, contrx- 
bating to the extenuation increase in the intermediate 
office loon and nroviding by this parameter.the necessary 
norm 4.0 nepers In the operation band and 2.5 nepers 
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—L 
outside the frequ&ncy-band» 

■The route equaliser VYR, A-B eliminates distortions 
introduced by the route elements, determining the re» 

I quired uniformity of its frequency characteristic» 
One of the Kost liable units, entering into the 

tandem office, is the linear amplifier Ifts which in- 
creases the signal level by more than 6 nepers. The 
guiding filter 'K-88 completes the studied route with 
direction a-b. 

The  guiding filters D-88 are the first and last 
elements in the route of transmission direction fc-a. 
The flat and slope regulation devices.KEG. NAKL, HÖH and 
HECh. PL. KCH are' connected after the first filter .D-88, 
whereupon indiBtlnctlon from direction a-b there is only 
one amplification element. -The control of these regulat- 
ion artificial line is accomplished by control current 
receivers (FKK-40 and PKK-80) and other elements of the . 
ARU .equipment. -.' 

Filter K-22 produces the given'route and addition. 
attenuation for the currents of three channel systems 
(V-3). Besides this the appearance possibility of inter- 
coupiing for excitation in the loop, foiled by the tan- 
dem* station ¥-3 and V-12-2 routes, is excluded» 

'Following unit in the block-diagram .Is the equaliser 
¥351, NACH. NAKL. KCH creates a preliminary slope of 
the frequency characteristic by 0,4 to 0.6 nepers in the 
frequency range 36 to 84 kc, 'thus making easier the ac- 
complishment of alternating slope -regulations. 

5-ilter 3>88 dop serves for the attenuation increase 
ove::? the loop, formed by both'transmission directions 
routes of the tandem office. The equaliser VYR. B-A con- 
nected after it eliminates distortions of the low-fre- 

! qusncy route frequency characteristic, introduced by 
I'filters of the given route, including also the filter 
1 l>iH8'.clop,f .The linear amplifier LUs, the next to the last 
el^unt placed in the low-frequency route, amplifies 

■ signals by. value in the order of 6 nepers. 
Besides the above described principle equipment, ■ 

the tendon office has also some auxilary devices. 
I    Since from this office,, the distance power supply 
"feeding to the, auxilary repeater office (WS-12) can be 
accomplished, then on the FV-12-2 rack the distance 



-JL •"—1 
[feeding panel PDF installation with measuring device and 
! switching elements Is provided, and also the panels of 
!distance feeding chokes DDP. 
| For the''organization ' of order circuit at IOYJ-fre- 
quency the filters DK-2.Ö and DDK-2,8, which can be con- 
nected' after filter D-33, are placed on the same tandem 
office rack. The office, diagram is accomplished with a 
consideration of possibility of the arriving channels from 
linear spectrum*ana branching of-the broadcasting program. 

The derived channel equipment Is connected .between 
route equalizers and linear amplifiers in each transmission 
direction, whereupon a special transformer Is provided for 
this purpose in the tandem office rack« The broadcasting 
program branching of equipment is connected parallel to the 
linear amplifier output. 

23 J^eriyed Jiharagej^eg^ 
The block"diagram of derived channel-equipment is 

shown in Pig. 2.3.  As it was already stated above,, at the 
point where the given equipment is placed, derivation of 4~j 

■channels can be accomplished and namely'channels 9, 10, 11 j 
land 12. ' These channels occupy linear spectrum sections,^ j 
[which are adjacent to the boundary frequencies of the guid-j 
Ins filters« I 

Naming the point as office "V where the derived chan- 
nel eoulpnurnt is arranged, we will agree to designate: 

! 

of upper»frequency a) the- transmission direction 
group from office A to office B - direction A-Bj 

b) the transmission direction of lower-frequency j 
group from office B to office A - direction B-A (in direc- I 
lions A-~B and B-A transmission of 8 non-derived channels isj 
going on)i  ■ j 

' c) the transmission direction from office A to     : 
office ¥ - direction A-Y;   - • . ■ 

d) transmission direction from office V to office A« 
direction V-A (transmission through 4 derived channels froir 
the side of office A is going on in directions A-V and V-A); 

e)   the transmission direction from offic? V to 
office B - direction V-BJ 

f) the transmission direction from office B to office 
V - direction B-V (transmission through 4 derived channels 
from office B Is going on in directions V-B and B-V).  . 
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Fig. 2.3. Block, diagram of derived channel equipment. 
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Office V""with the aid of derived channel equipment 
obtains the possibility of communication organization 
through 4 telephone channels with office A and also with 
office B, The frequency routes of derived channel equip- 
ment are connected to the tandem office in front of the 
linear -amplifier input for both transmission directions. 

In direction A-B and B-A two routes are formed; one 
for eight telephone channels and the other for control fre- 
quencies falling into the spectrum of four derived channels 
- 92 and 80 kc. 

First and common element of these routes is* the 
differential circuit DS-1 (or DS-2), which divides the cir- 
cuits of 8-channel and 4-channel groups. Further in cur- 
rent path of the first group the group amplifier GR.US. 
A-B (GR.TJS.BA) is placed,, which compensates the attenuatior 
introduced by passive route elements and first of all by 

I the filter K-108 (or D-68). In the GR.US. A-B (GR.US; B-A) 
f the high-frequency (or low-frequency) transmission direc- 
I tion currents are amplified, including also the control 
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S^^i-^ä2£JL^^£2^!LoI_dei^jed channel equipment. Key. 

1. Direction A-B 
2. Group amplifier ({Irpis} 
3. From VCH (high frequency) route etmaliser of tandem 

office. 
4. To LUS (line amplifier) of t,he tandem office. 
5. Direction A-1T 
6. Direction, V-B 
7*- Direction V-A 
8. Direction B--Y 
9. RASPE MOSHÖM (Power distributor) 
10«. From equaliz-er route 

NCH. (1-f) route 
11. Direction B-Ä 
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After this amplifier two filters, are connected; i. 
quarts filter K-I08 (or D--58), which derives the ■ 

Ruooresainöi the currents of other v,/.  v/A. .tc WfUtu 

4~channels^   2»     narrow-lPaftd quarts filter Fiiüil-i 
f  (or 

■ i-h; ir  .iosaee tjy uaccn.L.np  oraxsuo,:.'.' .'cu*  j,'*] 
e.crerii. 

(or Tr2); the device following after une cransiorrer is 
■I called^tha power distributor (RASPR, MOSHCHN, which loins 
! three different routes (control signal (8--channel and- 
I 4 channel) into one common route., eliminating their, ■ 
j iwrtwai influence,  The distributor RASPRi MO.SHCKN output 
i is connected to linear auplifisr of the. tandem off ice» ;■'■ 
!     in direction A-V there is an amplifier Us, A--V after 
! the differential system ds-1, which provides a necessary 
-~v<*T fit'ths  inert of 4 oarailei connected channel ■ ]  i,svt;j. as era 
lilböiij     i.V. ilidljU     J. divide the frequency-Dana; 

of the 4 derived channels \yd  c to .LOU , X-J'-J      >.-"> 

)4 to iCio kc) and at the name time tney are aeso 
the individual equipment elements for each of there 

The. individual equipuent constitution in the derived 
I channel equipment is standard. l,e. it is tne sure as '■ 
I m the terminal office:  channel-band filter PP., demodu- 
i later Iff 'lovr-frequency amplifier 'üPIOH and differential ; 
\  system with liuiter DSO, ..-."■ 
|    n-vi-i-n p j;pi=, r.,aGAn'{--i on of 4 derived channel currents 
i .  "" vu,: 'i if "- 
j is -.accorap-Lisneu.'■■ ,. 
j ;   in direction y~A the currents of the saue 4 .channels 
| are 'transirrl ttecl.  After' the individual part of the 
| equipment ending rtin filter Pie a group ropte erf these'. 
f .channels is.ferried, .the first element of which is the ' '. 
j band elemination filter PF, which suppresses pthe current 
j remainder of the carrier-frequency wo kef Further after 
I the matching transformer fr .135/609' follows the group ■ 
t.converter (if p which is necessary. to 'tranopose. the -group y 
j scectrum of 4---ehanneis {92. to 108 kc ) into- the lower.' 
'"group, frequency 68 to 84 kc linear spectrun -section y ... 
derived for then.  Conversion is made" with the aia.of ■ 
17'6 uc carrier-frequency, which was produced■■ in the har- 
rnonie generator device of the derived channel equlprnent, 
fhe given value of carrier-frequency determines the; ■■- 
necessity of filter pip installation.  Pith acseuce or .me 
latter the current remainder with frequency 96 PC;-     ' 
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getting into the eon vert or*. frill cause at its output/ 
and consequently, in the line the appearance, of current 
uith frequency 80 he (1'jG . ~ (-£  » 00)^ vnhlch in its turn 

get into the control channel ana rill .knock off the' 
level repulatfonh 

! 

t !, -.. 

! 

rxxrer ,U-UUG A tue -ne:ru oieVieiro or rne süiiaiea'i'Oivse/ 
euppreceee the uealeee convers'ioir prcdiicte/, and the 
amplifierhe* V-A increases the signal level up to a 
value.» vihieh rlth the consideration of attenuation in 
the distributor RASPR, MOSEflHN rill provide the required- 
value -■ 4,1 nepers at the'linear trip fixier input of the 
pander! office,  . .-'■'■■".     f      ■ 

In direction V-B the ^-channel 'currents! ' transmitted 
to office E after individual conversion,. are joined into 
e group vhhh spectrum '92- to 108 kc, ....■■ 

. . T'^ie  group, route contains matching transformer Tr 
600/135, band elimination filter 2th amplifier US» vhB ' 
and porer distributer,. ■    .\ 

In direction B-Vf the derived channel;group after  . 
the differential system PS--2-gets into -'the- filter D--108,, 1 
which protects the 8-channel route from conversion pro- 
ducts p formed in the group converter GP.. After thin'■: .. 
converter one'more f liter .D--108 is connected, rhich 
limita the useful frequency band for further conversions. 
Individual equipment elements for the four derived ■'■ 
channels, are connected after the arnrlifier us, B-Vh h 

One peer 1» Individual Bauirrrsent 

3-1 General inf orrjiat ipph' .u. 
By individual equipment 'are understood all those 

equipment elements and units which'.enter only Into a ■■■■.; 
route of each separate channel,' 'Also the devices servi. 
for switching and pressing of channels are usually adde 
to this equipment. Thus/ differential systems and am- 
plitude limiters V'SOp modulators and demodulators K and 
DM, channel filters KP, lovi-frequency amplifiers UNCJh ■ 
voice frequency ringing and dialing receivers PThtff rel 
Buchj operating in the call signal receiving and trans- 
fitting circuits RTV" and RIVS and also the voice freque 
ringing generators GFvh control in switching socket's/ 

ng 

ay 

ncy 

at- 



speak-bussa device PVU, neper meter NF-and test ampli- 
fier IUs enter Into the constitution of individual 
'equipment.• 

in equipment v-12-2 all listed units are arranged 
on one rack,; forming the individual equipment rack SIO. 
.If 12-channels sets are.installed on'rack SIO, then it 
is called the SIO-12 rack/ and for 24 sets, then SIO-24'. 
(♦Sometimes these racks are also called SIO-1 and SIO-2); 
Such outfitting permits to use the rack in different 
multiplexing systems. Already at present the SIO-24 
racks are applied in the 24 and So  channel systems of. 
high-frequency telephony through cable lines (K-24'and 
K-60), in the 12-channel system operating on single 
cable lines (KV-22), and also in the radio relay lines 
multiplexing systems. 

Channel characteristics are determined mainly by 
the quality of unit performance and the time stability 
of individual equipment. The amplitude frequency ■' 
characteristic of the overall channel attenuation depends 
first of all on the attenuation characteristic of channel 
filter. The amplitude characteristic and the coefficient 
of non»linear distortions in the channel are determined 
by the operation of amplitude iimiter and low»frequency 
amplifier. The intelligible and unintelligible cross 
talk to neighboring channels can sometimes be explained- 
by filter defects and so on. Stability of frequency 
and output level of the voice-frequency ringing generator 
in conjunction with sensitivity and selectivity of voice- 
frequency ringing-dialing receiver and the correct relay 
operation, determines the operation of semi-automatic 
cosraaunioatioh system and the passing of call 'signal. 

Operation of SIO units also tells on the group 
equipment characteristics. For example, with insufficient 

■ suppression of carrier current remainders or with over- 
sized output- level, the group devices cannot overload, 
distortions and noises and also trangent currents in 
other circuits cannot arise. 

■ It is clear from the given examples that In the- 
terminal office it is necessary to watch the condition 
of individual equipment,, although measures were taken 
in the equipment to maintain stable system operation for 
a long time.     ■ 
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We~presence',,'oIrT!arge number of identical units 
in pack BIO (differential system, converter, DNCH-FTNV, 
etc} in necessary case permitB to accomplish easily their 
re-arrangement between channels or arrangement of reserve 
units, which are recommended to be kept in readiness. 

The individual equipment rack diagram is given.on 
Fig. 3.1 with the indication of level values in 
different route- places does not require a detailed 
explanation, since the general block diagram of terminal 
office'was examined above. ■ 

We will only note here that these routes are of 
the same type for all channels. The channel number 
determines only the characteristic and elements of 
channel filters (KP) which depend on the operating 
frequency range» When 12 filters KF are connected in 
parallel,it is necessary to correct their total output 
(or input) impedance. This correction is accomplished by 
circuit KK. 

A series of jacks is shown on the diagram. The 
separation jacks are installed In the two wire and four * 
wire routes, and also in the call signal transmission 
circuits; the control jacks are placed at the high 
frequency,input and output of the rack and in the carrier 
frequency current feeding circuits«, These jacks permit 
to check separate route sections, to accomplish tandem 
connections, to measure the level at different circuit 
points, etc. 

Transformer Tr.per and attenuator Udv are the 
last elements of the SIO transmission route» 

Transformer Tr.per and also transformer Tr.pr are 
made according to a differential circuit and have three 
output terminal pairs. Transmission route Is connected 
to the first terminal pair, i.e. the band filter output,* 
attenuator üdv Is connected to the second terminal pair, 
and the third terminal pair is used for the connection 
of equipment for broadcasting which is transmitted by 
doubled channels«     . 

When using SIO racks, making contacts by cable 
line in the terminal offices the attenuator Ud„ is v 
disconnected, as a consequence of which the output level 
increases by  0.3 nepers and becomes equal to -4.5 nepers. 
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A de ted. Ie-.i description of units., included in the 
SI.0 rack; is given below, but the given circuit will also 
"be used to explain the different parts interaction in 
the individual equipment. 

_5.5 Dif f er en11 al gystem and 11.imitor _ (DS0) 
The differential circuit divides the two wire 

route which is common for both transmission directions 
into two reception and transmission routes,, which 
together form a four wipe route. 

The amplitude limitor is connected into the 
transmission route and 1B intended to protect the group 
devices from the increased levels of speaking; currents., 
which can appear with short subscribers lines or with 
loud speech and can cause amplifier overload, which first 
of ail., will influence the operation of voice frequency 
carrier telegraph* 

Differential circuit and amplitude limitor form 
a single circuit (Fig. 3»2) and single structural unit 
in the individual outfitting of the V-3.2-2 equipment. • 
Transformer Trg is the basis of differential system« 
The blocking capacitor Ci, which decreases the shunting 
transformer action for ringing currentss   is connected 
from the switchboard to this transformer. 

Resistance RT -  600 ohms and two capacitors Cg = 
0,5 uf and C3 - 1 pf are the balanced load of the 
differential system» 

The attenuators Udi (b ~  0,25 nepers)., Udp. (b ~ 
0,30 nepers) and IM3 (b -  0,2,5 nepers),, which serve to 
establish nominal values of measuring levels in two .. 
wire and four wire switching jacks,   are in the trans- 
mitting and receiving branches of the differential 
system. 

Input impedance of differential system from the 
switching board side equals 600 ohms. A capacitor 
Clj. =0.01 jit %■%  placed into the transmission rack of the 
differential system to compensate for the reactive 
component of this input impedance. 

Resistance Rgj, which ~  600 ohms serves to match 
the 300 ohm differential system output with the 600 ohm 
limitor input. 
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The amplitude limiter is an unbalanced differential 
system, made with the differential transformer- Tri . 
Germanium diodes Di and D2 are connected to one input of 
this differential system, and diodes D^ and D4 (type 
D2B) are connected through transformer'" Trp to the'other 
input. The first two diodes have a positive bias from 
a battery, and "the other two a negative bias» 

With the absence of a call and with normal speaking 
current levels, the diode resistance is determined by 
the bias voltage from the constant current source. 

When at the input a speaking current limiter with 
increased level is placed., the alternating voltage on 
the diodes is greater than the constant voltage bias» 
The diode resistances in this case change such that the 
amplitude limiter attenuation increases. Indeed, the ' 
resistance of series connected diodes Ih and I>2 at high 
signal levels increases., and decreases with parallel 
connected diodes D3 and D4. All things considered this 
leads to an improvement of differential system balancing 
vTil), i.e. to the increase of its attenuation. 

The•amplitude characteristic of the differential 
system transmission route with limiter is represented on 
Pig. 3.3. The operating attenuation of this differential 
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system route with normal levels equals 1.1 nepers and 
of the receiving route 0.9 nepers« 

Differential system and llmiter are installed in 
one unit, having small dimensions {32 by 90 by 1.40 mm) 
which permit to arrange 12 such units on a mounting'plate 
120 mm wide* ; 

**ith llmiter "'..' 

-1ß-g}-M-{ji-M &  02 m Of 03 tfilTljk (fy,8eps 

All EU30 unit transformers m?e made with permalloy 
cores, which makes it possible to decrease substantially 
their 'jsi's-es* 

*Phe necessary switching of elements, (attenuators, 
balancing circuits ana.  others') are- accomplished by 
resoldering at the tei-MinalsV placed on the front* 
tairfeonit unit cover. 

Indlvidxial frequency converters. enter"into 
transmission route {modulators} and into the reception ' 

■route (demodulators) «>f each ■channel« 
*Phe -frequency band .of speaking currents 1&  eon« 

.verted in the' modulators to the high frequency band 
which-occupies depending on the channel number (i.e. on 
the carrier frequency value) a definite section in the 
principle 12 channel group spectrum 60 to 108 EC. 

demodulators make a reverse conversion of high 
frequency elgnals into low frequency signals with the 
aid of the same carrier frequency which 1B  used In'the 
modulator-,  ' '.'.'. 

From the point of view of economic- and uniform 
ftpnsuntption of energy by the converters from th&öarrler. , 
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frequency current source, It la advisable to oppositely 
connect the apdulator and demodulator diode bridges .in 
each -channel from the Bide of carrier frequency feeding, j 
i.e. in such & way that one half would "open1* the diodes, j 
e.g. the Modulator> and the other the demodulator, 

The lower side band derived by the band .channel   i 
filter after the modulator is the operation band for 
transmission and Also for reception after the- conversion.. 

l%e. diode bridge (Pig. 3.4} which Is made from 
cuprous oxide rectifiers. 'MKV5-I Iff- the basliä. of modulator 
and demodulator circuit« 

9?he attenuators' Bd   (b * 0.35 .to -0.65 nepers) 
and Ud„ (b = 0.8 nepers) Ire eomected In front and 
after the modulator, and they make Its balancing with the . 
loads eaaier,.In the first place with the band filter.- 
Besides this, these attenuators permit to change their 
attenuation by changing (3 ffolderlngs) the arm. resistances 
and by this permit to establish the exact required level 
value at SXO output.. 

Attenuator Ud2 (b » 0,8 ne^pern),  having the .same 
purpose> Is placed in front of the demodulator. Protee-' 
tion of low frequency circuits from high frequency 
Bignals getting into them is provided by low pass filters, 
formed by transformer Trx  binding mnd capacitor O3 and 
also by the colls Lg,  L3 and the input capacitance of 
low frequency.amplifier. 

On the .other side, the high pass- filters the 
elements of which are I»x, Ci and 02 suppress the low 
frequency currents at the modulator output and demodulator 
Input, 
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The attenuation of each Individual converter is 
1.0 to 1.1 nepers. ü?he above mentioned low pass and high 
pass filters which eliminate the shunting of operating • 
signals by converter loads aid the decrease of attenua- 
tion. 

It is important for the modulator to have such a 
selection of bridge elements (4-rectifiers),  which would 
provide a minimum leakage of carrier frequency cur-rent to 
the circuit output. With great similarity of these 
elements it is possible to reach the level of carrier 
frequency current remainder at the modulator output equal 
to -5 nepers (usually -4.5 nepers). 

All unused conversion products in the transmission 
route are suppressed by band filter. In the reception 
route similar filters derive only one channel band from 
the frequency range 60 to 108 K.C. 

Since frequency bands arranged between channels 
have relatively small width, then the requirements for 
filter attenuation increase outside the pass band are 
very high. Such an attenuation characteristic steepness 
on the spectrum sections adjoining the pass band 
together with high parameter stability can be provided 

• by filters with plesso crystal resinators which at our 
place are even made from natural quartz or from artifi- 
cally ground crystals. 

A typical characteristic of channel band filter 
is given on Fig. 3.5« The  filter consists of two bridge 
circuit sections matched by resistors R^ to E.g. rlhe 
Input and output filter resistances equal 600 ohms. 

The circuit element values and the pass band are 
determined by channel number. 

Parallel connection of 12 filters involve the 
distortion of their attenuation characteristics and the 
increase of reactive component of input impedance. 
Its compensation is made by connecting the special 
circuit KK (Fig. 3.1) which is a four element tube terminaj 
network. 

Structurally the panel of individual channel 
converters PIK (1 for 3 channels) contains 3 modulator 
blocks., 3 demodulator blocks and 6 individual channel 
filters. All these units are placed on a frame made 
from flat bar steely'they are braced together by screws, 
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Channel filters are made with piesso electric 

resinators and inductors with ferrocart magnetic circuit. 
The filters are mounted on a chassis fixed inside a 
soldered cover, The external view of the channel 
filter iß shown on Fig* 3.6, The inductor used in the 
filter (Fig, 3.7) was suggested by L. I. Rabkin (NIISJS). 
The application offerrocart permits to reduce its overal 
size dimensions by hiore than half with respect to a coil 
without at core, 
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Four ferrocart rings (1) with permeability u =* 
400 which make the external .cylinder of inductance 
magnetic circuit are enclosed in red copper case (2). 
Inside this cylinder a, coil iß placed which has a ceramic 
tube (3) as a frame for windings. Universal type winding 
is made In, sections, The core (4) and also the small 
adjustors |;5) are placed inside the ceramic tube. 

ringing receiver^ 
The low frequency amplifier (UNOH) and the voice- 

frequency dialing and ringing receiver (PTNV) are 
combined into one unit and form one common circuit 
Illustrated on Pig, 3*8. The circuit contains two tubes 
62H1P-E. One of them is in the amplification stage 
which is common for speaking currents and call signal. 
The second stage differs only to the PTHV receiver and 
circuits are connected at its output which determine the 
receiver selectivity and its.protection from random 
operations owing to components in frequency close to 
2100 c contained in the speech spectrum. 

The amplifier input transformer(Tr^) .is made 
with ferrocart core with u. ~- 2000. Two resistances one 
of which Is variable are connected parallel to the. 
primary winding» It is used as amplification control 
(RU) and is placed on the switchboard outside the unit 
(UNCH-POTV). The control RU changes the amplification 
in the range 1,1 nepers. 

The amplifier output transformer (IrvJ is an 
unequal branch differential system designed from the 
condition of minimum losses of the speaking signals 
used for power in the voice-frequency dialing-ringing 
receiver, and also from the condition of the best 
receiver protection from interference currents entering 
from the switchboard. 

A combined feedback (C'4, B.$  and R%t  R^, Rg) which 
encompasses the output transformer is introduced to 
improve the amplifier characteristic. The feedback 
depth equals. 1.5 nepers In the frequency ran#.e, 300 to 
3400 c.  . 

The maximum amplifier amplification is 4.3 + 0,05 
nepers, and without the-feedback approximately 5,7 nepers, 
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#ig. 3.8 Circuit of the low-frfequsncy amplifier and of 
the TOice»frequency ringing-dialing x«&$iver* 
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I Fig» 3«8.   (Continuation)* 
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The  amplifier amplitude characteristic maintains the 
straight line shape with an accuracy- of 0.01 nepers up 
to +1,6 neper level at the amplifier output. The  reflec- 
tion coefficient of the amplifier input impedance with 
maximum amplification is not greater than 15$ with 
respect to the 600 ohm resistance, with the" exception of 
frequency 300 c where it can be somewhat greater. The 
reflection'coefficient amplifier output resistance with 
respect to 600 ohm resistance is not greater than 10$ 
in all operation frequency ränge. 

The correction elements of amplifier frequency 
characteristic (Dr, G^j L C2 and, Lo Ctp)  provide, a 
possibility of amplification raise at the ends of 
frequency range (300 to .700 cj 2300 to 3400 c) in the 
range 0.5 neper and in the middle of the band (500 to 
1700 c) in the range 0.3 neper (Fig, 3.9).■ 

The sending and reception of a call in V-12-ß 
equipment iß made by a 2100 c voice-frequency current. 

SM.^2j3^imSBmM^j^SS0-M£M^9R.^  UNCH with connected 

'A A *J\ fi 
a)   ^ 

C, Ct C,        C; 

st» ma    £ooo     ;<PO    3m     &h     4,w uu 
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I       The parallel and series circuit, tuned to "this 
; frequency are the plate load of the receiver tube. The 

operating coil of receiving'polarized relay R. (1-2) Is 
connected through a rectifier bridge to the parallel 
c i r o ui t (T rj,j,' Ö j -| „ .-! ^}. ■ 

The relay'&?ainage coil (3-4) is connected to the 
series circuit (L2 Ci4„15). Its purpose ia to hold the 
relay armature at/the nonoperating contact during' the 
time pf speaking currents passage and to prevent by this 
false receiver operation, 

Rectifier bridges are made with type. D2B germanium 
diodes» | 

A field winding (5-6) is Introduced which Is fed ! 
by heater battery to hold the relay armature in non- j 
operation position with the absence of ringing and ! 
speaking currents. Ä current Is established in the j 
winding which provides the necessary ampere-turns,. I 
determined from the condition of smallest distortions of | 
pulse durations. . ■ .   j 

The receiver tube operates in the AY conditions«, 
Besides this amplitude limitation takes place at the 

j expense of upper and lower characteristic bends, which 
i is necessary In order that a smallest current dispersal'  I 
j in the relay windings would be obtained., and consequently ! 
the smallest distortion of dialing pulses with the 'signal 

) level oscillation at the block Input, i 
| The polarized relay has a stable operation in the I 
] UNCH-PTNY unit with level oscillations at IIHOH amplifier I 
| input in the: range 2,5 nepers.- I 

The amplitude and frequency characteristics'..of    j 
j PUNY receiver are illustrated on Pig. 3,10. j 
|       The voice-frequency dialing-ringing receiver 
j operates dependently with simultaneous'action of the 
following unfavorable factorsi    deviation of•the ringing 

j signal frequency by + or - 25 c from the nominal value,*' 
j. minimum or raaximwn voltage of power supplies.) presence 
j of noises with uniform energy spectrum In frequency band 
300 to 3400 c and with level -3 nepers at a point where 
the measuring level equals + 0.5 nepers; .level oscilla- 
tions of the ringing signal at UNCH output in the range 
from -tL.?' nepers to + 0.8 nepers. 

The receiver is not sensitive to currents the 
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nominal (2100 c) with current levels of + 1 neper at a 
point where the measuring level eouals + 0.5 never*.  pnT« 
distortions with the above' listed."unfavorable conim-i^' 
do net; ;exceed h ..snail neeo/ with their normal duration'! ' 
50 to oO nsec 

Pig. 3.10 Amplitude 'and. frequency characteristic-'of KW: 

1) level at the OKOH output - 1.7 nepers, 2) 3evei at " ' 
IMUIi output - 0,2 nop., 3) level at liMCE  output -f 0.8 
TiB'O » 

coil . .. Ä of raläf* operatic« 

«yy. 44. ii 1414. r^£f rj::i U.3W4^--t4445J ^.|^ixpid4^,ij.j 

■ AM sf Äraim coil ! 

, ' Structurally the UKOE-PtiW unit Iß taade 1v a fnt»? ■ 
lot cut-in block» The PTW receiver elements are in its ' 1 
i^ppor part and UWCH amplifier elements In thehlowe^ p^t. i 
une i»m; is provided by a 16  contact contactor hlock placed- 
in the hack part of the chassis (Fig, 3.11). ' i 

I The front block plate has Jacks for the measurement I 
j of tune currents, currents In relay windings and for     f 
parallel^connection of measuring devieea to UHCK amplifier j 
Irnpux; ana output. DNÖH-P0W blocks are placed on the 
pi.0-12 rack on 4 panels - 3 blocks on each oanei. The 
13 -cuoe heater filaments of different block amplifiers on 
j251pane\ax,e connected in series; also the filaments of 
IP-lay receiver 3 tubes .are connected in series. 
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3. öJTolce^fre^ie^i^^ri^^s^im^L^^LL^Ü^ 
The  voice-frequency ringing generator (Fig^ ->.l^) 

has three tubes, two of which Lx and Lg form an RC 
coupled master stage, and the third tube (iß) amplifies 
the generated oscillations. The current frequency pro- 
duced by the generator is determined by elements R^ 
C-,   o and R2 Co »}  its nominal value equals 2100 +5 c 

The  application of negative feedback (resistors R± 

and Rg) and its connection into the thermistor (L4) 
circuit aid in the stabilization of output level and the 
improvement of ringing current curve form. 

A circuit consisting of the primary transformer 
fr-, winding and capacitor C10 and timed to the 2100 c 
freauency is the plate load of the output amplifying tube 
Transformer is made with a TCH--6Ö type torroicial core, 
having 24 mm outer diameter and 13 mm inner diameter. 

The generator has 2 outputs. A current of 2100 c 
and with level -I.5 nepers is applied to the telephone 
channels through the first operating output (Vykh.rab)j 
the same signal with level -3 nepers can be applied to 
600 ohm UNCH-PTNV input for its checking through the 
second test output (Vykh.isp). 

Signal level coming from the operating and also 
from the testing output can vary in range ±0.5 nepers 
w3 .in the aid of variable resistances R?2 

ancl R19 
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A. noticing lowering, of output level (fey 0.3. to 0,4 
mp&^&)  owing to the tube aging or s& -a consequence of 
otter r&asong. is .registered by lamp, »ignainsation activated 
by polarizöd r^lay R. This relay is, fed. by the rectified. 
current applied 'to- its winding (1-2} fro« the type D2B 
diodes^ which «pre -connected into the XT winding circuit 
of transformer "Sq, ♦ By lowering the voltage- .value on this 
winding the .riläy- stricture (m  a ömmatiw&na® of ampere 
turns pi^domin?=öic# .formed, by the magnitiszing ..current) 
closes with a'-contact, placed in the signal lamp circuit, 

*ßwt output signs! power with 2100 o. frequency is. 
provided .of such a value that the' studied generator 
-circuit^ that it-Is. possible to send'ringing current 
through 2% channels at the same time and with this the 
level at the Input of any channel, does, not become lower 
than. 0.1 neper. ,' 

TO -i ,. I 

■Sfibe- ' mLo.e»f r^uenc7 ringing'.generator is .shaped, in 
the- for»*, of eut~lnblock* ..on the front par»! of -which 

.böslde* the- tuhe& (electron and signal)' are plae&dj.    Jacks. 
of- the both output E> $mim. for »assuring tube cathode 

]• 1. . -Operation output 
-j .2, *tet'-output 
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for regulating output levels (R-JQ and Rggj. 
A. reservation of voice-frequency "ringing generator 

Is provided in the equipment by another exactly similar 
generator,; 

A switch located between the principle and reserve 
generator blocks can switch over the load from one to the 
other* in addition to this the signal lamps, at the switch 
mark, which -one  of the generators Is feeding ringing 
frequency current into the channels.. 

Equipment constitution« The "following, units and 
elements of the individual equipment rack (Fig. 3.1) are 
included in the transmission and the reception circuit of 
voice-frequency ringing'and dialings a) voice-frequency 
ringing generator (W)j b) low frequency amplifier, 
Joined with the voice-frequency dialings-ringing receiver 
(IMCE-PTW)! -c) relay set for ringing devices RIY 
(magneto ringing, relay) and HT\T(voice-frequency ringing 
relay)) d) control devices,, arranged on the switching 
field, telephone jacks to check voice-'frequency dialing ' 
(Prov. ©T), buttons to cheek the sending of .voice- 
frequency ringing (Frov.PTHV), signal lamp to control | 
call sending- (Pos.vyz), signal lamp to control call ■ 
interception (Pr* vyz). A dowel to check PTJI? is. ins.tal.ledj 
in the universal a. PW lock. j 

¥e will examine in order the operation of listed ! 
devices first with, the sending of ringing current and I 
then with the sending of dial pulses.. The first takes - | 
place with a manual connection of customers, and the j 
second presumes the realisation of semi-automatic connec- 
tion." •■■ 

. Call sending. Magneto ringing.current with 
frequency of 15 to 50 ,c Incoming from the switchboard 
passes choke Brj and" rectifier bridge KM of the RIV unit. 
The rectified voltage'which appears in the bridge diagonal 
forces to operate the relay Rg which forms a circuit by- 
its contact into which'enters: also the relay % of the 
SECT* unit (the relay R'2 contacts of RTV unit are closed, 

j since 'relay itself ±a  under current). Relay R3. operation 
jinvolves the switchover of contacts, through which the 
! rrrigj^g..-:t-ee^He:figZ.. 21Q0 G lB  apnlied from QTY to the 
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modulator input. Tte ringing signal passes; further through 
the route in the same way as the speaking signal up to the 
low frequency amplifier of the other terminal office. 

With the operation of relay R. RW the relay Rg 
is simultaneously Blocked which first was fed through the 
left contact of OT" polarised relay. 2MB blocking is 
necessary for the case of simultaneous incoming of a call 
from the high frequency channel, since without it relay 
Kg would drop out as a consequence of circuit break in the 
polarised.relay contacts. Following R„, R^ would also drop 
cut, i.e. the sending of the call would stop. 

■5?he call can be also sent by a constant current. 
In this case the ttgrmmd" from the switchboard (with four 
wire termination of the channel) is directly applied by the 
connecting wire to MT relay Ri and further occurs every- 
thing as stated above. 

When there is a. two wire channel termination, the 
call sending by constant, current is accomplished through 
the operating pair of wires. The  relay R2  of block RIV 
also operates, which for this case Is connected in series 
with choke Dr-. (rectifier bridge is excluded from, the 
circuit). 

Operation of relays involved in. call sending can be 
cheeked by observing the lighting of signal lamp Pos.vyz, 
in order to make the check,the button Prov. of FUMY should ; 
be pressed, which is provided for every channel on. the j 
SIO switching board. With this the mentioned lamp Pos.vyz.! 
will light up every tirae, when the performing relay R-^ of j 
RTV* attracts its armature» 

Gall reception. Getting into UNCH-KENV block, the 
call signal with frequency 2100 c is rectified in the POftV 
circuit and acts on the polarized relay which is in this 
block (Pig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.8). The relay armature is 
thrown over from the left to the right contact, as a 
consequence of which a circuit is formed through Prov.KENV 
Which is in a released condition, contacts of RTY relay 
R2 transmission route jacks, placed on the switching board, 
contacts of RUT relay R2 and finally winding of RIV relay 
El. She operation of the last relay connects alternating 
current source with frequency 15-50 cycles (e.g. power 
ringing generators MI) of constant current 2k  volt source, 
to the two wire channel output. After this the entry of a 
s£UuJL&-X®asxslssL«Qr\, the ,,mli&hLn&JaosxäL----<—-—.—.—.—— 
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*w ,    ,GfntrS?1 °f ParW °Pera-tion. can be accomplished by 
forcing the Prov.  MY key.    with this the polarised relay 
armature i« thrown over to the right contac? and the ^ 
Pr..y2 installed on the KEO switching board lights im. 

Senaing and receiving dial pulses.,    Sending; of" dW 
pulses iS made by a relay device which 1B not included in 
u.ie S10 rack equipment.    This device  (outgoing volce-fre- 

n/T1?? SeV X™}  pr0VMes the *^dii into the 
duration 40 to 60 nsec ana with intervale, of the saine 
order,    2ne alternation speed of pulses and intervals, 
S%S%*i   v  duratlon la determined by the rotation'speed ux  rue Cixai aiac-. 

■ Accomplishment of semi-automatic, connection specifies 
four wire channel termination at SIO.    Elements of the 
two wire route part in this .case are disconnected by   " 
.b.reÄking- the output d ■ fferential system circuits  (removal 
^ J^S iff^f " <*»* Per and On. pr in the circuit of 
ff**.-3;^  aflcS ^ l>röaK±ng relay RD circuit in the BW 
blocic (removal of HO Jumpers - malual operation)'.    ' 
hiD.K * S pa!S Poetically undletorted through the 
W n!f ?BCy Channf1-    In the living part of equip- 
Xlr^L    f SePÄrf€d by the voice-frequency dialing- 
^n 1h?%nwe;fr ^ alf° aS the cal1 aisn8"X are rectified 
relay R Clrcuxt'  aotl«S a^er this on the polarized 

~,w, *Jhh amf!iwe oBomatlone- in' time with Incoming 
W-Ues,  the positive of the 24 volt batterv (Vrout-rm 

££Pl££ ?hrou«h *to **** contact of the Pola^ed} 

f't^r    *       !y of Prev.P!IW,  the closed contact of relay 
% MT    tne jacic Per add further to the entering set sc:ssy dlalin2 -ra wMch is p—**» *» 

The entire S10 route introduces pulse distortions 
not over 6 nsec. ■ w 

Constant current pulses, which are sent from the 

ke-^T Swy
fr

it&?tS Can bS applied by Posing the  - 
Ä'ÄW Jfk  Pr°V* TN to miy contro1 device in o.der tecneek uheir for*., determine their duration, etc, 
pr„ . X1  xc iB  necessary to check the operation of DNÖH- 
™LZ¥  !f;L°iap??^,tMs ln^ a aeries of undletorted 

The input jpulsea,  then one proceeds in the folloiini"way 
i.—»™__™_^™„ « -~_~™_^.~™_™^™_™____.__i   .._  . 
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of MCH is connected by cords with Frov.Ty .jacks which are 
located on the panel of speak-buzz device (PW). Manipula- 
ting the dial disc and the corresponding PW switches, 
a necessary number of 2100 c alternation current pulses 
can be applied with the required' level- to the ÜNCH-PTNV 
input, These pulses, converted into sending of constant 
current can be observed by devices connected by the already 
mentioned jack; Prov»TY, 

All relays of the described circuit, except the 
relay-Rg of unit RXY, have an operation and drop out delay 
in. the order of 75 to 120 msec, which prevents the sending 
of magneto ringing in the switching board direction with 
random operations, of PTNY. 

Structurally the RXV and RTV sets are made in the 
form, of.cut-in blocks. Xn one block type, four relay sets 
of magneto-ringing are contained, and in the other four 
voice-frequency ringing relay sets, Thus there are three 
blocks, of each type on the SI'0-12 rack, which occupy two 
120 mm wide panels at the back of the rack. There are four 
such panels on SI0-24 rack. 

,3.8 Switching board and PW , 
The SIO. switch board is schematically illustrated 

on Pig. 3-13.■.. It contains element groups relating 
separately to each channel and elements common to all 
channels.   . ■■  ' 

The cut-in block of speak-buzz device PW is a 
part of switchboard and it makes with it a single 
structural unit. 

The control switching elements set of the channel 
(24 sets) consists of amplification regulator RIJ taken 
out on the bank from TJNCE, 1 jack pair connected into 
two wire channel part (2 pr.lin and 2 pr. komm), one jack 
pair connected into transmission route (4 per. lin. and 4 
per» komm), one Jack pair connected, into reception route 
(4 pr. lin and 4 pr. komm), lamps recording the busy- 
condition of the channel LS and keys En Z by pressing of 
which the lamp LZ lights up, if the channel is indeed 
oecuppied l>j  service personnel for checking purposes. 
Using jacks in two and four wire grounds a conversation 
can be. conducted and a call can be sent with the aid of 
PW in the switchboard'direction and also into the. line ' 
^i^£tinn~se^ 
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permit to make measurements and tests of the channels. 
Twenty-four keys Prov. PTNV the purpose of 

which was already explained In section 7 of this chapter 
a're placed separately at the bottom right of the hoard» 

Lamps Pr, vyz and Pos., vyz serving for the 
control of generator (GTV) and voice-frequency ringing 
receiver (PTOT) operation., are located in the middle 
section of the switchboard« They are connected to this 
or that channel by pressing the corresponding keys Prov» 
PTNV. 

Some switching board jacks ~ transition, 
connecting lines, service lines and others were introduced 
for different switchings and facilities with equipment 
operation. 

The switching board of S10 rack is set up from 
jack spacers with jackst  keys and lamp holders, compact- 
ly made from plastic and metallic components. The 
application of such jack spacers permitted to reduce 
the switchboard dimensions,  in spite of the large 
number- of elements installed on it. The switching 
board is divided into two parts, each of which is fixed 
on hinges and can be folded back., providing access to 
elements from the assembly side. 

Block PVU SIO performs a number of functions 
which make easier the servicing of the equipment and 
the control of its operation»  PVU can be connected to 
a two wire and also to a four wire channel part, per--, 
mitting with this a separate or simultaneous conversation 
in both directions from the place of connection. 
Communication is accomplished with the aid of PVU through 
the connecting and also through the service lines (in- 
cluding also the number dial with the connection to ATS). 
PVU is used when checking the voice-frequency dialing- 
ringing receiver, when controlling the load frequency 
amplifier and also with other checks,, whereupon the 
amplification stage in the unit permits to raise the 
level of signals entering into the telephone. 

With a four wire connection of PVU the above 
mentioned dividing jacks are used on the switching 
board  4 per lin., 4 per. komm and 4 pr, lin., 4 pr. komm., 
the signal level in which in correspondence with,the 
level diagram, equals -1.5 nepers (transmission) and +0.5 
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(reception). 

Flg. 3.13. SIO switching board. 
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Fig» 3.13. (Continuation) 
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On Fig. 3.14 a part of the PVU circuit is 
illustrated, made from Its elements in the case of four 
wire connection. 

Fig. 3.14 PVU circuit, with 4-wi.re connection. 

5~c, 
i 

+*. !_„-, , ^i : „_..__„  I J I L«ija I 

fast? p(i3s 
Transformer Tr^ forms a nonequal branch 

differential system. Attenuation from microphone M to 
jacks Per is higher by two nepers then from the microphone 
to jacks Pr* which provides the necessary level values, 
when speech Is made from PVU In the line direction and 
In the switching board direction. 

Cross talk attenuation, between transformers 
Trg and Tr3 is 4.5 nepers. These transformers permit 
to obtain input resistance values in the PVU direction 
equal to 600 ohms with separate conversation and 5000 
ohms with common (simultaneous) conversation. To accom- 
plish this or the other form of conversation was possible 
as a consequence of special soldering system of separating 
jacks in the switching board (common conversation and 
control are possible only with jacks connected in the 
switching board direction). 

For the attenuation compensation Introduced 
by the differential transformer from jacks Peredacha in 
the telephone T direction, an amplifier is provided 
consisting from a tube L^, input transformer Trji, output, 
transformer Tr^ and two load resistors B.j  and Rg. The 
latter is connected only with separate conversation, when 
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the Signal level entering the telephone Increases. As a 
result the telephone level is always of the order -1 neper 

A voice-frequency ringing can be sent from 
PVU In the line direction., a constant current call In 
the switching board direction and a call from the switch- 
ing board can be received (these circuits are not shown 
on Fig. 3.14 for the simplicity of the schematic). 

With two wire connections of F?U a circuit is 
formed illustrated on Fig. 3.15 as the previous circuit, 
it permits to accomplish a separate and common conversa- 
tion from jacks -2. pr. lin and 2 pr. komm, to send a 
call in the switching board direction and to receive a 
call from the line and also from the switching board. 
For this the circuit has rectifier bridge M^ relay FL . 
and signal lamp L, « 

J Fig. 3.15 PVU circuit with 2-wire connection. 

MB© , 
Tun i i 

-"-JAS**;»*»! & Etesptic« $ps3TOr, 

IMttff. 
ji* 

Ktvu.nm 

Approximately the same two wire circuit is 
made, when It is necessary to carry a conversation from, 
any of the two service lines. 

The neper meter serves to measure the overal 
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Channel attenuation and. also control the level in the 
frequency range from 300 to 3400 e. Generator and level 
recorder are included in the neper meter constitution 
(Fig. 3 lib) , 

The generator is a two stage RC coupled amplifier 
with .tubes Li and L3 of the type 6ZH1P-E, having 
positive and negative feedbacks circuits, The positive 
feedback circuit consists of 2 ULI type resistors ('R 
and Rg) and 9 pairs of type SSG-1 capacitors (Cx and"C2).- 

The setting of generated frequency is accomplished 
by a switch, having 9 positions corresponding to fixed 
frequencies 300,, 400, 600, 800, l600, 2100,, 2400, 3000 
and 3400 c. This switch connects different capacitances 
into the circuit conditionally represented, on Pig. 3.16 
by capacitors C] and C2. 

Fig;, 3.16. Neper meter circuits 

The positive feedback circuit voltage is taken off 
the potentlameter Eg which is part of the tube L3 plate 
load. The generator output level can be varied within a 
small range (0.1 neper) at the expense of the potentla- 
meter resistance variation, i.e. at the expense of posi- 
tive feedback circuit variation. 

With the presence of negative feedback, the 
circuit of which is formed by thermistor L2 and resistors 
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R2 and R3j. the level in certain ranges does not depend 
on voltage oscillations of power supplies» 

The generator has a cathode output. The output 
transformer Tri is designed in such a way that the 
generator output impedance ZOVl^  « 600 ohms .  The level 
at the output is regulated by"a two way switch which 
commutates the H~shaped attenuators Udj-^. With the 
connection of attenuators the output level « + 0.5 nepers. 
With the introduction of attenuators TJd^., Udi^ Ud.3,, Ud2 
and Ud^., the level correspondingly decreases to 0, -0,4.» 
-0,7h -1.5 and -2,0 nepers. 

Generator output circuits are wound on the switch 
Eli contacts after the attenuator and then are terminated 
by Gn^ jacks. The generator output is connected with the 
level, indicator- input by the key Klx. Besides this, the 
output level value is checked with different two way 
switch positions« 

.If the generator level somewhat changes when the 
tubes and thermistor are replaced,, then it can be 
restored by the potentiameter Rc. 

The level indicator can. measure levels at the 
range -4 nepers to -s-3 nepers.  It consists of input 
device CR13,. Trp, R^j.), one amplifier stage with tube 
14 (6ZH1P-'E}, a "rectifier device and constant current 
(ma) indicating device which is calibrated in nepers. 
The level indicator input is let out to the Gn.2 jack. 
Besides this, at the level indicator input are found the 
key Elg by which the 600 ohm and r  resistance input 
impedance of the device can be established,» and' the 
voltage divider R-^ with two way switch PK.Z serving to 
establish the required indicator level'sensitivity + 3, 
+2,  +1,  Q,   -1, --2, ~3 nepers. The measurement error 
at frequency 800 c at the 0 neper mark is not over ± 0,05 
nepers, 

The detector device (M) is made by a full wave 
rectifier circuit with germanium diodes D2B; micro-ammeter 
M-24 for 10 pa.  with the first class is used as. the 
indicating device. 

Resistance Riß is connected in series with the 
bridge for temperature compensation of diode resistance 
variation. 
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5.10 Test amplifier 
The test amplifier (Xüs) is intended to check 

the channels of individual equipment ,!on Itself" by 
connecting it between transmission and reception routes. 

The amplifier- circuit.(Fig. 3.17) has two stages 
with tubes 6ZH1P-E and with negative feedback, the 
depth of which Is 5A  nepers.- The feedback voltage is 
taken off part of the transformer Tr2 secondary winding 
through elements 0$,  R7 and applied into the cathode 
circuit of the first.tube. 

I "Fig. 3,17 Circuit of test amplifier IV&, 

■ 

v$    % 

it >   n  tu» 

'/mi 

The amplifier amplification In the operating     : 
frequency band 60-108 kc « 3,2 nepers, and the non- 
uniformity of frequency characteristic is not over 0,03 
nepers. The amplitude characteristic is a straight line 
up to the output- level value 4-2 nepers. . .Nominal-values 
of input and output impedances « 600 ohms. 

.For a better-'amplifier matching with loads, the 
attenuators Udi (b » G»5 nepers), Ud5 (b~ 1 neper) are ' 
connected at its input and attenuator Udg (b » 0,5 nepers) 
ia. connected at its. output. 

The amplifier is. connected to the tested channel 
•between the output of .transmission route channel filter 
and the input of reception route'channel filter.of SXG„ 
The measurewixt levels at these points have the values 
-4.2 and -1 nepers correspondingly.' It can be also used 
to check the entire equipment SI.Ö "on itself" to which are 
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jälso subject 
It Is 

case to match 
pIÖ transmiss 
{having reels 
'are used for 
With complete 
be increased, 
disconnected, 

the' group elements of this rack (Fig. 3.1), 
necessary to use line transformers In this 
the amplifier input and output with the 

ion and reception routes output and input 
tance of 135 ohms). Similar transformers 
example in the' measurement bench IP-150. 
check of SIO,amplification of IUS should 

to 1 neper for which the attenuator Ud3 Is 

Chapter 4. Group, e.qulpmgnt 

4.1 General information 
Group equipment Is intended for conversion and " 

amplification of currents Incoming from the Individual 
part of equipment (SIO) with frequency spectrum 60 - 108 
kc into linear frequency spectrum 36 - 84 kc or 92 - 143 
kc, and for inverse conversion of currents incoming from 
the line Into the frequency .spectrum 6o.~ 108 kc. 

Group equipment is combined into one rack (SQO) 
with generator devices, to supply the group and individual 
converters by carrier currents, and with automatic level 
regulation devices. 

Depending on the transmission direction A-B or 
B-A and on the linear spectrum alternate I, II, III, or 
IV (Pig. l.l), SGO has two principle forms;  SGO-A and 
SGO-B (their construction difference is.shown on Fig.2.1). 
In the SGO-A rack, the upper frequency group 92 - 143 kc 
is transmitted into the line and the lower 36 - 84 kc is 
received, and in the rack SGO-B, the lower frequency 
group is transmitted into the line and the upper is 
received. 

Units entering into the gro\ip equipment can be 
subdivided into two groups. 

To the first group are related units which are 
common to the terminal and also to the tandem offices. 
To them relate:  linear amplifiers (high frequency Lite. 
or low frequency LUa,), directing filters (DK-88), linear 
filters (DK-33), regulating artificial lines (RIL), . 
matching device (SU), devices for distant power trans- 
mission to satellite repeater office VUS-12 (DDP and PDP), 
additional filters (D-88 dop or K~88 dop) and low-pass 
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filter (D-153). 
To the second group refer units used only in 

group equipment of the terminal officeI    band elimination 
filters (zfr-A or ZF-B), transmission route group conver- 
ters of„frequency (GP-1 and GP-2) and reception route 
group converters of frequency (GP-1 and GP-2), group band 
filter (GPP), transmission amplifier (Us.per)., low-pass 
filter (D-200), transmission route rectifier'(Vyr. per)■ 
and reception route rectifier (Vyr. pr), low pass filter 
(K-77), additional filter (K-22) for the SGO-A rack and 
reception amplifier (üs. pr). 

Principle information which characterises the 
group equipment routes is the following:  the transmission: 
measurement level at the line output « + 2 nepers., at the 
transmission route input -4.8 nepers and at the recep- 
tion route output -0.6 nepers,. 

The frequency characteristic of transmission 
route maintains its straight line feature with an 
accuracy of 0.1 nepers., and that of the reception route 
with different positions of regulators PJL with an 
accuracy of ± 0,07 nepers, 

The maximum amplification of reception routes 
for racks SGO-A and SGO-B is by 2.6 nepers lower than 
the amplification of the corresponding routes of the 
tandem office PV-12-2. The transmission and reception 
amplitude characteristic maintains its straight line 
with an accuracy 0,03 nepers with the increase of the 
output level by 2 nepers relative to the nominal value. 

The nominal value of input resistance from the 
side of matching devices SU connection equals 600 ohms. 

The reflection coefficient at this point with 
respect to the 600 ohm resistance is not over 10$. The 

• nominal value of input and output .resistance from the 
S10 connection side ~ 135 ohms♦ 

Below in sections 2, 3, 4 and 5, units are 
examined which are common for terminal and tandem 
offices, and in sections 6, 7s  8 and 9., the units which 
enter into the constitution of group equipment only for 
terminal offices. 

4 „2_ t Linear amplifier 
Linear amplifiers (LUs) are intended to amplify 
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frequency spectrum currents and to produce a transmission 
level equal to -f 2 nepers at the office output * 

Two types of linear amplifiers are used in V-12-2 
equipment. The lower frequency group amplifier connected 
into"the transmission route of the terminal office B and 
Into the route B-A of the tandem office, and the tipper 
group frequency amplifier connected Into the transmission 
route of terminal office A and into the route A-B of the 
tandem office, They differ only by Input transformers 
and resistance values connected in the secondary windings 
of these transformers. 

The linear amplifier (Fig. k-.l)  has three ampli- 
fier stages.  In the first two, the tubes 6ZH1P-E are 
used3 and the third contains three parallel connected 
tubes :6P3S~E. The application of these tubes permitted 
to produce undistorted power at the amplifier output over 
6 watts (up to + 4,5 nepers), 

■The amplifier circuit is provided by a deep 
combined negative feedback which encompasses all stages 
and the output transformer Trg. 

The feedback voltage is applied.from the output 
transformer through resistors Rp£ and E2"f  into the 
cathode circuit of the first tube (R2).* The feedback 
circuit is constructed In such a way "that the amplifier 
output Impedance which is -  to 135 ohms is basically 
determined by the resistance R2g value» Its variation 
in known range practically has^a little influence on the 
feedback, and consequently, on the amplifier amplifica- 
tion. At this same time,'by varying the value of 
resistance R?, the amplifier amplification can be 
regulated: its output impedance with this practically 
remains constant. 

Almost the whole value of negative feedback 
depends, on the external feedback which encompasses all 
the stages,  and only a negligible value in the order 0.4 
nepers is on the local feedback, which encompasses the 
amplifier output stage. 

The amplifier amplification value without the 
feedback is 11 nepers, and with the feedback it is 6,2 
nepers. The frequency characteristic nonuniformity in 
the operation .frequency band is not over 0,03 nepers. 

; A circuit PIß, C5 which lowers the amplification in low 
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frequency range and circuit R27 &l6  which lowers the 
amplification in high frequency range are. provided for 
amplifier stability. 

To eliminate mutual effect of'amplifiers through 
power supplies<, the coupling filters are placed in the 
feeding circuits of each amplifier: filter Dr2 C15 in 
the common plate circuit and filter Dr.i Cyj  in the heater 
circuit, 

Nominal value of amplifier input and output 
Impedances is 135 ohms. With this the amplifier reflec- 
tion, coefficient with respect to 135 ohm resistance is 
not over 15%  from the input side and 5$ from the output 
side« 

Nonllnearity attenuation of the amplifier with 
output level + 2 nepers is not less than 8.5 nepers 
by the second harmonic and not less than 10 nepers by the 
third harmonic.' 

High quality indices of the linear amplifier are 
very stable in time. This is attained by the application 
of deep negative feedback in the examined circuit, that 
encompasses all stages, by the adopted measures of 
stability increasing and also by'the selection of relieved 
conditions for the output stage. 

4.3 Filters 
Directing filters DK-88 are intended to separate 

the transmission directions^ i.e. to separate the linear 
spectrum of the 12 channel system into lower 36 - 84 kc 
and upper 92 - 143 kc frequency groups. Each directing 
filter set consists of low pass filter D-88 and high 
pass filter K-88 connected in parallel (Fig.-4.2). Both 
filters are made by an unbalanced circuit. 

■A directing circuit LQ 0x7 is connected from the 
parallel filter operation side and it increases the 
filter attenuation in the difiltration band (84 to 92 kc) 
and also provides better matching conditions of the 
filter input resistance with loads. . 

Nominal value of filter input impedance ~  135 ohms. 
The reflection coefficient between the filter input 
impedance and the 135 ohm resistance is not over 10$, 

Linear filters DK-33 divide the linear spectrum 
of 12 and 3 channel systems operating on one circuit. 
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Fig. .^.2 Circuit and characteristic's of DK-88 filters. 
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Each set of the stated filters consist© of low pass 
filter D~35 and high pass filter K-33. The principle cir- 
cuits and frequency characteristics.of these filters are 
illustrated in Pig. 4.3» These filters are made with 
balanced circuit/ in so far as they are connected to the 
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aerial line which requires load symmetry relative to 
ground. 

Asymmetrical attenuation of these filters ATJ = In 
Un is not smaller than 5 nepers in the operating*- frequen- 
AÜ 
cy band, here Un - voltage measured on the filter load 
resistance; AÜ - voltage measured between the mid-point of 
load resistance and ground (frame). 

'The correcting circuit Lg C„ Cg , which improves 
filter matching with load and increases attenuation in the 
de-filtration hand. Is connected from the parallel filter 
operation side, 

. Nominal value of filter input Impedances ■=* 600 ohms. 
Between filter K-33 and the directing filter DK-88, the 
line transformer Tr-^ is connected,, which matches the input 
impedanceB of 'these filters (600 and 135 ohms. 

In the terminal and also In the tandem offices-., 
linear and directing filters are connected from the side 
of their parallel operation to those route places, where 
the currents of both transmission directions pass, where- 
upon currents of one direction pass with high level and* 
currents of other direction with low level. This 
circumstance requires a high degree of lineariity from 
filters and ..consequently from the elements which make' 
up these filters. Otherwise, the harmonic components 
and combined currents would Introduce considerable 
mutual Interferences into the channels * . 

Therefore, the filter inductors do not; have 
ferro-magnetic cores, and capacitor bodies, filter 
shields and brackets Inside the shields are made from 
red copper ,        ■ 

Linear and directing filters <are structually 
analogous and represent two hermetically sealed seven 
section tanks. Circuits are placed inside them, made of 
especially stable capacitors SSG and inductors on plastic 
frames. 

External view of filter tank and one standard 
section is shown on Fig. k A, 

When making calculations it should.be considered 
that filter B-3.3 sometimes operate in somewhat more 
complicated conditions than other filters. With the 
connection of satellite repeater offices (WS-12), a 
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constant current of distant source flows through the fil- 
ter elements.- However, this current does not Introduce 
additional distortions into frequency routes. 

Fig. 4*3 Circuit and characteristics of DK-35 filters. 
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Additional filters D-88 dop and K-88 dop amplify 
the effect of principle directing filters DK-88 in the 
attenuation band, providing by this the necessary 
attenuation for reverse direction currents (loop attenua- 
T; ion; These'filters are connected into group routes 
at low level points, therefore no high requirements on 
non-linearity attenuation are presented to the elements 
of these filters. 

The principle circuit and frequency characteristic 
of attenuation for filter D-88 dop are shown in Fig» 4.5 
and for filter K-88 dop on Fig. 4.6, It is seen from 
the circuits that each filter consists of two m type 
sections. Inductors with carbonyl iron cores and mica 
capacitors are used as the filter elements. 

Fig. 4.4- External view of the filter tank. 

Low pass filter D-153 is intended for the protec- 
tion of the group route of the upper frequency group 
from interferences created by broadcasting stations 
operating in frequency range from l6o kc and higher. 
This filter is connected into the upper freauency group 
route at the regulating artificial line input, i.e., in 
direct proximity to the linear equipment Input. The 
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circuit and the filter attenuation characteristic are 
illustrated In Fig:* 4 «7. 

Pig. 4.5 Circuit and characteristics of I)-öö  dop filter 
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Filter D-153 is accomplished by an unbalanced 
circuit« Its'attenuation in the pass band up to 143' kc 
is not over 0,03 nepers, while in the attenuation band 
(from 162 kc and higher) it has an attenuation not smaller 
than 0,4 ncner Ifominal value of filter Input impedances 
~ 155 ohms. The reflection coefficient between input and 
135 ohm resistance is not over Q%  in the operation fre- 
quency band, 

Type SGMZ mica capacitors and inductors with 
sheath carbonyl cores SY-'+a are the filter elements. 

Structurally the filters are made In the form of 
hermetically sealed blocks. All filter components are 
mounted on a chassis, which is placed into a housing with 
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glass partition insulators. Structural information of 
type SB cores is given in Fig. 4,8. As seen from the 
figure, the SB core consists' of a cup with thread 1, a 
smooth cup 2, and fine adjuster 3. 

Fig. 4.6 Circuit and characteristic of K-88 dop filter. 
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Because of the small nonlinearity the filter coils 
prevent the appearance of nonlinear distortions with 
favorable meteorological conditions, when the attenuation 
of the proceeding amplifier section is small and large 
level currents enter the filter input. 
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Pig. 4.7 Circuit and characteristic of D-153 filter, 
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4,4. Matphingr^devices, .^^.AgXij^Q&^^o^, transmittj-jig; 
di stance _ ffupj) ly;^ ^ 

The matching device SU is intended for the 
matching of equipment- input impedance with the impedance 
of line connected to it. 

Cable's Kith paper oordal or styrofleetion insula- 
tion are used in most cases for leading in the line to 
the terminal and tandem offices. Aerial or coil loaded 
inlets are used less frequently,* Depending on the type 
of inlet cables,, having different wave impedances* three 
forms of matching devices are provided:  l) auto-trans- 
former with load impedance ratio 550:140 and conductor 
diameter 1.4 mm for cable with cordal paper insulation] 
2) auto-transformer ifith load impedance ratio 550rl80 
and conductor diameter 1,4 mm  for cable with gtyroflee- 
tion insulation; 3) coil loading office set KPS for 
coil loaded cable with styroflection insulation, conduc- 
tor diameter 1,2 mm and load-coil spacing 120 1, 
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Fig. 4.8 Structure information of SB-2a and SB-4a cores 

Each matching device has'resistors which establish 
the output impedance value of equipment in the range 
from 550 ohms.to 600 ohms. These resistances are 
connected in parallel at the office output of the 
matching device,» \. 

Devices for distance power- supply transmission to. 
satellite repeater stations VHS-12 are provided on the 
group equipment racks 'of the terminal and tandem offices- 
These devices consist of distance power supply yokes DDP 
■through which distance power supply current is applied to 
linear filters'D-53 and further into the line, and 
transmission panels'of distance power supply PDF, on 
which the following switching is accomplished:  the 
distance power supply voltage is switched on and off, 
distance power supply current is regulated 'by variable 
resistance, distance feeding current and voltage are 
controlled by indicating instrument, telephone transit 
relay is switched on with the absence of distance . 
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feeding, signalization Is switched on when the distance 
feeding current value is over the standard specification. 

With the aid of the examined .devices, separate 
feeding is accomplished for amplifiers of both directions 
in equipment WS-1.2 by the circuit wire-ground. Nominal 
current value of amplifier feeding for each direction 
« l80 ma. ■'Nominal voltage value of distance feeding at- 
the input of PDP device « 206 v. 

Operation of all elements of the distance supply 
feeding device can be traced in the circuit illustrated 
on Pig, 4.9. 

The supply is switched on by key Klx or the key 
Ilg depending into which circuit wire the distance 
supply has to be connected. By turning it on,, e.g. into 
wire a,, the key Kli should be first placed in the center 
position (-21), and then in the.upper (-f206). When the 
key is put in the. center position the differential relay 
DRa operates (from the current

xflowing through compensa- 
tion winding 1-2) and also the auxiliary connection relay 
B3Ara« Besides that, relay■ % operates in DDP, which by 
Its contact 13-14 prepares the circuit for distance 
supply feeding to filters DK-33 and by contacts 11-12 
takes off the shunt from separation capacitor C\ ~  10 /if 
which prevents the distance feeding current from getting 
into the equipment» 

When differentia.! relay DRa operates, the signal 
lamp Li lights up ana circuit is created, for signalling 
operation on row transparency. 

Signalling operating continues until the key Kl, 
will not be switched over to the upper position, after 
which distance feeding current through choke Dr^_ winding 
.1-8 and filter D~33 enters the line, Ä circuit is made 
for distance supply feeding by wire b through the second 
half winding separated from the first by capacitor C3 - . 
10 wf. 

Attenuation introduced by choke at frequencies 
0,3 to 36 kc is not over'0.05 nepers. 

Simultaneously with placing the switch Kl, to the 
upper position, the key Kn^ should be pressed to exclude 
the possibility of supply switching off relay RVPa 
operation. rj?his latter can remove distance feeding from 
the line with momentary .operation of relay DRa from the 
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Fig,  4,9    (Continuation), 
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Increased current which flows in the line winding in 
the run-up period, of tubes in "VUS-12. 

For normal, operation of distance feeding devices 
operation,, the currents in the line and compensation 
windings of relay DRa are adjusted to he the same = to 
ISO ma. As a result" of this, relays DEa and RVPa are 
in a nonoperating condition, which is marked by the burn- 
ing of neon lamp NL^ which indicates the good condition 
of distance feeding 'circuit„ 

Current measurement in relay DRa windings is made 
by FIEL device at the jacks which have corresponding In- 
scriptions Lin and Komp. Besides that., there is a 
device mA on the distance supply feeding panel which 
measures current and voltage of distance feeding. 

■• Connection of the device to this or the other 
circuit is made by the switch Kl3 the shunt in the device 
is designed to measure currents up to 300 ma« When 
voltage Is measured, the key Kn.p Is pressed, which 
connects resistances in series with the device, which 
extend the measurement range up to 500 v. When the 
distance feeding current- changes by more than 30$ 
relative to the nominal value,, relays DRa and.EVPa 
operate, the distance feeding circuit is open, neon lamp 
NL-, goes out and circuit is made for signalling operation 
on the transparency. 

Analogously., the passing of current in different 
circuits with supply feeding through wire b can be 
traced on the circuit of Fig. 4.9", Relays with subscript 
b operate in these circuits, 

4,5 initial slope equalizers 
Initial slope equalizers, Vyr. nach« nakl. nch and 

Vyr. nach, nakl. vch, are introduced into the reception- 
route of racks SG-O-A and SGÖ-B and into the corresponding 
routes of the tandem office for simplifying the principle 
equalizer circuits of the regulating artificial line 
Rlh and for decreasing group equipment set noises at low 
frequencies in the operation range. 

Principle circuit and frequency characteristic 
of equaliser Vyr, nach, nakl, nch are illustrated on 
Fig, 4.10/and of equalizer Vyr« nach, nakl» vch on 
Fig. 4.11, 
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Fig. 4.10 Circuit and characteristic of leic-frequency 
initial slope equalizer 
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Jig. 4,11 Circuit and characteristic or h-f initial 
slope equalizer.       :, 
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It is seen from the figures that both equalizers 
are made with unbalanced circuits'and. their characteris- 
tics, in operation frequency hand have' a straight' line 
sloping character. The characteristic slope of equalizer 
V'yr. nach nakl. ncii is ^55- b84 ™ 0.5 nepers, and of 
equalizer Yyr. nach. nakl. vch is "bc;2 ~ ^i4s •as 0*3 nepers 
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At upper frequencies of operating range the equalizer 
attenuation is not over 0.05 nepers. 

Inductors with cores SB-2a and SB-lfa and mica 
capacitors SSG and SOMZ are the equalizer elements. 

With equipment■operation on the main line, con- 
taining short "amplifying sections, the equalizers can 'be 
switched off. 

RIng'"circtiit "converters fPig. 4.12) are used In 
the two stages of frequency group conversion In trans- 
mission and reception route's. 

An advantage of the ring converter circuit over 
others Is the production of the smallest number of 
spurious conversion products. This circuit property 
is very Important for group converters, since the elimina- 
tion of these products from, the operation spectrum aids 
the Increase of mutual protection between channels, 
excludes group route amplifier' overload and finally 
eliminates the appearance of transient currents with 
different frequency combinations on the parallel circuits. 

Fig.. 4.12 Group frequency converter circuit 

The necessary relation is also selected between 
voltages of modulating (Us) and carrier signals (Un) on 
the diodes, to provide.a complete guarantee from the 
appearance of these undesirable effects in group conver- 
ters« The quantity Ua approaches values in the order 
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0.007 to 0.005, which leads to negligible amplitudes of 
parasitic oscillations. A good converter balancing 
which is obtained by careful diode selection serves the 
same pur-poses. By 'upset-ting the balance at the output of 
this unit, and consequently at the office output., a 
number of new composite conversion products appear-, which 
are not inherent in the ideal ring circuit. 

■• ■ Besides four nonlinear elements (diodes) t  the 
converter contains also three transformers. .Two of them, 
input and output (Tri and Trs), have mid points in one 
of the winding through which carrier frequency current 
Is applied, The third transformer (Tr2) connected from 
the side of carrier frequency current feeding, matches 
the converter with group carrier frequency amplifier 
output. Oteiraantum diodes D2B are used as a nonlinear 
element» 

An exception is the second group converter in 
the transmission route with connected copper oxide 
rectifiers MKV-7-lj with the presence of which the 
output spectrum contains the smallest number of spurious 
conversion products. 

The input signal level Rs and carrier frequency 
voltage Ur, should correspond the datura given in table 
-!K1 on the corresponding input terminals of the converter. 

The converter attenuation = 1 neper. The carrier 
current level at the output of any group converter Is not 
over -4.0 nepers. 

r~~ ' """ "" 
Converter PB* nep U- n> v 

G-P-l per -4.9 2.5 
GP-2 per **"* cL « C? <C+ a -J- 

ÖP-1 pr -4.1- 2.5 
Q?»2 pr «5»o 2.5 

Table 1 

The group converters GP--2 per have a somewhat 
different circuit from that illustrated on Flg. 4.12. 
Its Input transformer is a differential -one* whereupon 
currents of spectrum 60 to 108 kc are applied to one 
input.s and control frequency currents, to the other. 
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k_tJ Transmission amplifier 
The transmission amplifier U0 per is connected 

Into the transmission route after the group band filter 
QW  and is intended for amplification of currents with 
frequencies 394 to 451 kc, obtained after the first 
group conversion of frequency. 

The amplifier (Fig. 4.13) has two amplifier 
stages with tubes L-L and L2 (type 6ZH1P-E). Transformer 
Tr-j_ is on. the amplifier input and transformer Tr2 is at 
the output, which contain ferrocart cores and together 
with loads k\  Ci and R-jr Cc. specify the input and output 
amplifier impedance « 135 öhms, 

Fig. 4.13 Transmission amplifier circuit 

4 

Negative current feedback: with a depth 2.1 nepers 
is provided in the amplifier circuit, which Is applied 
from the tube Lg cathode circuit (resistors B,JQ -  Ri^) 
to the amplifier input (resistance R?). Amplification 
of.this■amplifier in operation frequency band equals 3.7 
ropers. Nominal value of output level is -2..5 nepers. 
if'.:.. amplifier amplitude characteristic maintains f- es 

straight line up to the output level value of 0 nepers 

4.8 Receptionamplifier 
Reception amplifier tie pr is connected at the 

output of. group reception route and serves for the 
amplification of currents with frequency spectrum 60 - 
108 kc3 separated by B--2Q0 filter after the reception 
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frequency converter GP-2 pr. 
The^amplifier circuit (Pig. 4.14) has two tubes 

Lx and L? (Type 6ZH1P-E). There is a two winding trans- 
former T,ri at the input of the amplifier and. a differen- 
tial transformer Tr2 at the output. To one input of the 
latter the reception route of the individual equipment 
rack is connected, to the other - the control channel 
receiver. A combined negative feedback with depth 2.5 
nepers is used in the receiver, which is applied from 
winding II of transformer Tr2 and resistance R12 to 
resistance FU inserted into the cathode cireuit~'of tube 
li-j < 

Pig. 4.14 Reception amplifier circuit 

to SIO- 
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Amplifier Us, pr has the following principle ' 
parameters.  Amplification In the operation frequency 
band is 5,5 nepers, the nominal level at the output 
is -0,6 nepers, nominal value of input and output 
Lmpoaar-aeB is 135 ohms; the amplitude characteristic 
maintains its straight line up to.the■output level of 
■i   1,5 nepers.; nonllnearity attenuation at the second 
harmonic is not less than 8 nepers and. at the third 
harmonic not less than 9,5 nepers. 

Structurally the reception amplifier is made In 
the form of cut-in block, which is placed on one panel 
with band filter GPF filter D-200 and with two route 

^jm¥mrto£&_xs^^    
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k S)  Group route equajngerg 
Group route equalizers Vyr, per A--B and Vyr\ pr 

A~B serve to compensate the amplitude frequency distor- 
tions, introduced by different group equipment units and 
principly by the filters DK-33, DK-88, D-88 dop, K-88 
dop, and P-153. The mentioned distortions arise at the 
ends of operation frequency band and are close in 
character in the terminal and also in the tandem stations, 
Therefore, all group route equalizer circuits are 
analogous and differ from each other only by element 
values entering into the equalizers. 

The principle r.roirp route equalizer circuit is 
illustrated on Fig, 4.15a, which consists of two . 
unbalanced' bridged™-!1 sections * Inductors with cores 
SB from carbonyl iron and mica capacitors SGMZ are the 
elements of the equaliser.  Resistors R? and R^ are 
connected into the equalizer circuits,« with the aid of 
which the steepness of equalizer attenuation curve can 
be changed at the ends of operation frequency band. 

On Fig. 4.Ipb and c, the equaliser attenuation 
characteristics for transmission routes of racks SC-O-B 
and SGO-A are illustrated, and on Fig, 4.15d and e, the 
attenuation characteristics of reception route equalizers 
for racks SGO-B and SGO-A are-'illustrated the band shape 
characteristics at the ends of operation frequency range 
is obtained when resoldering the resistance R2 and Rij. 
taps which are connected in the longitudinal and also in 
the transfer equalizer branches. 

Group route frequency characteristic is usually 
correct by equalizers when the equipment is adjusted in 
the factory." In operation conditions the group route 
should be equalized by correction to terminal networks 
which, are present in the cathode circuits of the regula- 
ting amplifiers. 

Structurally each equaliser should be mounted in 
different block., which has a turbonit cover with clamps 
on which all necessary resolderings are made. • Attenua- 
tors for 0.1 ji 0.2 and 0,3 nepers the inputs and outputs of 
which are also brought out to the terminals on the block 
cover, are also arranged in the same block. 

The attenuators serve to fix the required,level 
values and therefore are included in the route with 
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Fig; 4.15 Circuit ahd characteristic of group route 
equalizers. 
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Flg. 4 »15 (Continued)« 
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4,10 Terralnal_Btation. group J^-te_^£U.tera___ 
u     Band elimination filters ZF-A and ZF-B. Band 
elimination filter ZP-A (Fig. 4.16) is installed at the 
Input of terminal office A group equipment, and filter 
ZF-B (Pig. 4-.17) - in office B. The purpose of these 
filters was mentioned in section 1, chapter 2. 
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Pig. 4.16 ' Circuit and characteristic of ZF-A filter, 
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Filter attenuation on the spectrum frequency 
sections occuppled by the.channels is not over 0.1 nepers, 
and at. frequencies coinciding with individual carrier 
frequencies for filters ZF-A is greater than 2 nepers and 
for Z'F~B greater than 3 nepers. 

Such conditions can be fulfilled only with the 
presence of quarts resonators. Owing to the high quality 
factor, they introduce attenuation in very narrow fre- 
quency band, which Includes the suppressed carrier 
frequency. Besides resonators, the capacitors .(mica and 
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I ceramic with variable capacitance) are also used, in the 
Ifliterj  and also the inductors with ferrocart magnetic 
circuit. 

Pig. 4.17 Circuit and characteristic of Z..F-B filter 

hgMip 

«14   108      ft kc 

Filter elements are placed in hermetically sealed 
housing, inside which are also found the matching trans- 
formers, which fix the load resistance (135 ohms) input . 
and output filter impedances. 

Filters GPP and D-200. Filters GEE1 (Fig. if .18) 
and D-200 (Fig. 4.19) are placed after the group converter* 
of the terminal office and are intended to derive useful 
conversion products, 
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jpig,  4.18    Circuit and oharacteristic of GPF filter 

™f r**/' ö*"s,'~'"T"'™/u^'~||**"t~~*||-~^'5*'v 

b, nep 

Both filters are accomplished by unbalanced, circuit 
and have input impedances In pass band equal to 135 ohms. 
The attenuation of filter öPF In the frequency band 400 
to 4'i8 kc is not over 0.15 to GV25 neperst  and In the 
attenuation band it is greater than 7 nepers, Attenuation 
of filter "D-200 is not over 0,1 nepers at frequencies up 
to 1-50 kc, and It is greater than 7 nepers at frequencies 
above 2A-Ö  kc. 

Structurallyp  the filters are made in the form of 
hermetically sealed blocks. Mica capacitors and inductors 
with shell type cores of earbonyl Iron are the filter 
elements,  . 

Filters, K-77 and K-22. Filter K-77 (Fig. 4,20) 
serves to amplify the effect of the directing filter 
K.-88, protecting the receiving route of the terminal 
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Office A'from interferences which originate in the trans- 
mission route of the same office, 

Fig. 4.19 Circuit and characteristic of D-200 filter. 
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office A from interferences which originate in the: trans- , 
mission route of the same office, j 

' Filter K-77 is accomplished by. an unbalanced j 
circuit and has input impedances in pass band equal to j 
135 ohms. The filter attenuation in the pass band from j 
90" kc and higher is 0.1 neper, and in the attenuation band j 
more than k  nepers. :\ 

Inductors with shell type cores from carbonyl'iron j 
and mica capacitors are the filter elements. : I 
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f     Filter K-22(Fig.4,21) serves*to amplify"'thTeff« 
[of flying filter K-33, preventing the current transfer 
from the 3 channel system into the low frequency group 
route of the 12 channel system. This filter is also 
Biade by an unbalanced circuit and. also has input 
impedance In pass 'band equal to 135 ohms. Filter attenua- 
tion in pass band from 22 kc and higher is 0.15 nepera, 
and in the cutoff range about 4 nepers. 

Inductors with toroidal cores from carfoonyl irdn 
and mica capacitors are the filter elements. 

All examined filters are placed in hermetically, 
sealed•housings and. the connection of inside filter wiring 
with the outside Is made through glass insulators with 
metallic tube.   

Fig. 4.20 Circuit and characteristic of K-77 filter, 

go 5ßW~s0   M   ttf no so too m   ..£., ke 
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Pig. 4,21 Circuit and characteristic of K-22 filter. 

Chaj^ter^ ^.^„^enejrator ^qu lament 

Stable operation of generator equipment in many 
ways dfcermines the operation dependability of the entire 
system, 

The terminal office generator'equipment of ¥-12-2 
system., should provide, the formation of 12 separate carrier 
frequencies (64, 68,, J2,  76,  80, 84* 88/92, 96, 100, 104 
and 108 kc), the 340 kc group carrier frequency and also 
2 carrier frequencies and 2  control frequencies determined 
by one of the alternates of the line spectrum and office 
type in correspondence with, table 5*1■ 
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64 

104' 

543 

364 

.111 

5   60 

364 

543 

104 

64 

54?      484 

434 

100 

58 
  

541 

64 

104 

306 

364 

58 

S09 

364 

306 

104 

64 

Table 5.1    Group and pilot frequency values for different 
spectrum alternatives. ..-.;' 

* . 

On the reliable operation of generator devices de- 
pend the transmission quality and in the first place such 
properties as speech intelligibility, timbre preservation 
and"also stability of the principle channel characteristics 
the absence of outside interferences in them and so on. 

Speaking on the generator stability, we have in 
mind in the first place the constancy of frequency value 
in .time and with the influence of different unfavorable  . 
factors (variation of temperature and power supply 
voltage,, replacement of .circuit elements and their aging) ■ 
and the'studlneas of level value'also with different 
equipment operation conditions. 

Although it is 'known that with the transmission 
of conversation the displacement of the entire voice- 
frequency spectrum, up to 15 to 20 c at the reception rela- 
tive to transmission does not effectively distort the 
speaking signals, percepted by the ear, nevertheless 
requirement es for carrier current generator devices deter- 
mine the. permissible value of this displacement for one 
transducer section is not greater than 1 c. 

This requirement for the high frequency stability 
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is determined by the necessity for transmitting Voice--■'/.■:•.:•;.; 
frequency telegraph signals> photo-telegraph signals and 
broadcasting programs through telephone channels with 
second teystem inultipl'acing. For these kinds of coinmunica- | 
tion the lowering of generator stability leaeie to non~   i 
peraiissfible distortions; with telegraph, transmission -   { 
to e-ing distortions,with broadcasting transmissions - to  i 
the violation of sounding naturalness„  ' j 

Requirementg for.'frequency stability of control | 
current generators (2.10'~S}are determined by the narrow i 
band quartz filters of the control channel receivers»    t 

It is no less important to have a stable level   I 
of control signals}  since its oscillation disturbs the   ! 
main line level diagram, causing either amplifier over-   ; 
load or:a decrease of the ratio signal over noise.' Besides 
that, level variation of control currents and also of 
carrier'frequency currents leads to stability' distärbance 
of the overal channel- attenuation. 'l1he terminal office 
generator .system of T-l-2-2 equipment has an essential 
difference from ¥-12 equiprfient inserted construction and 
also in the principle and structural working of separate 
units.. 

^2r Block diagram 
Block diagram of the generator equipment is given 

on Fig. 5»1> which provides the formation of all necessary 
frequencies', Ihe principle frequency of 4 kc is generated 
by quarts oscillator G~4, which has a stability not lower 
than 2.10" ..'•.■■ 

From the 4kc oscillator output the voltage is 
applied to the 4 kc power amplifier input (üs-4) and 
further to the harmonic oscillator which Is structurally 
combined with the amplifier. In the harmonic oscillator 
the sinusoidal oscillations are converted into sharp pointed 
impulses which contain a large number of harminic components 
of the oscillations with slowly decreasing amplitude. The 
impulses at the harmonic oscillator output are symmetrically 
arranged on both sides on the 'time axis and contain 
therefore only odd harmonics' of the fundamental frequency. 
In order to obtain even harmonics which determine the 
current production for a number of separate carrier 
frequencies, it is necessary to have an impulse series 
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I ^ig« .5*1    Block-diagram of generator equipment 
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i Fig, 5,1  (Continued). 

located on one side of the time axis,, which is provided 
by a rectifier-bridge. 

Prom the..harmonic oscillator outputs, the 4 kc 
current pulses enter the parallel connected narrow band 
separate carrier frequency filters FINCH through the 
matching transformers. Each filter passes only one fre- 
quency 'which corresponds to some separate conversion 
frequency, suppressing all others which are different 
from the pass frequency by 4 kc and more.  At tha output 
of each filter a simplest distributing device HU is 
connected which makes possible the simultaneous feeding of 
modulators and demodulators of 2 like channels (i.e. 4 
converters). This possibility can be used when feeding 
2 V-12-2 systems from one generator equipment. 
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■The'group carrier frequencies 308, 340, 464«, 484 
.kc, etc, are the odd harmonics of the 4 Ice fundamental 
frequency> are derived by the corresponding'group carrier 
frequency filters FGI-M. 

Connection of amplifiers after filters F(M is 
determined by the large Harmonic nuMbere in conjunction 
with the necessity of providing power for group carrier 
currents (30 raw) on each fed. frequency converter. 
Mstributing devices RU for the group carrier currents 
are also designed to feed 2 ¥-12-2 systems. 

■ Somewhat' more complicated is the production of 
the group carriers which are not harmonies of the funda- 
mental generator frequency. An auxiliary 5 kc frequency 
(or its harmonic) > which is-summed in special p;rout> carrier; 

converters PCW with 4 kc frequency harmonica/ is used in 
the formation of group carriers» In addition to this the 
formation of other 3 group carrier frequencies is made-in 
the following: wayi 

543 kc « 
306 kc .ss 
54.1 kc w 

548 kc 
3l6 kc 

kc 4 x 137 - 5 x 1, 
10 kc « 4 x 79 - 5 x 

268 x 2 V 5 kc * (4 x 67) 2 4-5 x 1 

'Circuit construction for the formation of these 
three frequencies after the converters P(M are completely 
analogous to circuit construction for the direct separa- 
tion' -of the necessary harmonic« 

ÜÜhe auxiliary 5 kc frequency is formed in a 
special 4 kc frequency converter' PR4/5- Tats  converter 
consists of a series connected multiplierf after which 
a 20 kc frequency is formed, and 2 frequency dividers 
with division coefficient q« 

To raise the operation dependability of the 
generator equipment; the'master oscillator, the 4 kc 
amplifier with harmonic oscillator and 4/5 kc converter 
Fr are reserved. Switching over to reserve' set is 
accomplished manually by a switch. 

Control'Currents with frequencies 60 to 111 kc 
and 58 to 109'kc are produced by independent generators 
with quartz stabilization. Control currents with fre- 
quencies 64 to 104 ke? coinciding in their frequency 
with the- separate- carrier frequencies of the. second and 
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twelth channels are produced by generators that are 
synchronised (or held) by the currents of these carrier 
frequencies. 

t  As seen from 'the examined block diagram, the 
stability of all carrier frequencies is determined by 
the stability of the master 4 kc oscillator, i.e. equals 
2.10~'f-). 'This provides a frequency displacement of the 
operating signal» passing the terminal office route, by 
a value not greater than 0.3 c« Stability of control 
frequencies * produced by the independent generators, .is 
not-required to be that high, and therefore, it is taken 
&fual to 2-10""*. 

1'he equipment located on separate panels is 
circumscribed by dotted lines on the block diagram. . 

The  cut-in block construction permits to 

assemble easily on the rack that.generator equipment 
which is necessary for the given terminal office.« operating 
on a specific line spectrum alternate-. When changing    j 
from one spectrum .alternate to another,, the TJG-N blocks 
with FGN filters and also the control frequency generators 
should be replaced, PGBJ .and Pr 4/3 converters are addi- 
tionally installed for 1.1,' III and IV spectrum alternates. 

I 

5*3 Master oscillator 

on 
Basic circuit for.the master oscillator is given 
i,2. The  generator is made aS a bridge circuit- 

with thermistor and tuned circuit.in the. plate circuit 
of the output tube. *' The  bridge arms are formed by 
(* At present, tubes 10 ZH1L are used in generator Ö-4. 
In the future, the generator tubes are proposed to be 
changed to 6ZELP-E) 
quarts resinators HP--^ thermistor !>„,  resistors U^2 &n^  *$3' 
The plate circuit LÖ9-10 of tube L_g is tuned to the 
frequency 4 kc. '    . " 

The thermistor L«. stabilises the oscillating 
voltage on the quartz reslnator and provides a constant 
output level. The variable capacitance O3 permits to 
tune the generator frequency in the range (+■ 70 to -100)- 
times 10"° (0.3 to 0.4 c). Increase of the regulation 
reserve in the direction of frequency lowering is explained 
by the presence of natural process of generator frequency j 
increasing as a result of quartz resinator aging, vriüleh  I 
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in the first Months of operation is (20 to 30). 10""fo. 
She generator frequency stability with the action of 
other influencing factors (oscillation of feeding voltages 
by plus or iiinus_ 10^, variation of surrounding temperaturej 

■tube replacement) does not go beyond the range 5.1Ö-7. 
. Control of thermostat heating and .signalling 

notifying the disturbance of its normal thermal condition, 
is made by.2 thermal contacts Tfe and Tk2^ tube L„ (lOZHIL] 
and 3' relays P^ p£ and P3 (Pig. 5.3).  ~      ^      1 

The temperature in the therraostat plus 15° C ' 
should be held with an accuracy off or - 0.2 degrees. 
Thermostat winding .1-2 is the heating winding;"it is 
connected hj  relay F3 contacts; Measuring winding 3-4 
made, of copper wire permits to control the.JLeanierature  
inside the thermostat by measuring .its resistance which 
is beforehand determined at'4* 2,0° 0 temperature-. Usually 
its value IB in the range 600 to 7ö0 ohms. 

Fig, 5..2 Master.o0cillatorcirca.it 
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'The circuit operating dynamics are as follows. 
After the- generator1 is turned on, the thermostat heating 
begins which lasts for about an hour. During this time, 
the lamp Lr(Terra,vkl} 1B on, since the mercury in the 
thermal contact !Bci has not yet reached contact 2. At 
the same time the grid bias of tube Lq is fixed 'by- 
potential formed at a point between the plate divider 
resistors R^ and R^. -The  tube is open,- and the current 
flowing in the plate circuit causes the operation, of 
relay Pcj, the contacts of which together with the heating 
winding turn on also the lamp Lj-. 

If the temperature in thermostat la -f* 50° C> then 
contacts 1 and 2 of the thermal regulator Tk-^ are closed 
through a mercury column'and "ground" (i.e. -206 y) is 
applied to tube Lo grid. The tube is cutoff, relay P3 
•drops out turning off the heating winding and signalling, 
A new'lowering of mercury level below contact 2 in Tk^ 
causes heating; to turn on. Situs,- tube■'L3 permits to fix 
exactly the switching on moment and-the switching on of 
the .heating winding, which determines the negligible 
temperature oscillations Inside the thermo&tat. 

1'he thermal contact T'k^ controls the operation of 
polarised relay ?2. If the mercury level In Tkg Is 
above contact 2 but. below contact 3> relay P2 armature 
is in the neutral position., since the currents In both 
windings determined by resistors E~jQ and R-^ are 
approximately equal,■■: ■ If the mercury Is at the level of 
contact 3 or below contact 2,   (which occurs when 
temperature.in the thermostat for some reason reaches 
correspondingly 34 or 44° 0), then the ampere turns of 
some winding predominate and relay Pg armature is closed 
with one of the contacts. Following"this relay P^ 
operates and the emergency signalling is turned on (lamp 
Lii. is on), which indicate the Inaccuracy of the thermos'tai 
heating system, 

l5he signal lamp I£  -Osra. razr. illustrated on ' 
Fig. 5»3 lights on in the principle generator block when 
it is switched over to the reserve (or vice versa). 
Master 4 ke. oscillators of type G-4 (principle and reserve) 
are fixed on the backside of the rack, on its upper part. 
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Plg. 5.3 Regulation circuit by heating thermostat, 

a ^TTfT^1-^" *m* kfZTHM 17"* 

Signal Isap 
(Osauraar,} '''^^^w*ra^^ 

The It 
Generator- G-4 is made in the form of cut-in panel 

kc quartz resonator is enclosed in the thermostat, 
the structure of which is shown in Pig, 5.4'. Its thermal 
insulation is provided by a felt_layer '(2), laid between^ 
the massive aluminum cylinder (l) and external bucket (3), 
Thermostat windings are wound on the external, cylinder 
side (4). Thermal contacts of the thermostat (at 50°C and 
44 to 54°C) are enclosed in protecting tubes (5) and can be 
removed (screwed off) from the external panel side. 

The variable capacitor installed in the generator 
for frequency tuning is provided by a vernier which 
insures smooth motion of the capacitor rotor. 

Principle circuit of "the 4 kc amplifier and      j 
harmonic oscillator is given on Fig. 5.5. The amplifier J 
is made with a resonance circuit with tubes 6ZH1P-E 
(preliminary stage) and 6P3S-E (output stage). The power 
at amplifier output is not less than 3 W. In order to 
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obtain sinusoidal oscillation forms at the amplifier oiitpu^ 
which is very important for undistorted harmonic oscil- 
lator operation, apart from the parallel circuits in the 
first and second stage anode circuits (Tr^ - C51 Tt*g - 

|.c9-lo) * 

Fig. 5.4 Generator .0-4 thermostat. 
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Owing to the presence of these circuits, the harmonics and 
H-  kc~ frequency formed in the harmonic' oscillator'are not 
shunted by the amplifier output impedance. 

'Flg.- 5*5 "4'kc amplifier and harmonic oscillator circuit, 

Jt, 

'e   wM ©y?feput 
»-•-iB—j—4 - - -*   *>i  > «s» Ms--"HIVBKT TV     >—»»   *it!i i 

M 1/ v    r 

f © s@t prli^böwr'' tef 
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The harmonic oscillator consists of coil L and  ' 
capacitors C;i3 and C3.4.  A selection of permalloy rings 
each.50 to 60*mfc thick were used in the coil core. The 
coil inductance sharply depends on the value of the . 
current flowing through it. With large inductance 
val 
i 
sti 
saturation of the core material, when the instantaneous 
current■value approaches the amplitude value, capacitor 
are discharged through load resistance and inductor, ;. 
This nroaess.ls repeated in the following period. The 

ft*WI«3»>.BS> 
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discharge current pulses have sharp pointed form, are 
alternating according to direction, and therefore contain 
a large number of odd harmonics. Even harmonis of 4 ke 
frequency are obtained after full wave rectification 
(rectifier D) of the 2 way pulses. 

The harmonic oscillator has 2  outputs,; Yykh. nechej 
and Yykh. chet.,2 direction pulses are present on the 
first output, and 1 direction pulse is on the second.--The 
operation of 4 ke amplifier and harmonic generator to a * 
greater degree depends on the exact correspondence of 
some circuit, elements to their nominal parameters , than 
the Operation of other units. 11hus for example, it is 
very important that the data of the output tube'and 
especially of the non-linear coil would not change - 
noticeably during the operation time, 

■5Pvfo- ,cut-in blocks Us-4 (principle and reserve) 
enter into the 4 ke amplifier plate. l>he switching over 
of amplifiers Us-4 (together with generators 0-4) is 

^made by a switch in the middle of the panel. 

iLILJiüS^nL^SäEnf^^ frequencies,. 
Current.amplifiers for group carrier frequencies 

UGH are made according to three different circuits. This 
is determined by the difference in their operation 
conditions. Amplifiers WM for frequencies 340 kc (Fip. 
i?.6), 308 and.364 kc (Fig. 5.7) are one-stage resonance 
amplifiers with tube 6ZH1P-E. The voltage at their 
Input is 0.7 to 1.5 volts. UGN for frequency 340 kc in 
distinction from, the other amplifiers is designed to    j 
feed 4 group converters, which make it necessary to intro-; 

duee into it 2 tubes 62K.P-E operating parallel to the   J 
load. . : 

Amplifiers üöN for frequencies. 306, 484, 54.1 and  ' 
543 kc (Fig. 5.8) contain 2 amplifier stages. The  sjpnal 
voltage equals 0.05 to 0.10 volts at the amplifier input 
in view of the high number of the used harmonica and the 
introduction of addition filters and converters, Depend» 
ing on the level oscillation of the amplified, harmonic, 
the amplifiers operate in the clipping condition to  • 
decrease the power oscillation range at the amplifier 
output. 

All amplifiers have transformer inputs and outputs. 
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Transformers Tri and Tv2  are made with carhonyl iron 
dust cores. They are tuned to the frequency of the 
amplified oscillations by capacitors C-j _o and Cr (or 0Q) . 
In parallel with the  secondary windlng""of outout trans- 
formers Wr ÖXJA.iAClJ. device is connected, consist!] 
resisüora which prevent output shunting, germanium diodes 
D2Y forming the rectifier D  and polarised relay P which 
turns on signalling. When amplifier output voltage is  ' 
lowered by 0.5 volts, ampere turns predominate which are 
produced in the relay field winding- She relay armature 
is. thrown over to the operation contact which turns on ' 
the signal lamp, placed on the signalling panel. 

Fig. 5.6 Circuit of 340 kc 
amplifier. 

group carrier frequency 
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■Output system. 1# 
Output system 2. 

3° 3?o reception converter 

.4, To  transmission converter 
group 

All current amplifiers for group carrier frequen- 
cies ITQN, with the exception of amplifier for 34o'kc•,'""' 
have 2 outputs (according to the number of fed systems). 
If only one system is connected the other output 1B 
loaded by  a 200 ohm resistance,' Amplifier UGH for 340 kc 
has 4 outputs for 2 systems; the group reception oonver*-" 
ters and group transmission converters are connected  ■ 
separately. 
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Piß. 5.7 Circuit of 308 and. 365 kc group carrier frequency 
amplifier» 
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Fig» 5.8 Circuit of 306, k&k,  5^1 and 543 Ice group 
carrier frequency. 
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The group carrier frequency amplifier is 

structurally made in the form of cut-in block which 
occupies the right panel pai Shielded receptacle 
blocks are fixed to its front side, which connect the 
panel circuit with rack assembly with the aid of bows. 
Quartz filter for group carrier frequencies is installed 
in the left panel part. 

5_.6_ Generator equipment filters. 
Two filter types enter the generator equipment; 

separate and group carrier frequency filters (P1MCH and 
FGN). Principle circuits and characteristics for both 
filter types are given on Pig. 5»9 and Fig. 5*10- 

The attenuation of these filters should increase 
fast on both sides of the pass bands in order that the 
4 kc frequency harmonies,, neighboring vith the derived 
frequency, would not leak into the converters and would 
not cause the appearance of different interferences from 
additional conversion products. For this' purpose, quarts 
resinators are introduced into the filters which provide? 
a) in one section FINCH, 3000 c pass band; attenuation 
at rated carrier frequency fn ~ 0.2 nepers.; attenuation 
at frequency fn + 4000 c - 4.5 to 5 nepers; input and 
output impedance 700 ohms;  b) In 2 section FG1I, pass 
band 400 cj attenuation at rated frequency f - 0,4 nepers;; 
attenuation at frequency fn +' 4000 c - 8 nepers;  input 
and output impedance 135 ohms. 

Distributing devices RU are the last elements in 
all current feeding routes of separate and group carrier 
frequencies. As seen from Figs. 5*6., 5*7 an(^ 5«8? this 
device consists of resistors, connected so, that the 
mutual effect of converters for different systems and 
transmission directions is eliminated. 

It was necessary to use only one conversion stage 
to produce some group carrier frequencies (306, 541 and 
543 kc). Converter PGM (Fig. 5«l) is made by a bridge 
circuit and operatles between filters FGN which derive 
only the used frequencies, 

5,jl_ 4/5„. kci oopy,grter 
As was already stated, in order to form a number 

of group carrier frequencies, the presence of 5 and 10 kc 

t 
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frequency Is necessary. 

Fig, 5 3   Circuit and characteristics of filter for In- 
dividual carrier frequencies. 
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The 5 ke frequency is obtained front the fundamental 4kc 
frequency by a special converter. Principle circuit of 
the convert or is given in Fig. 5»H* 

The converter contains 5 tubes 6ZECP-E.' First 
stage is intended to amplify the input signal with 4 ke 
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frequency, to which the circuit C5 Tr-j is tuned. Fre- 
quency multiplier is connected to amplifier input, con- 
sisting of germanium diodes % and. Dg, which distort the 
curve shape of the fundamental oscillation and resist- 
ances Itg and RQ*  which make the entire circuit symme- 
trical .and make the diode replacement easier with the 
presence of some spread, in their parameters. 

Pig. 5.10 Circuit and characteristic of group carrier 
frequency filter. 
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Tue  necessary frequency 20 kc, which is the smallesjfc 
common multiple for frequencies 4 and 5 kc, is derived 
by circuits C7 "Tr-o and Co Li , is amplified by tube Lg 
and is additionally filtered by circuits 0-jp, no  and Ch E 
rfr^ which are also tuned to this frequency"."' 

Third and fourth stages.are frequency dividers with 
division coefficient 2,  which provides the most stable 
circuit operation. At the output of the first'divider 
the frequency value is 10 kc and at the output of the 
second, .5 kc. The frequency dividers represent 10 and 5 
kc frequency current voltage generators,in the feedback 
circuits of which ring type modulators are connected. 
With the absence of external signal (20 kc) the ring 
type modulator Pi has a high, attenuation,, therefore . 
oscillations do not arise-. When applying an external 
signal the modulator attenuation decreases up to a value 
at which the auto-generator is self-excited. The 
frequency of 10 .tec (or* 5 kc in the second divider) pro- 
duced by it is applied to the modulator as the carrier 
frequency. 

During the conversion a current with different 
frequency 20-10 kc (or 10-5 kc) is produced, which 
.maintains generation with stability of the initial 20 kc 
oscillation. 

Circuits 0]_ß tfr^ and 0^9 Trr are tuned to 10 kc 
frequency and circuits '0O-, Trg-and $24 Tr^ to the 5 lev 
frequency. Resistors 119t' %?> %;4 are :in1:'e'nded to shunt 
the grid circuit> which excludes the formation of self- 
oscillation. In the last stage a final filtration and 
amplification, of 5 kc frequency current are made, 

3fhe converter input voltage can vary in the range 
1.5 to 3.0-volts, the converter output voltage - not less 

. than 5 volts (when .connected to a real load). The 4/5 
converter plate includes 2 cut-in converter "blocks (prin- 
ciple and reserve) made according to the accepted 
principle for this system of cut-in constructions, 

K p Control current generators. 
Two types of control current generators GKCH are 

used In V-12-2 equipments generators with quartz 
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X 
stabilization at frequencies 58, 60,. 109 and 111 *ke and 
looted generators at frequencies 6.4 and 104 kc^ locking is 
made'by a voltage, the frequency of which is the corres- 
ponding harmonic of the master oscillator« 

The principle circuit of generators with quarts 
stabilization is given on Fig» 5«12 and the locking 
generators on Fig. 5«13« 

Fig. 5,« 12 Circuit of ^Q3  60,, 109 and 11 kc control 
current generator. 

Signal 
ü&tfut 

fiidSf»Ä&t jf f^j j 

"„ f, f  w&®Mm 

P.    1 -•> Fig 
generator 

C 

Circuit of 64 and 104 kc control current; 

1 IE 
I       Quartz generators have only one tube 62H1P--S. 
j Coupling between oscillating circuits C'io Tivj and Cr_/- 
j Tri is accomplished by quartz resinaiors RP. For tnV 
,stabilization of generator output power and the voltage 

j on the quartz, a bridge is connected in. the feedback 
I circuit, 2 opposite branches of which have thermistors 
j TP-2/0.5 (Lp'änd L3), 
1       Any change of output level because of tube aging, 
! voltage change of power supplies, etc. causes a change 
j in the value of current flowing through thermistors, and 
L.-i?i?S^£gM§!IlJiI^„Slai4£§>?--. §—gll§Jlgg- JLQ the^lri.,resigut^ri,c.e,.,.. ,A& a.- 
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result of this the feedback voltage changes corresponding- 
ly (on the primary winding of Tri) t  which leads to the 
maintainanne of constant value for the output level. 

The quartz resinator is placed to the thermostat 
to increase the „frequency stability. The temperature 
regulation device in the thermostat in this ease is 
simpler than that in the 4 kc oscillator}  and besides 
a relay which turns on the heating and the thermal, 
contactor,contains only a signal lamp which, notifies 
the turning on of heating winding. 

Capacitor C-j serves for exact frequency adjustment 
of the generator, the stability of which during one month 
is held not lower than 2.10*"--'. The generator output 
level is regulated by resistor %2 UP JQ0  °«15 nepers. 
.For the control of generator output level volume and for 
sending the signalling with level deviation by -f or -■ 

■0.05 .nepers from the normal 'value,, a. rectifier made with 
diode 'D^ in the circuit of which is connected the 
signal magneto-electric relay (not shown on the circuit) 
is connected to the output voltage divider. 

A. clear and exact signalling operation for the 
deviation of the level from the nominal value is very 
importantt  since its oscillations cause unnecessary 
operation of ARIJ system on the entire main line. There- 
fore the generator circuits provide a stability of the 
output level not smaller than + 0.02 nepers from ail 
the influencing factors. 

The blocking generators have 2 tubes 6ZH1P-E.. 
The plate circuit of the first tube C5-.6. Li is tuned 
to the amplified frequency (64 or 104 kc). The feedback 
voltage is applied from the plate of the second tube to 
the grid of the first tube through a stabilizing bridge 
which is made similar to the previous circuit,; in L3 and 
Rp bridge arms, capacitors C-, and 0,2 are additionally 
connected with the aid of which the set frequency tuning 
of the generator oscillations is made. 

The locking voltage is applied through the third 
winding of transformer Tr1. The output circuit is made 
the same as that in the quartz generators. 

Frequency stability of these generators is 
determined by the stability of the master oscillator: 
the output level stability, .as in the previous ease, is 
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.From, the .total number of 6 control current 
generators.» provided by Y-12-2 system/ In each terminal 
station, depending on its type (A or B) and the line 
.spectrum alternate, only two generators are installed, 
whereupon each of them'-can supply two syetems by control- 
led currents. 

Ohapter 6.. tandem office 

6.1 ; general Information _ 
tandem office PS of system V-12-21 accomplishes 

the following functions? amplifies current of upper and 
lower frequency groups .of the line'spectrum; automatical 
ly regulates the levels, in both transmission directionsj 
separates the line frequency spectrum for $y sterna T-S and 
V-12»«2j forms 'a channel for the Una between operators 
in the voice-frequency spectrum»' 

Ehus, the main purpose of tandem offices consists 
in increasing the communication distance, because with 
all things considered the -accomplishment of the above 
listed functions serves Just this purpose. 

rfhe tandem office route contains a number of units 
which, were also used in the terminal office (see chapter 
4). 

Units which are characteristic only for the 
[ tandem office are. filters 3>E»2.8, BDK-2.8 with line 
\  transformer 0?r 600/600-j bypass route equalizers VK-33* 
I route equalizers Yyr. AB and Tyr«. ,BA| speak-buzs device ■ 
j tYU;  .control channel receivers. PK£* 

As a rale, several tandem offices, and in many 
j. cases a number can reach several tenths,, are installed 
| between two terminal offices.on the aerial mains. 
| therefore the system operation stability .and coBffiiunication 
{ quality are determined to a large degree by the parameter' 
stability of the tandem -office» 

Ä. large number of such offices, on multiplex lines 
•causes the accumulation of different distortions., noiaes 
axi&  interferences.. It is. obvious, that In each repeater 
office only such dimensions of distortions -and. level 
noises can. be permitted, which would not disrupt, normal 
coaBsunication with maximum transmission distances. 

In section 6.2, some Information is. given on the 
I— 
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determination methods of set noises, values for the tandem 
office and on the sources of their formation. Possessing 
information on the noise level at the output of one 
office, the protection value on the given specific main 
can be determined (with the. consideration of terminal 
office set noises) and consequently the transmission. 
quality can be judged« 

6.2  Set ^pA^pß^M^.3PR^};lR^F^Pr^9F^9^ ,9£..-,fefiP:§.fff, 
w X, X ~i. w w 

• The construction difference of low frequency and 
high frequency tandem office routes causes the 
necessity to evaluate in different ways the power of 
set noises■which are introduced by each separate office 
route into the common line routes of the system. 

Let us examine the low frequency route first,' 
A simplified block diagram of equipment relating to 
this transmission direction Is given on Pig. 6.i. 

Fig. 6,1 Simplified circuit of the l~f route» 
^W(—; 

I W    *2J 

hi 0,5  I fieni-?£5 

I    ■/»?*< 

KM 
The regulating amplifier Input in this circuit is' 

a point with the lowest level,, which determines the 
principle noise value» An additional factor, which 
increases the noise level, Is the absence of grid 
transformer at the regulating amplifier input. 

It Is necessary to turn attention to two circuit- 
feat ureas ■ '. 

1. Connection of initial slope circuit determines 
the level difference for end channel 'current at' the low 
level point at the value of circuit attenuation drop,, 
i.e. at 0*5 nepers, 

2. Independent of line attenuation, i.e. office 
amplification, the regulating capacitors MR and KPR 
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hold constant (with ABU operation accuracy) the signal 
voltage at amplifier» Input, 

With the consideration of the second, feature, 
the problem of determining noise power in low frequency- 
route for all possible amplification values reduces to 
level comparison of thermal and tube noises of the 
regulating amplifier with signal level at any-known 
route point. It can•be done most simply for the 
regulating amplifier output, 

The equivalent circuit of regulating amplifier 
input is-given on Pig.-6.2. In this circuit: C - the 
rotor capacitance of the flat regulation capacitor with 
respect to ground, (with the consideration of assembling 
capacitance)| depending on the position of flat regula- 
tion capacitor EPH, the-capacitance 0 can. vary in the 
range 20 to 70 uufj. JU'&nd BQ -  amplifier circuit 
elemental the values of these resistances are corres- 
pondingly 430 kilo-ohms and 150 ohmsj RShl - equivalent 
noise resistance of the tubej for the applied tube 
62&1P-E, Rgni » 1800 ohms.. 

Fig. 6 »2 Equivalent circuit of the input of 1-f route 
control amplifier and h-f route flat regulation amplifier 

To  determine the amplifier noise emf, it is 
necessary.to know the real component of the total 
C% circuit impedance, which with some approximation 
is expressed as 

R eh *  -1  — 
u» c"2 RX 

0?he total equivalent noise resistance equals 

sh sh      * sh   » 
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Eraf>    formed in resistance HSk> is determined by 
the well knovm expression 

•■■"■- y       fail 

and the noi&e voltage at the regulating amplifier output 
will be 

U Bh 2\A 2 \/  «sh** A * ^ 

to 1.38 x icr23, 
temperaturej   F --■ 

Sn~ampl if ier axnpl if i eat ion 

Here k - Boltzman constant, equal 
watt-second/degree.; T  - absolute 
frequency band width common cj 
(voltage), nepers', in. our case S^-- 2,0 nepers« 

Knowing tlie load resistance (E - 135 ohms) and 
noise voltage at amplifier output> their power level 
can easily be determined and then.« knowing the measuring 
signal level at this point, the noise power at 0 relative 
level point can be determined«■ 

Calculation results of noise powers, produced by 
low frequency route of the tandem office, at the 0 
relative level point' are given in table 6.1. 

The increase of office amplification is accompanied 
by a decrease of flat regulation capacitance (capacitance 
C), which involves the increase of set (thermal and tube) j 
noises in the tandem office, Prom the examination of | 
table 6.1 can be seen, that for the increase of line j 
frequency spectrum, the power of set noises of the tandem | 
office high frequency route decreases.. ! 

Regulating amplifier noises are adjusted to the   j 
nolB.es. of the entire low frequency route in the tandem 
office» 'The line amplifier set noises do not affect 
the total noise balance, 

Koise power, produced by line amplifier at the 
0 relative level point, can. be determined from the 
.expression 

0.562 e^shu 
2(v ~J>f) io9, 

j where 0*562 - psophometrlc power co-efficient,! PShu - 
the amplifier set noise level, applied to its'input 
(for line amplifiers in the V~12-2 equipment is. -15.2 
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nepers); F - .current level of 1 channel at the amplifier 
input {according to the level diagram 4.0 nepers). 

Substituting numerical values> we will find, that 
in any channel the- nol.Be power from line amplifier'is 
0.5  w. 

'Let us examine now the high frequency route, a 
simplified block, diagram of which is given on Fig. 6.3« 
!The input of flat and slope regulation amplifiers UPB. 
and UKR, are the low level points which determine the 
noise value. In order to determine the specific weight 
of each 'amplifier in the total noise value at a channel 
output, we will make calculations for following alterna- 
te t analogous I/O the above stated; l) noises, determined] 
by IHR amplifier input; 2) noises,, determined by UPE 
amplifier input with .a 0 position of capacitor IQP3.;    3.) 
the same,' at lOOths position of capacitor KER.'- 
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Table 611 Values of noise power produced by 1-f route 
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Fig. 6.3 Simplified circuit of h-f route. 
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Initial data for the first alternate changes 
somewhat. The equivalent circuit of slope regulation 
amplifier input is given on Fig. 6.4. On this figure| 
C ~ total capacitance between rotor and two adjacent 
parallel connected stator plates, approximately equal 
to 130  f'l resistors R-JQ and R.,^   are  the circuit 
amplifier elements and equal correspondingly 430 kilo™ 
öhms and 150 onmsj Rghl has the previous values; R - 
load resistance of slope regulation circuits, = 60O ohms. 

Fig. 6,4 Equivalent circuit of the slope regulation 
amplifier input. 

The real component of the total resistance, of 
circuit CRn R-^Q is determined by the expression 

w'C* i Rie, -f- RH)* 

1 

i 

The total equivalent noise resis tance in Jrh is 
C£ ,se will < squal 

J?w « *„ + K"+*'«'■ 

Further determination of UNR noi se power ■at the 
0 re! .ative level point will be complete B.) lalogous to the 
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Investigated case, In addition to this S *=■ 1.5 nepers. 
Oalculation results of noise power at TJKR input are 
given on. table 6.2'* 

It is. adviaable to -examine this table together 
with calculation results, of noise power,» determined by 
U7?R amplifier' input t When making such -calculation,, the 

■original' principle prerequisites, remain the same as 
in the previous, noise calculations' for low frequency 
route. rfhe equivalent amplifier input circuit' (Fig. 6.2) 
i@. also kept the 0-siae-» . 5*he difference is only in the 
amplifiers IfFR amplification (Sn. - 2*^ nepers) .ecnß.  also 
in the value of .its output impedance (600 o.h&s), which 
should he considered when determining noise .level fit 
its output. .Additionally,- it should be kept in Blind, 
that with capacitor KKR '.position "0,! the KN-vch. block 
(route section between points, a -* b. on. .Fig* 6.3) in the 

frequency hand 92 to 143 kc introduces attenuation of 
1.0' nepers}  with capacitors. KUR position ts100** the block 
hass' for f ~ 143 kc B. « 1.1 nepers,,- for f = 92 kc 
S. = -1.0 nepers (attenuation). 

•'The block amplification- for intermediate frequen- 
cies can be determined from, a straight line connecting 
2 end points.» -Calculation, results, of noise powers-at 
TJPK input are given in table 6,3. 

0oapardng data, of tables 6,2 and 6»3> the follow- 
ing conclusions cgn be smdes 

1. With eaall amplification of the tandem office 
(capacitors of the flat and slope regulations are close 
to 0 positions.) the high frequency route noises are very 
insignificant .and.are prlneiplly determined by the 
slope regulation amplifier« 

2. With office amplification, close to limiting. 
(capacitors of the .flat and .slope regulation §re close 
to' 100th. position) f  the noises, in lower channels are 
determined by both Amplifiers- to the same, degreej in the 

.'.upper channels the noises, are completely determined by 
the flat regulation amplifier. More .complete calcula- 
tions show that the amplifier UHi" influence begins in 
channels, the line spectrum of which occupp-les: frequency, 
region above 120 kc. ■'• 

3. The .slope regulation amplifier noises' do not 
: depend on the .capacitors KM position. 
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Total values of set noises in: high, frequency route 
!jS) are given in. table 6.4« They  are obtained by 

adding the data of tables 6,2 and 6.3,  ■ 
The line amplifier noises as in the low frequency 

route-* can be neglected. 
The tandem office noise power, determined'by'' 

non-linear distortions, when using the channels for 
telephone .transmissions can foe determined from the 
relations 

WS1 

^H2 

y*Ks\Q\ hem. 

nem. 
a r 

if 

where W0 -- power of the second order non-linearity 
productsj YJ31 - power of first kind third order non- 
linearity productsj ¥32 - power of second kind third. 
order non-linearity productsj Pn - the total load 
level at the 0 relative level point, i.e. the difference 
between average power level of all channels and the 
normal measuring level of one channel (?0 = 0*7 nepers); 
P -- the transmission level through one channel at the 
line amplifier output (+2.0 nepers)] b^G "" ^^e amplifier 
non-linearity attenuation at the second harmonic with 
0 level at the 
the same, for 1 
(* VB.o.'U,0 U-   Öi*-pA 

amplifier output (10.8 nepers)j b^oQ 
;hird harmonic (l4.8)j * iü f - the*' 
and b^or are taken from experimental data 

as average of a number of measurements«) 

effectively transmitted channel frequency band(3*l he)3 
/\ F - width of the frequency line spectrum (48 kc)j 
Y - the co-efficients,' characterising the'distribution 
of non-1 lneai"ity products through the operating fre- 
quency spectrum! k - psophoraetric power co-»efficient« 

The  value P~ is determined from the experimental 
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Channel 

frequency 
band 
kc 

i 

W 'S 

| upr;| 
■s uuf 

92-r% 

92-^6 

I39--M3 

139-:-i 43 

139 f143 

139-143 

20 

70 

E 
sir 

0/-MCT6 

0,4-10~6 

0,35-10 "6 

-« •OJi-lO 

0,35- J0~"6 

U ;lr 

J_ 
lour6 

4.42- iO*"6 

7.85-10*6 

3,86-lö"6 

• Noise level; 
1(according to 
jpower) at    i 
iUPR output)) 
i nep 

v  sir 

-II. 25 

- 12. I 

~ 11.5 

— 12,2 

7.SS- iO""6 

3,86-IG"6 

• t f., 5 

-12,2 

s i 

Table 6,3 Noise power values, determined by uTR input. 
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Table 6.3. (Continuation), 
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Channel 

frequency band 
fco 

1     !■? 

92496 

139 

92-7^6 
139-2-1 \l 

MW-f* ^.Un...^^-K^ 

Route 
pftesultänt prophome- 
Itrie power at zero 

amplification f 
(level point.» p$m 

mm, 

m'in. 

max» 

max. 

1.65 

1.90 

64.1 

Table 6,4- Values of the h~f route set noises. 

different channel number; eo "-efficients Y- by graphs 
.prepared by Brokbenk and V&ss. These graphs were often 
given in .literature and therefore are not repeated here«* 
(* K. P. Yegorov "Design Features of Distance High 
frequency Communications Systems through. Cables". 
SvyazUdat, 1949« A. A,; Leshchlnskly "Design of Multi- 
channel Telephone Communication System through Coaxial 
Cable", Radiotekhnlka No. 6, 1952.) 

values of other parameters entering into the calculation 
are determined by the characteristic of the line ampli- 
fier for the entire system. 

It is natural that for high frequency route 
W2 - 0, since all second order non-linearity products 
go beyond the line frequency spectrum. 

Calculation results noise power from, non-linear 
transitions at the 0 relative level point are tabulated 
in Table 6.5. 

Second kind third order non-linearity products 
are not considered here because of their negligible 
power (small value of co-efficient Yo^). 

Having noise data of separatePfändern office, the 
noise power at the aero level point can be calculated, 
which is determined by all stations of the main line. 

For thermal and non-linear noises of the second 
order this can be made rather simply, in so far as 

W, „„ = n¥, t,m    ti ana W, 2m nW 
& S 
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IFre^uency   . 
band 

Nonlinear!ty products 

w0          ! d                 | 
w 31 

36-2-40 
1              80-*~84 

I            139-f»l43 

15 
10 

j 

9 
9 
5 

■5 

Sable 6*5 Power falue's of noises from non-linear 
transits. 

where W tra 

¥ 
,ts 
2m 

n 2s 

the thermal noise power for all main line 
for all main line offices at the "zero rela- 
tive level point, JJLJ.IW| 
the same, for one tandem office, wiwj 
non-linear noise power of second order for 
all tandem offices on the main line at the 
zero relative level pointy $m} 
the same, for one tandem office, 14«? j - 
the number of tandem offices.. 

Determination of the resultant first, kind third 
order noises. .¥,,.. ,is. considerably more complicated. If it 
is assumed that the main line will have a straight line 
frequency phase characteristic, then with analogous desig- 
nations o  . 

31M      3ls. 
But the presence of 2n sets of directing filters. 

Indefinite number of office and line call loading sets,. 
matching autotransformers and cable inserts on the main 
line leads to the fact that each specific main possesses ' 
a. natural, inherent to it, frequency phase characteristic, 
which without fall deflects from the straight line, and 
therefore the values of resultant first kind third order 
non-linearity noises will be contained in the range . 

m3lB^ W31m^ 
2 

n W. 
31s' 
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The resultant power of office noises for all main 
line at the ssero relative level point is obtained by add- 
ing separate components. ■ 

' 'There are known definite recommendations MKföPT on 
the noise distribution in aerial main lines multiplexed by 
12-channel systems. 

In the studied problem, it was suggested to make the 
total noise power equal to'20,000 J4iw at the end of a hypo- 
thetical 2,500 km long circuit (with three three transducer 
sections). From'this'value, 175*000 mm vras suggested to 
set aside for group.tandem route noises, which in their 
turn can be distributed in the following proportion1 

Tandem office noises 2,500 \x\m; 
Transition noises from parallel circuits 10,000 jifxwj 
Line noises 5*000 uu-w. ' 
The suggested values are average noise values or 

busy hour in periods when the line does not undergo the 
influence of the most unfavorable climate conditions, i.e., 
approximately in 90$ <&f the time (Red Book Volume 1), 

Assuming for .half of the offices the amplification 
to be maximum., and for the other half S ~ S „ -0.4 nepers, _ 
it can be found using the above expressions"that the 
suggested noise value of tandem office equipment equals 
2,500 uuw, if with the addition of first kind third order 
non-linearity products n^*-^ is taken for the.Döwer channel 

I of the lower frequency group and nl-»91 m gor ^Q  -upper 
| channel of the upper frequency group (other channels of 
I each group will be under more favorable conditions).* 
(*  With the calculations, an average length of 125 km 
for the repeater section was assumedj the reception arapli-- 

I fiera of terminal and transducer offices were counted as 
line repeaters.) 

'From the obtained results a conclusion can be made, 
that the magnitude of noises produced by the equipment 
should be reater in the lower group channels than in the 
upper group channels. However the measurement experience 
on the main lines, when the measurement results are de- 
termined by line noises, refutes this assumption,'-and 
therefore it is advisable to examine the problem on dif- 
ferent norms for noise values from transient currents and 
line noises for upper and lower frequency groups. .Accord- 
ing to all assumptions for lower frequency group they can 
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be decreased for the benefit of the corresponding noise in-j 
crease in. the tandem equipment. 

6.3 DX-2,8 and EBK-2.8 filters. 
Filtere DK-2,8 and EDK-2,8 serve to form the order 

circuit channel in frequency band 300 «^ 2,400 c in the 
tandem office. On rack PS there arfe two BK~2.8 filter 
sets and two"BDK-2.8 filter sets,, which permit to form ser 
vice channels in both directions from the office. 

Each set of DK-2.8 filters (Fig. 6.5) consists of 
low pass filter D-2.8 and high pass filter K-2.8. Both 
filters are made by a balanced circuit and from the parallel 
connection side have a compensating circuit LgC-i^ tuned to 
2,770 C frequency. 

The  filter series branch elements- are selected In 
pairs, with very great accuracy In order that the symmetry. 
attenuation would not be smaller than 6'nepers in the pass- 
band . 

Order circuit channel, derived by DK-2.8 filters, 
is equipped by two-wire low-frequency amplifiers on long 
main, lines. The  arrangement of these amplifiers on the 
circuit is accomplished in such a manner that the places of 
their location coincide with repeated tandem offices PT-I2- 

In this case for stable operation, of two-wire du- 
plex amplifiers, balancing filters BDK-2.8 similar to 
DE-2.8 filters are connected Into the balancing circuits of 
duplex, amplifiers. 

On rack PS there are Tr 600/60O transformers f  with 
the aid of which telegraph transmission through PIkar cir- 
cuit can be organized when distance feeding of office 
VUS-12 is connected. These transformers are connected at 
D-2.8 filter Input and are designed to pass not only the 
speaking currents but also the magneto ringing-currents. 

ffhese devices serve for the compensation of ampli- 
tude frequency distortions, introduced by different group 
route units» In both group routes the greatest distortions 
occur at the ends of the operation frequency band; they are 
caused principally by filters in the route. Analogous dis- 
tortion character of routes for lower and upper frequency 
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X. 
[groups A-B and B-A determines a single form of the equalize 
1 principle circuit (Pig.  6.6a). 

Fig»  6.5    Circuit and characteristics of DK-2.8 filters. 
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The low-frequency route equalizer differs from the 
high-frequency route equalizer only "by element values. 

The attenuation characteristic of low-frequency 
route equalizer is demonstrated in Fig. 6'.6b, and of high- 
frequency route equalizer on Fig. 6.6c, 
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Fig. 6.6 Circuit and. lose characteristics of B-A'and A-B 
route equalizer©.' 
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Here,'as. in the group route equalisers of the ter~ \ 
minal office., "fan shaped" characteristics can be obtained \ 
at the end frequencies of the operating range with the aid [ 
of variable resistors Rg and P^. i 

A selection of attenuaters 0.1 nepers» 0.2 nepers \ 
and 0.3 nepers enters into the equalizer block constitution] 
which serve for the establishment of the necessary route j 
amplification when the equipment is tuned. Besides this j 
selection of attenuators. In the low-frequency route equa- ! 
iizer block there are attenuators with attenuations .0.5 
and 0.2 nepers, and in the high-frequency route equalizer 
block - attenuaters with attenuations 0.8 and 0.5 nepers. 

Attenuafers with greatest attenuation are usually 
connected into both routes and only in some cases,, when 
It is necessary to increase the "flat11 route amplification, 
they are either disconnected or replaced by attenuaters 
M£iL22§i^^ switchings are 
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! made on the equalised block cover by bows. 

6»^ VK;-33 ecjuo-l 1 ger., 
With favorable weather conditions some tandem off- 

ices can be disconnected, from the main line by forming 
by-pass, circuits (Fig. 2.2). In addition to this, the 
routes of both transmission directions are completely dis- 
connected,, but the line filters remain connected. They 
Introduce additional amplitude frequency distortions, for 
the compensation of which the W-33 equalizer is connected 
into the by-pass circuit. Circuit and characteristic of 
such equalizer is illustrated in Fig. 6, V 

Fig. 6,7 Circuit and characteristic of VK-33 equalizer. 
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j In the operation frequency band from 36 fee and 
j higher the by~pas.s circuit attenuation is 0.28 nepers}  the 
j equalizer corrects the by-pass route with an accuracy of 
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•-* 0.05. nepers .-.■.. 

. A two-wire speak-büzz device PYCI enters into the 
tandem office equipment, and .serves for conducting conver- 
sation, and call through the service channel, formed by- 
filters DK-2.8. 

PW circuit is illustrated in "Fig. 6.8. The prin- 
ciple -circuit elements ares hand .set, consisting of micro- 
phone (M) and telephone (T), differential transformer Tr-, 
and balancing re&isters R3. and Ity * , with the aid of 
(*■ Re&lstor R|j. Is connected only when conducting common 
conversation for better balancing of anti-side tone device/ 
which the anti-side tone device of hand set connection ie 
made, switches Kl}. &nä  Rig, ringing devices having copper 
oxide rectifier bridge KM,' signal lamp- L2,  load resistors 
(R±  » 2  Jcoiima and R2 - 600 ohms) and blocking capacitor 
(Cx = 1 \L£) ,  which preventB the shunting of the ringing 
current when connecting FVTJ in one direction. 

Fig« 6.8- pireuit of speak-busz device (PW). 

i-%j'^"..-.i  5©pamt« eöa*r«"g&'M:;L 
p|i«"TOat© 
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I      The speak-buzz device permits to accomplish the 
! following operationst 

1) conducting .&,  separate conversation and call in 
both directions from the tandem office.; 

2) conducting a Gorman  (simultaneous) conversation 
with neighboring office personnel! 

3) accomplishment of conversation passage control 
through the service channel. 

Transition to call or control Is made By switching 
of Kl, switch, the sending of the call is accomplished by 
pressing the key Klg- How to accomplish all these opera- 
tions, can be easily determined by the above-mentioned 
circuit. FVU is connected to the line by banana .jacks on 
the PVU block and on the switching board. 

Structurally the FVU block is made as -a cut In block 
and is plac d  on one', panel with the switching board,, 

The .switching board 1B filled with shielded, and 
unshielded jacks, the purpose of which is cleared, up when 
examining the block diagram of PS rack (Fig. 2.2). 

Attenuation in aerial communication linea depends 
on whether air temperature, precipitation, i.e., on the 
entire set of factors called the meteorological conditions. 
Consequently, to obtain high quality'stable communication, 
it is necessary to install devices into the equipment 
which would compensate the circuit attenuation variation 
jby regulating the amplification. Without such regulation- 
[which is accomplished automatically, ARU, it is Impossible 
I to provide high quality continuous communication operation 
| during" the entire year in our country with considerable 
line extensions« 

I      There are some differences from.other systems in 
| the ARU device of V-l'2-2 system. First of■all they consist 
in a somewhat different approach to the determination of 

I limits for flat and especially for the■elope regulation. 
|      Operation experience of V-12 equipment showed that 
|-it is practically impossible to use maximum amplification 
jof 9 nepers in the tandem offices at frequency 143 kc, 
t * since the line noises at such attenuation (9 nepers).of the 
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repeater section sharply increase. On the other hand» in 
a number of cases, lack of amplification was noted at fre- 
quency 92 -ko, which was determined, by the extremely large 
(above 4 nepers) limiting slope of the upper frequency 
group amplification characteristic. 

In ¥-12-2 equipment the maximum amplification value 
of tandem offices at 143 kc frequency equals 8.0 nepers. 
It compensates, the attenuation of line Section with traverse 
profile and 4 mm wide diameter, 125 km long with weather 
conditions "frost 10 ima'\ *  The frequency characteristic 
(* To maintain communication at glazed frost or more in- 
tense frostT  offices VU3-3J2 can he connected between offi- 
ces FV-12-2.) • 

of line attenuation at these conditions is given in Pig» 
7»! (curve a). Curve b illustrates.-the attenuation charac- 
teristic of the same section line with-meteorological con- 
ditions corresponding to minimum circuit attenuation. 

Fig. 7«! IJOSS characteristic of 4 mm circuit, 125 km long. 

b ß  nop. 
8r -—T——T"~—t 

o "# x~söv~w~% mi m no w m hf> kc 

* a) frost 10 mm 
b) winter - dry 

(a - 20 cm) 

These two characteristics determine the limiting 
values of tandem office regulation ability. In the low 
frequency transmission direction, the tandem office 
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amplification characteristic slope should vary from 0.5 
i to 3.05 nepers and In the high frequency direction -' from 
0.4 to 2.3 nepers. With the equipment development this 
regulation range was somewhat extended to provide a speci- 
fic margin. 

■The necessary minimum, amplification characteristic 
slope of the tandem office is reproduced by constantly 
connected Initial slope circuits, which are found in each 
transmission direction« For low frequency.route this 
slope is 0-5 nepers, and for high frequency route - 0,3 
nepers. 

The flat amplification variation (regulated by con- 
trol, currents with frequencies 80 and 92 ke) should reach 
up to 3-6 nepers In the low frequency route and up to 4.2 
nepers.In the. high frequency route» In the equipment this 
regulation for both transmission directions Is accomplished 
for not le&s. than 5«0-nepers. 

So regulate the slope in low frequency route (con,- 
I trol current frequency 40 ke) an . additional attenuation 
I is' introduced, at lower frequencies of the transmitted 
I range and in the high, frequency route (control current 
} frequency 1.43 ke) the amplification Is; increased at upper 
ifrequencies. 

An electromechanical type two frequency AHU system 
I Is used in the T-12-2 equipment. 
I      The amplification regulation principle in this 
I system is the folio-wing, The control currents from the 
output of line amplifiers are selected by narrow band 

I filters and get into the control channel receivers, after 
I amplification and rectification these currents (with de- 
viation of their value from the normal) through tandem 
relays cause the action of motors turning the capacitance 
potentiometers. The latter switch over the regulating 
circuits of artificial .lines, as a consequence of which 
their attenuation changesf  and consequently also the route 
amplification of tandem offices or group reception route 
of the terminal office.  After the changed line attenua- 
tion is compensated by changed office amplification, the 
motors stop. 

Principle units entering into ARU equipment are ex- 
amined below. 
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Control channel receiver. 

The principle receiver circuit of control channel 
is given in Pig« 7*2. The control channel receiver con- 
tains a narrow band quartz, filter, a two-»stage amplifier 
and a rectifier, . The performing device in- )B  form of 

s to •> 
winding 

LJ_fi£l.i 

si 

i|„ Jif*^ --&.. ^ 

sensitive magnetoelectric relay RME-2 is placed on the 
control ARTJ panel. 

All control channel receivers have similar circuits 
differing only by some element values» 

The amplifier input is separated from filter 'by a 
balancing transformer Tri . The control channel filter 
characteristic is given in Fig. 7-3« 

Pig. 7»2 Circuit of the control channel receiver« 

The receiver operation frequency range is deter-   j 
mined by the quartz filter passfoand and by the tuning of  | 
circuit TrpCijCp;. The amplifier feedback depth (winding 
HI of transformer 1"r^f  resistors Rg and Rij.) is not 
smaller than ß nepers. The receiver sensitivity regulatior: 
In the range -0.7 nepers is accomplished by resistor Rh 
variation» The second winding of output transformer Tv^ 
Is connected to a rectifying device, consisting of 
germanium diode B and capacitor Cq* 

The rectified control frequency current enters, as 
it was already stated/the magnetoelectric relay,. At a 

i.™ 
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nominal control frequency level the current In the relay 
winding equals 1.05 ma. The'relay armature in this case 
is in the neutral'position» The control frequency level 
variation by "& 0.05 nepers causes a variation of rectified; 
current in the toagnetoeleetric relay winding by "*• 0..Ö5 I 
ma.» which 1B Sufficient for such relay frame turn, which | 
provides a closing of contacts, and consequently the j 
operation beginning of the entire regulating system. 

Fig. 7«3 Control channel filter characteristic. 

b f  nep« 

■loo~ttOO~-3oo-i!00'tQo t  mm *»«» TX ff C 

The control channel receivers of the tandem office 
are connected to the principle transmission route by a 
special winding'of the line amplifier output transformers 

Such a connection method is taken because in the 
PV-12-2 equipment the amplifier output is loaded on the 
directing filters, made by unbalanced circuit, therefore 
the control channel filters'which are made by a balanced 
circuit cannot be connected in parallel« 

J.ir3.........^^.,,Qpl^^.y.Q,^ll.P^^.'-. 
The closing of magnetoelectric relay contacts 

brings into action the entire group of devices and ele- 
ments. Out of them on the ARU control panel (Fig. 7**0* 
{* On Fig. J.k  only the control of flat regulation is- 
öhown, The flat regulation control is constructed 

f.-,-. 
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Pig.«!»^ Key 

I, From BfCK equalizer 
2.« ppom. lowlevel unit motor switch 
3» Prom upper level unit motor .switch 
4. Motor 
5. Signal switch. 
6. Output 'transformer 
7. Signal switch 
8. Prölimlnai'y signal 
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exactly in the saüte way, and therefore is omitted from the 
circuit.) 
are placed magnetoelectrio -relay KPR'f relay sets MU and 
RVTJ, which control the switching on and switching off of 
the flat and slope regulation motors j signal, relays HAS, 
KSM and ÜSY with lamps, and also level variation indicators 
In this circuit magnetoeiectric relays HME-2 (RPR) are 
used* which possess stable operation threshold, high sensi 
tivlty and maintenance of regulation for a long time. 

The  control circuit performs the following functional 
1) acoomplisheö the control of amplification regula- 

tion (switching on and off of the motors) with controlled 
| current level- oscillations in the range from +Ö.05 nepers 
and higher and from -0*05 nepers to -0,5 nepersi 

2) accomplishes' automatic switching on of amplifi- 
cation regulation meclianism in the case if i the control 

i current level decreased by more than -0.5 nepers{ the 
I rotors of capacitance potentiometers (switches) reached 
I externe positions! 

3) permits complete manual disconnection for all 
| level regulation devices; 

4) turns on the local, the overall rack arid overall 
station emergency signaling with level variations by 
lvalue equal to or greater than 40»3 or -0.5 nepers).  this 
signaling acts with the retardation hy 15 to 20 seconds, 
which is produced by special thyratron circuitj 

]      5) permits to determine approximate magnitude of 
|the relative level variation of control current by indica- 
ting devices which have different colored sections on the 
scale| 

6) permits to turn off the emergency signaling with 
prolonged damage of line or equipment with full restoration 
of the Initial signaling circuit after the emergency is 
eliminated. 

Operation dynamics of control device ARU and the 
current passage circuit, because of its simplicity,are not 
examined here. 

1.4 Adjusting artificial .lines,. 
nine attenuation is compensated by adjusting arti- 

ficial lines RIL,, which consist of equalizers, capacitors 
of flat and slope regulations and amplifiers. All this 
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equipment set is. structurally and electrically divided into 
two parts? of which one provides flat regulation and the 
jother changes the amplification characteristic slope, EIL 
have.different .construction for lower and upper frequency 
groups* 

The adjusting artificial.lines are made in four 
forms, which can be denoted* EIL nch pi.; EIL nch nakl| 
RIL vch plj HXL vch nalcl« 

All RIL are placed at the beginning of tandem offi.ee 
group routes -and terminal office reception routes. "The 
adjusting is accomplished automatically by connecting capa- 
citor »locks* t  however manual adjusting is also permitted. 
(*' In multiplexing systems of early productions, units 
analogous in function were called motor-capacitor blocks.) 

We will examine a more complicated circuit ■- the 
adjusting artificial lines circuit for the upper frequency 
group .(Fig. 7*5). 

Since during unfavorable meteorological conditions 
the input signal in the upper frequency group has very 
small level., then to raise the internal noise protection of 
the station,, first of all the level of this signal has to 
.be Increased. Following, froai these considerations,,, the 
flat regulation device, which with small signals does not 
introduce any considerable attenuation, is placed before 
the slope regulation device and the flat regulation ampli- 
fier accomplishes the necessary level increase. 

The equipment circuit 'begins with the attenuator 
ITdi which has an attenuation of 0.3 nepers and is intended 
to maintain a constant value of the input impedance with 
different plate positions of flat regulation capacitor 
KFR« After transformer l^ri >  which determines together with 
shunt Rß  the input impedance of" RIL,, a two »stage capaci- 
tance divider is placed., consisting of two series connected 
two stater differential.variable capacitors, The presence 
of two capacitors with mechanically coupled rotors permits 
to extend the regulation range. The difference between 
attenuation values, introduced by these capacitors with ex- 
treme rotor positions.» is 5 nepersj this essentially de- 
termines the flat regulation range, Maximum capacitance 
of each capacitor equals 60 ™ 10 jjuif,  and the minimum 
7 ujif. 

The flat regulation amplifier contains two tubes 
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Fig, 7.5 Circuit of the h-f route regulating devices. 
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(% and %) of type 6ZhlP~R. Its feature is the high 
Input impedance, determined by the lea.te9.ge resistance of 
the fi rst two .which is necessary, to make for efficient 
regulator-Operation. Both amplifier stages are eneoBip&sseö 
by the negative .current and voltage feedback (O^jB.^). 
Output transfowaör ^2 provides the matching of Amplifier 
with load equal to 60Ö .ohms.* 

3?he amplifier mpllfication value should.not be 
largo., since overload of the following elements and the 
amplifier,Itself cannot be permitted with favorable weather 
Therefore it approximate3,y equals 1.7 nepers with feedback 
the depth of which is 2 .£> nepers. 

'The jslope regulation circuit KMR follows after R1L 
Teh. pi. Its' basis is the ^.-shaped equalizer consisting 
of a number of circuits from the elements of which only 
five branches are made (#lg. 7-6)* which lead to the stater 
sections of capacitor KHR. H?vio terminal networks, provid- 
ing the -straight line shape of rectifier intermediate 
attenuation.characteristics (Fig. 7»7)# fire connected to 
the three center taps, fhe capacitor KHR rotor* turned by 
a motort  is connected to slope regulation amplifier-, the 
amplification of which equals 3-^ nepers» 

fig. 7.6' Simplified connection curouit of h-f' route slope 
regulation equalising circuits-. 

VP*-«! •*" 

'.ye mtm 

^o the input of 
slope regulation 
amplifier 

Equalizer 

When the rotor passes, the Intermediate sections 
from the first section to the fifth, - the RIL amplification 
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characteristic slope changes, reaohirjg & maximum when the 
difference between amplification values at the end fre- 
quencies of the band (S^I^-SQQ) equals 2.1 nepers.. 

Tho  effect of slope regulation circuit does not 
change the amplification for currents with frequency 92 kc» 
The rate qf  amplification change with turning of the motor ■ 
is 0.035 nepers per minute at 143 Kc frequency and the 
passage- of rotor from one extreme position to the other 
takes about 60 minutes. 

Fig. 7,'T Loss characteristics of the slope regulation 
route equalizer. 

b» nerK 

Section 1 

Section 2 

Section'3 

Section 4 

■  .       p  Section, 5 
1    SO m m no w m w $f icc 

The slope regulation amplifier circuit of high 
frequency transmission route ia similar- to flat regulation 
amplification circuit, The difference is only in the 
feedback circuit in which there are three correcting cir- 
cuit 0 '(two-terminal networks LyC^, Tücp2*>* ^Qpp?) >  whlöh 
permit to correct \,he  constant dx-ßtortions of the line' 
route at the extreme and at the middle frequencies (Pig. 
7*8). xrarasformer llr-j matches the amplifier output with 
135 ohm load» With Joint action all, RIL devices Introduce 
amplification into the high frequency transmission route 
of the tandem office,, the limiting values of which for 
idifferent frequencies are shown in Fig. 7.9. The numbers' 
on the curves indicate the position of the flat (p) and 
the slope (n) regulations in the variable capacitor? scale 
i~ 
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j graduations'* 
j      R1L for lower frequency group (tfig. 7.10) is .made 
simpler than the above- examined E3X vch. 

The  slope regulator consists of three series con- 
nscted L-shaped equalizers with taps and seven section 
variable air capacity» Since the level at RIL nch nakl 
input at any weather is not very low.» then only one ampli- 
fier can be used and KNK should be placed first and then 
KPR, which requires high resistance load, 

5\ig. 7 3    Frequency characteristics' of b~f route amplifi- 
cation..' 

*-> |? nep 1 

f. k:c 
too no  no m fw w 

She required attenuation characteristic slooe with 
turning of the capacitor KNR rotor is obtained by summing 
the attenuations of separate equalizer sections/ Each of 
the three such sections gives a slope to a characteristic, 
determined  by the difference of attenuation values (with 
frequencies. 84 end 36 ko), which equals 1,1 nepers. Thus 
the maximum slope will'be 3*3 nepers. 
™__^eve n^ tet^^^^ 
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I the flat regulation are located in two capacitors, the 
j rotors of which are on one axis, are connected and dis- 
placed, by the rotor plate width. I'aps from the 'equalizer 
are alternately connected with the turning of the rotor 
through the capacitance sections to the output terminals 
of EIL rich nakl. The rate of slope regulation at 36 kc 
frequency is on the average 0.073 nepers/minutes. 

The flat regulation capacitor KPR is made similar 
to capacitor KPR. in the high frequency route* Its attenua- 
tion between extreme rotor positions changes in the range 
of 5 nepers. 

Block RJX- nch pi amplifier (S ==2*9 nepers) has a 
circuit analogous to the above examined amplifiers of 
block B.IL pen pi. Elements L-^o-jg, k-pCgQ and L-jhGgi are 
contained in the feedback circuit^ intended for the cor- 
rection of aerial' line attenuation characteristic at the 
ends and at the middle of lower frequency group. 

The effect of slope and flat regulation is demon- 
strated in Fig. J.llf  where the frequency amplification 
characteristics of the tandem, office low frequency route 
are given with different regulator positions» 

Fig. 7«11 Frequency characteristics of e-f route ampli- 
fication» 

tS)  nep» 
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• Structurally the HIS panel is divided into two cut. 
in blocks (slope and .flat regulation) > which are connected 
to the interpanel cable by 16 contact blocks (for heating 
and signaling .circuit) and by shielded jacks and bowa 
(for high frequency circuit^ . tfhe blocks Include equal- 
izers (in hermetically sealed .ease), regulated siapllfierö 
and capacitor- blocks,, which can be easily removed from the 
coia&on panel. "The panel width is 180 mm. 

The capacitor blocks installed on the RIL plate», 
are manufactured in. two different structure forms - for 
flat end slope regulations (Fig. 7,12). 

Fig. 7.12 Capacitor units of flat and 'sloping regulations, 

A motor with a reducer (type 30-2,* 50 c, 2 revolu- ' 
tions/minute) are placed in the.back part of the block. 
Magnetic System of the-motor-consists of two winding pairs., 
displaced in space by 90°. Transformer plates of L-phaped 
form, are used as the core. The block motor l& fastened 
with the capacitors by four columns. The rotation, from the' 
reducer.is transmitted through two bevel gears and a warm. 
gear- to the principle rotation axis of the variable .capa- 

■citoi». The diameter .ratio of gear drives, provide®, slowing 
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down of the rotation, speed for the principle capacitor 
axis 120 times for EIL ttch and 240 times for RIL vch with 
respect to the rotation speed of the. reducer axis.. 

"So  provide free wheeling, the capacitor rotation 
axis is set in'ball bearings.. The  further rotation-trans- 
mission for capacitor blocks of flat, arsd slope regulation 
is not the same«. 

The rotors of two sectioned capacitors are directly 
connected to the axis and have the same speed in the slope 
regulation capacitor blocks (Fig.. 7«12^from the right). 
In the .slope regulation blocks. (Fig, J.12, from the left) 
there Is one more gear drive with 1.4 times slower rotation 
between this axis and two 2-stater.variable capacitors. A 
disc with graduation from zero up to 100 is. fixed to the 
capacitor rotation, axis in front of the block. She highest 
value of capacitor attenuation corresponds to the zero 
scale position. 

The friction gear in the block provides the possi- 
bility of turning the capacitors by hand"with the aid of 
a handle fixed to the end of the axis. In, front of the 
block under the disc., the spring contact groups are in- 
stalled,, which switch over at extreme ß4alß positions, which 
leads to the turning on of signalizaticr* and»- turning off 
of the motor. 

jfj.J5> jti r$Q c Qener&tpr«. 
2?he "50 c generator (0-50) (Fig. 7.13) feeds the 

synchronous motorsä  which turn the. regulating capacitor 
roters. j 

The generator has two tubes. The master stage with I 
circuit tg^h'j in the screen grid is made by 6ZH1P-E tube 
and the amplifier stage by 6P3C-32 tube* 

The power given off by the output tube into the 
load (1.6 w) is sufficient for turning four motors at the 
same time, i.e. ^ all regulators of the: tandem office» 
Disappearance or considerable level decrease of the 50 c 
frequency current at the amplifier stage output is recorded 
by signaling acting from a special relay P, which is con- 
nected into the simplest rectifier B circuit. 

Since thex'e are no high requirements for the genera- 
tor frequency stability? level stability and for non- 
linear distortion coefficient, then, its circuit does not 
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have any features worthy of attention, and therefore are 
not examined here in detail. 

Fig» 7.13 Circuit of CH5Ö generator. 

Z?M 

TTo RIL 
.T f motors 
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%Q  Bignal panel 

She motors can he also connected to the alternating 
current grid with voltage 220 volts and frequency 50 0 
(the generator unit 0-50 has a stepdown transformer Tr^ 
and a jack lock QK for corresponding switching). 

8«1L (General Information». 
As. it was already mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, 

the equipment for deriving four channels from the line 
spectrum of the 12-channel system (Fig. 1.4)'is installed 
in the tandem office, whereupon the routes, of derived and 
through channels are connected in front of the line am- 
plifiers * ie.f  after equalizing the frequency character- 
istics in RIL vch and RIL nch. So accomplish the channel 
derivation by the assumed circuit turned out to be possibl^ 
only as a result of the development of low pass.' and high 
pass filters (B-68 and K-108). 

The attenuation characteristic non-uniformity in 
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the pasaband (up to 0.25 nepers) for these filters is in- 
creased. TCherefore.it is undsslreable to install the de- 
rived channel equipment in-several tandem offices in the 
range of one transducer section. If such an equipment is 
connected'in more than three tandem points, then to correct 
the distortions at the terminal offices, introduced into 
the 8 through channel route» is already difficult. The 
data of these channels will not correspond to the accepted 
norms. 

In 0hapter 2 in Fig. 2.3 the measurement level val- 
ues are given at different route points formed by derived 
channel; equipment. At these levels a normal overall atten- 
uation is provided in the derived channels, which by other 
data are not different from other channels of ¥-12-2 sy Rxm ■ 

tejn. 
Units'installed on the derived channel rack BYK  can 

be diyided into three groups% 
.First group -■ individual, equipment milts derived 

from the SIO rack"of the terminal office (see Chapter 2). 
To thesi relate differential Systems with limiters (DS0),. 
individual converters (M and DM),channel filters (PF), low 
frequency amplifiers and voice freqise ncy calling-»dialing 
receivers (XJNQH-PTNV)* relay sets for magneto and voice 
frequency ringing (KEY and RTV), jacks, of two-wire and 
four-wire switching, voice frequency ringing generator 
(GTT), neper meter, speak-huzz device (plfü). 

Second group « generator equipment units, derived 
■from SÖO rack (see Chapter 5). 'To them relates the master 
4 ko oscillator (G-4)* the k  kc amplifier with harmonic 
oscillator (Us-4), the separate carrier frequency filters 
(PI and CH) for the first, second, third and fourth chan- 
nels. 

Third group ~ units used only in SYK rack. To them 
refer'the route amplifiers of derived channel equipment 
(üB AB, US BÄ, US AY, Us Vb,: Us BY and Us YA),  low pass 
quartz filter (D-68), high pass, quarts filter (K-J.08) > 
group converters for four channels,  low pasö filters (I>~ 
108) j, "bandpass filter (ZF), control -current by-pass filters 

, (EKÖH-80 and FKCH-9-~J ,■ the group carrier frequency ampli» 
| filer (176 kc), the group carrier frequency filter (FÖN-I76). 

Below the construction of units is examined refer™ 
jring the the third group, which do not have similar units 
i~ J 
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in .other forms of V~i2-2 system equipment» 

J^>(iHEL ^^-ki^A®!!^ 
amplifiers in the derived 

channel equipment, whereupon two of them are connected in- 
to the through channel routes (Us AB and Us BA), and four- 
into the derived channel routes (U3 ÄVh Us VA, Us BVh 
Us VB),    These amplifiers increase the signal level up to 
a value established by the level diagram. 

The amplifier circuits (except Us VB} are similar 
(Fig» 8,1). They differ only by the construction of 
output circuits and feedback circuits« 

The amplifiers have two stages with tubes 6ZH1P-E. 
Transformers Tr^ and Tr2 are placed at circuit input and 
output.  In Us AB and US BA the output transformer Tr-p ha? 
four windings«,  One winding is connected to filter D-68 
(or 1C-108) and thus is in the through channel route. 
Other winding is connected to filter FKCH-80 (or FKCH-92) 
and is in the control frequency by-pass route« With the 
aid of third winding}  the feeding of the feedback voltage 
into the grid circuit of the first ata.ge is accomplished. 
Amollfieation of these i/:;.jJ.L filers equals 3»5 nepers with 
ieea.D3.ck. the depth of which is 4*1 nepers» 

The relative width of frequency band., is dependent 
on amplification, and therefore it is not difficult to 
otam in .t a uniform frequency characteristic(with an 

accuracy ™0„03 nepers) 
The amplifi« Mboxc :LS  a straight line up 

to the level +2-5'nepers with accuracy 0,03 nepers.  The 
input and output impedances are not much different from 
135 ohms, which provides a reflection coefficient not 
lower than 10$. 

Transformer circuits are simpler in amplifiers 
Us A\%  Us VÄ and Us BV. They have only three windings, 
of which one is connected to the external load.  Us .AY 
has an amplification of 3*8 nepers with the depth of feed- 
back (00S) 4.1 nepers.  Us BV has an amplification equal 
to 4,95 nepers with depth 00S 3-5 nepers» Us VA has an 
amplification of 3«25 nepers with depth 00S 4»2 nepers * 
All three amplifier types are designed for current ampli- 
fication in the frequency band. 68 to 108 he. The nominal 
value of input impedance' is 135 ohms. The output 
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I impedance for Us AV and Us BV equals 600 ohms, and for 
j.Us VA equals 135 ohms. 

Pig. 8.1 Circuit of AB (BA) amplifier 

Sen Grouo 
IS aipa route- 
\~@ outPut 

5*-y Control 

^ OUt'DUt 

Fig.  8.2    Circuit of VB amplifier. 
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' > •     Output 
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- Amplifier Us YB (Fig, 8.2) has a somewhat different 
circuit from other amplifiers. It has only one stage with 
amplification 1.8 nepers. The noMnal Value of input and 
output impeclan.ee equals 135 ohms. 

8.3 tlroup route a, filtgrg. . 
Low pas» and high pass, quarts filters. (B~68 and 

K~108) are • connected into the routes of eight through 
channels, passing the currents of frequency hand in which 
they are placed and suppressing currents of the four de- 
rived channels. ' Only the application of xjuartz resonators 
in these filters permitted to obtain such a steep attenua- 
tion characteristic, that the derivation is accomplished 
without channel lose. Filter Ö-68 circuit is shown in 
Fig. 8.3 and that of filter. E-10.8 on Fig. 8=4- 

It is seen from these circuits that each filter 
consists of two bridge oiycudfc. sections and some additional 
elements, together with inductors and capacitors, eight 
quarts resonator» are- included in ihe sections. Resistors 
£l  to Kg serve for the balancing <£ the filter section 
branches, their value iß selected when the filter is tuned. 

Attenuators. Udi end Udo, connected at the input and 
.output of the filter; are necessary for better matching, 
with load. In filter D-68* there is one jnore additional 
section from the input side> which raises its attenuation 
in the attenuation band. She filters without transformer© 
haw input and output impedance«» in the order 4 fcohmsj 
transferors. «Eci and Tv2  lower this value to 135 ohms. 

■ Filter .attenuation in. the p&SBband is not higher •' 
than 1.9 nepers-and in the attenuation it reaches 9 nepers 
.This provide» a sufficient protection from tranglent -cur- 
rents; between channels. 

JSfatural • quartz resonators., inductors with ferroeart 
magnetic circuit, capacitors SOM, KBK and EEC are used as 

■filter elements«■ 
filter D-108 is connected in the route VA and VB, 

i.e., there where there is group conversion. Ihis filter 
is connected twice in the BY route (before and after con- 
verter) . In the first cagf - it protects route BÄ from 
currents with carrier frequency 176.kc? and in the second 
case (same as in route. VA) serves for the derivation of 
lower side band and for the suppression of unused 
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Fig. 8.3 Circuit end characteristics, of B-68. filter. 
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Flg.  8,4    Circuit sxA r.hamcteristic of K-10Q filter. 
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conversion products, 
The filter circuit arid characteristic are illustra- 

ted in .Fig.,8.5» It has three sections,  whereupon sections 
are connected at the input and output > which, provi.de feetteif 
matching with 135 ohm load* ; 

Fig. 8.3 Circuit and .characteristic of D-108 filter. 
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Filter attenuation in the passband is not over 0.5 
nepers and, in the attenuation band is not lower than 4« 5 
nepers. Inductors, with .carbonyl iron ceres, and mica capa- 
citors SSÖ are used as the filter elements.. 

fhe  units examined above do not exhaust all the 
original units applied In the rack SVK. However, those 
which were not described in this section have a great 

' similarity with, units already described In other chapters. 
For example, the group carrier 176 kc frequency amplifier 
is similar to group carrier 340 kc frequency amplifier 
(Chapter 5).    This can'be also said In relation"to filter 
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I FGÖH for the same frequency; the control current by-pass 
| filters FEÖE-80 and FKÖH 92 are composed of two control 
channel filters of the tandem office; the band .elimination 
filters ZF (Fig, 8*6) do not differ much from band elimi- 
nation filters of the terminal office, etc. 

Fig« 8.6 Circuit and characteristic of ZF  filter- for BA 
route» ... 

Input 

ff! L      ■ ■     ,     , fy 

b, hep 

Jf, kc 85   %   n  98 

New circuit and structural "solutions, used in the 
design of y~~12~-2 equipment involve some special features 
of its operation,, First of all it is necessary to point 
out the new-appearing possibilities of equipment units 
reservation» The cut-in construction of roost blocks per- 
mits to have standard emergency blocks and when necessary 
to replace quickly the damaged block by the reserved, 
Interchangö;bi.ll;y of similar type blocks' permits to re- 
arrange them from one position to the other, by this 
raising the operation flexibility of the equipmentj be- 
sides that, defect in different devices can be found 

, quickly« 
When damage is found or when the units are carefull 

checked, any block can be taken off the rack and again 
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connected to it by a hose with blocks, Thus, testing can 
be made In operating conditions with complete accessibility 
to the assembly and to the block elements. 

Complete set of Y-12-2 equipment includes three 
separate measuring devices« I'he one most frequently used 
is the nepermeter-, installed on the SIO rack,, which gives ■! 
extensive possibilities for measurements and testing, slnc«| 
its generator and level Indicator have improved character-| 
isties and the latter", besides that, an increased sensi« i 
tivity* The nepermeter Is placed closed to the switching I 
board which has Jacks that duplicate generator output and j 
level indicator input. Two-wire and four-wire channel j 
output,, terminating by separating jacks on the switching i 
board,, are mounted in such a way that loading and parallel! 
connection of devices can be made at different points of ! 
the low frequency route part. Almost every block in the j 
equipment (or small group of blocks) can be tested separa-l 
t'ely, because, as a rule, it is included between the j 
separating jacks, which permit parallel connection« 

The  universal speak-huzz  device PW on racks SIO 
and SVK,  as it was already stated in Chapter 4, can 
perform many functions, including" conversations and cadis 
through channels,connecting arid service lines, and also 
the cheeking of voice frequency ringing and pulse dialing 
of sending and receiving devices. 

As it is known these devices which connect elec- 
tromechanical elements (relays) require more frequen 
checking than others and:the presence of a handy device 
for their control should.-make easier the'keeping of the \ 
equipment in good working condition» ■■■ 

The presence of amplifier in the PVÜ telephone j 
circuit permits to listen in on the noise and interference! 
character in the channels", which sometimes simplfies the ) 
finding of interference source * PW can be connected to 
the channels through the jacks by cords, in addition to 

■this a separate and common conversation is possible in 
both directions from the place of PW connection. The 
connection with local, telephone system is accomplished 
through service lines independent of the city office type 
MB, TSB. or A3?S. 

The installation of the testing amplifier on the 
SIO rack should be.referred to the number of additional 
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facilities provided In. the terminal office. Oonnecting 
the transmission route output with the reception,  route 
Input through the testing amplifier, the Individual etMip- 
ment relating to any channel can be chacked ^Chapter 4^ 
section 10); 

The tandem office can. also- he provided by measuring 
device UÜ-15ÖKP» which is s level indicator' and the feeding 
to which A* Drought through -special jacks- (can also be 
connected in the distanee supply stations> e,g«> W$-~12j ♦ 

She operation frequency range of this device is 
from 0*3 to 150 kc. It measures the level at the office 
output and other places, of the low frequency and high 
frequency routes- in. FV-12-2. i»ack<, 

"*  A*device for testing electron tubes FIEL is «l»o & 
measuring device, -added, to the equipment^ which measure's 
the cathode'activity and cathode currents of the-tubes 
$o  accomplish such, jaeaftureatönts there are jacks. and shunts. 
i.A the.cathode 'circuit of each tube* and. in the heating 
circuit - jacks' and reostats* These  end the other ele- 
ments are placed .on. the front panel of the blocks, 

j      "Terminal and. tandem offices of the Y-12-2 system 
contain additional devices, which .were not in the equip- 
ment set V-12. First, these are the panels with elements 
providing distance supply feeding to WS, and second, 
two filter sets DK-2.8 and HDK-2.8 (only on PS rack), The 
latter permit to organize a. link, between operators at low 
frequency between offices for which on rack PS there is - 
also a two-wire FVTT, The organisation of such length  . 
undoubtedly will raise the quality of main line service. 

Arrangement" of the equipment units on the racks is 
made with the consideration of providing minimum lnter- 
rack 'wirin*. Not only the decrease of rack number in 
the terminal and tandem offices, but also a rational 
arrangement of the equipment on the racks would make the 
.installation and assembly of equipment in LAZ much easier. 

On the lead in terminal blocks placed at the top 
of the racks, all input and output circuits are looped in 
which do not require shielding, and large number, of shiel- 
ded circuits are also looped in. 

Main fuses for different kinds of feeding are in- 
troduced into the rack -feeding circuits, This makes it 
possible to easily and quickly disconnect any voltage from 
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the rack. When some voltage disappears, the signalling is 
on. The signalling circuit is made in correspondence with 
new requirements, as a consequence of which it was possible 
to apply a single ordinary "transparency" for the entire 
multiplexing system. 

Experimental operation of equipment samples on one 
of the main lines for one year and some data,* obtained by 
observing system V-12-2  operation in different locations 
of the country permit to give its characteristic from the 
point of view of parameter time stability., and also to 
evaluate measurement methods used during the tuning» 

The results stated below were obtained after initial 
system tuning and after eliminating some defects in the 
line and in the equipment (the latter sometimes appeared 
with transportation, rack installation, etc.'). 

The frequency stability of 4 kc master oscillator 
fluctuates in the range 2*5*10 -6 4.»10' -b The  highest 
transmitted frequency l4S kc varies by'0.3 to 0.5 c.» which 
is not higher than the assigned norm-. In conditions of 
long equipment operation a necessity of fine tuning of 
the oscillator can arise, since because of the natural , 
aging of quartz resonator the oscillator frequency can de-' 
viate from the nominal value. The fine'adjustment is 
made by a variable capacitor (O5 Pig. 5*2) in the mafeter 
oscillator circuit, by comparing its frequency with the 
frequency of other source. Frequency equality for com- 
parison with oscillograph indication is not compulsary, 
only multiplicity between them is necessary. 

Frequency stability of control current independent 
generators is higher than the standard (standard 2"10~5)' 
and approximately equals 0.7 4- 0.9*10~2. Level variation 
at 4 -kc oscillator output is not higher than "0.1 neper, 
ana at the control current generator output not higher thaaji 
±0.04' -f 0 »05 nepers. 

Fluctuation value of side frequency levels at the 
output of terminal and tandem offices in time is not over 
0.09 nepers and the variation of group route frequency 
characteristics is in the range 0.1 nepers. 

•The terminal office set noises for long observation 
period had the values 0.25 -7 0.50 mv at the point where 
the measuring level equals +0.5 nepers. Noises are mea- 
sured at the jack P'r.lin by type UNF-2 sophometer, if 
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DK-88 racks are loaded by 135 ohm resistance. 
On the main line with an extent in the order of 

800 kni during a half year observation period, the level 
diagram varied at the points of terminal and tandem office 
outputs in the range +0,2 to -0.1 neper. ' Variation of 
reception levels (overall circuit attenuation fluctuation) 
for the same time was not higher than ±0.2 nepers for 
separate' channels and for more than half of the channels 
±0*1 nepers, 

1 A great significance for normal system operation 
have the maintenance of high degree linearity of the group 
routes, which can gradually or suddenly decrease because 
of the tube aging, the variation of resisotrs and capaci- 
tors values, the breaking of contacts, etc» 

The amplifier equipment of tandem and terminal 
offices has great "reserves." in this parameter, as a con- 
sequence only prophylactic observation is necessary after 
the good working condition of the given equipment and the 
possetion of method for fast finding of the defective 
element. 

The measurement of currents of non-linear transi- 
tions between channels inside the system is made by using 
individual equipment. These measurements are made with 
four-wire connection of channels, in the combined frequency 
of the third order-of the form fyiom ~ f-j-MV^-fs« Frequencies 
f-} , '^2£  £3 an^ also channels through which signals with 
these "frequencies are transmitted, are selected in such 
a way that the non-linearity product in the voice frequency 
spectrum would have frequency, equal'to l,ö00 c- (Table 9»l)« 

Total voltage (^±zm)  of combined {uV_om) 
arw3- natural 

(Ugh) interferences is measured at- the receiving end of 
the channel subject to influence. The voltage value of 
combined frequency is determined from formula 

u"kom / U? izm 
~TjS: 

sh 

With increased non-linear transitions, it is neces- 
sary to determine the office which is the source of these 
interferences. The finding of office with increased non- 
linearity is made by alternately setting the blocking 
filter, tuned to one of the measuring frequencies * 
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Trans- 
mission 
direction 

I Linear 
spectrum 
alternate! 

't\t k".e f2, kc/   if3,  kc/ ;ficom,ky 

kan 

99/l I 
00/2 
98/2 

101/11 

131/3 
132/10 
130/10 
133/3 

41/2 
43/11 
41/2 
43/11 

73/10 
75/3 
73/10 
75/3 

Table 9,1    Frequencies and channels recommended for the 
measurement of non-linear distortions by the combined fre- 
quency of the form X'! Icom —  I "I ~\~Tp"-Z'iz   e. 

A circuit consisting of series connected inductors 
and capacitors with very small losses can be used for such 
a filter. Such a'circuit is connected parallel to the 
tandem office '.input, and if the non-linearity products 
disappear when disconnected., then the cause of the inereasec 
non-linearity should be looked for in this office. If    } 
however, the non-linear transitions do not disappear, then I 
the cause of their appearance should be looked for in an- | 
other tandem office, closer to that tandem office, from 
which the measurement signals are applied. 

Most tubes 6ZH1P-E and 6P3S-E, used in this equip- 
ment, as the experience showed operate more than the 
guaranteed 5*000 hours and even over 8,000 hours« How- 
ever 5$ of the tubes lose emission before this time and. 
besides that, 3 to kfo  of the tubes had to be replaced be- 
fore their guaranteed lifetime is up for different reasons 
and mainly because of the increased set noise level, which 
is more noticeable in UNCH. 

Sometimes tubes 6P3S are Installed instead of 
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6P3S-E in some PS and SGO racks. Type 6P3S tubes have 
a-guaranteed lifetime of 500 hours, but practically they 
work 700-1,000 hours, after which the amplifier non-lin- 
earity increases* i.e*, 'tubes gradually go out of order. 
These tubeö ßhould hot be left in the operating equipment 
for a period longer than 1,000 hours. Ehe reserve set 
of such tubes is twice greater, than the usual. 

With equipment V-12-2 installation In LAZ contain- 
ing the equipment";of ■ systems V-12 and K-24, a necessity 
can arise of using the generator equipment of these sys- 
tems to feed. V-12-2 SIO racks by carrier currents. öiie 
connection of generator racks of V-12 (SKK) system and 
K-24 (SHK) system with SIO rack is made in the same way 
as before with rack SIP of the systems V-12 and K~24. 

It is only necessary to disconnect the additional 
resistances in the distributing device (RU) of SIO and 
to establish carrier current levels equal to -0.5 nepers 
(by voltage) at the modulator and demodulator inputs. 
This recommendation cannot be extended on that small num- 

t ber of SIO racks, which was manufactured with D2V instead 
of MKV-5-1 diodes in the modulators and the demodulators. 
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